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REPORT OF THE CENTRAL CHINA FAMINE

RELIEF COMMITTEE
COVERING ITS WORK FROM

September 2oth, 1911, to June 30TH, 1912.

I.—THE EXTENT, CAUSES, AND SEVERITY OF THE

FAMINE OF 1911-1912.

The year 1911-12, which will always be remembered in China as the year of the

overthrow of the Manchu Dynasty and the establishment of a Republic, will be remembered
also by very many as a year of special suffering due to widespread famine conditions in the

Lower Yangtze Valley, and to the interference with trade caused by the Revolution. When
compared with China as a whole, the famine was restricted in its area and in the number of

people affected
;
but the Revolution reduced large numbers of people throughout other parts of

China as well to the verge of starvation. Appeals were received by the Central China Famine
Relief Committee from many different sections ; but the Committee was obliged to confine its

work almost, if not entirely, to those who had suffered from the floods of last year or from the

insufficient crops reaped in a section of country that had just been devastated by famine.

1. The Famine Area.

The main famine region was the same as that in the famine of last year, namely, the section of

land lying in the northern part of the provinces of Kiangsu and Anhwei. It

Kiangsu comprises a section of country approximately one hundred miles from north to

Anhwei
rth south and three hundred from east to west, its southern boundary being the

Hwai River, the Hungtze Lake, and the old mouth of the Yellow River, and
its western boundary, the Ko River, which is a tributary of the Hwai entering the latter at the

city of Hwaiyuan. As this is the region which has suffered so severely from famines during

recent years, a somewhat fuller description of the country may be of interest to those who have

contributed money for the relief of the sufferers, and we give herewith an extract from an
article written by Mr. C. D. Jameson, the engineer sent out by the Red Cross Society of

America, to study the river systems of the provinces of Kiangsu and Anhwei north of the

Yangtzekiang, with a view to famine prevention.

Mr. Jameson writes : “This area, in general terms, is included between the coast line on
the east and longitude 113

0
on the west, and latitude 36 N. and 31 N. on the north and

south. 'Phis includes the catchment basins of the river systems. It is all north of the north

watershed of the Yangtze River and south of the Yellow River, with the exception of a

portion of the country east of Nanking, where the tributaries from the north to the Yangtze
River have to be considered.

“ Within this area will be found the so-called ‘ Flood and Famine Region.’

“The entire area contains roughly 100,000 square miles, and, with the exception of a few

scattered hills and small ranges, is one vast alluvial plain, with a slight dip to the south-east

by east.

“The main river systems are three, the Yi and the Shu Rivers having their sources in the

mountains of central Shantung and Hewing south into North Kiangsu, where the Shu swings
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towards the east and north, making a complete semi-circle, its water entering the sea near the

city of Haichow. The Yi, also flowing south from the Shantung mountains parallel to and west

of the Shu, turns more to the west and empties its waters through five mouths into the Grand
Canal, and in flood time does much damage to both the Grand Canal and the surrounding

country.

“The third river system, that of the great Hwai River, having its source in the mountain
ranges of Honan, does its best, with its eighty odd tributaries, to carry off the rainfall from a

catchment of 70.000 square miles. These tributaries of the Hwai have fairly well defined

channels as far east as and including the Ko River. These channels are, for the most part,

of a capacity equal to all ordinary floods, and even during the abnormal floods of 1868, and
the greater one of 1911, but comparatively small damage was done west of the Ko River.

“To the south of the Hwai River, from Hwaiyuan to the Hungtze Lake, the land rises

rapidly, and the watershed is so narrow that the amount of water flowing north from that side

is a negligible quantity in any general plan of conservation.

“The Hwai River empties into the Hungtze Lake, and the Hungtze Lake has no well-

defined outlet through which the enormous amount of water poured into it by the Hwai from

the west may pass out to the east, south-east or south. As has been said, the dip of the

country is to the south-east by east, and this dip is about one in fifteen thousand. The
southern shore of the lake is rather well defined by high lands and hills, and the western shore

of the lake is defined by the dykes of the Yellow River bed, and the magnificent dyke running

from Meichikia to Tsingkiangpu, a distance of 45 miles.

“ This dyke is some 40ft. high, about 1 ooft. wide on the top and 400ft. wide at the

base. It was built during the Ming Dynasty, and of earth only, but during the reign of Kang
He the water side was faced with large cut stone blocks to a height of about 20ft., and to-day

is one of the monumental works showing what the Emperors of China, both Ming and Manchu,
once did for the good of the country.

“The dyke was built to protect the Grand Canal from Tsingkiangpu to the Yangtze

during the floods of the Hwai and Yellow Rivers, and thus save from absolute destruction

the whole section of rich and densely populated rice country east of the Grand Canal and

south of Hwaianfu.

“The bed of the Hungtze Lake is comparatively high, owing to silt deposits, and is

slowly rising year by year, but the amount of silt carried by the Hwai is not at all great. The
floods come from the west and the south, and the great inundation of the country is not

caused by the rivers overflowing their banks, but by the back-water from the Hungtze Lake and

the lower Hwai River, due to the fact that there is no outlet for either the Hwai or the

Hungtze Lake at all in proportion to the immense amount of water poured into them from

the catchment basin.

“One of the most important features in any study of the river systems of North Anhwei
and North Kiangsu is the Grand Canal. As shown on the map, this canal leaves the Yangtse

at a point opposite Chinkiang, runs north 133 miles to Tsingkiangpu, and from there west by

north to the border of Shantung and beyond. The width is from 200 to 400 feet, and the

water is confined between artificial dykes of earth. The water level is for the most part

higher than the surface of the surrounding country, by from 1 to 20 feet. The line of this

canal crosses the natural dip of the country, and consequently for the whole of its length from

Shantung to the Yangtze it acts as a dam to all the natural outlets for the surface waters on its

west side, the most important being the Hwai River.

“From most ancient times the Hwai River flowed to the sea from the Hungtze Lake

in the channel now known as the old bed of the Yellow River. In 1300 the Yellow River

came down from the north-west and joined the Hwai north of Tsingkiangpu, and for a time the

same channel served for both, but soon the bed of the Yellow River began to rise and cause a

back flow in the Hwai to the Hungtze Lake. This could not be allowed, for the reason that

if the Yellow River once got into the country south of Tsingkiangpu the Grand Canal and all the

country to the south-west would be ruined. The dykes of the Yellow River were raised and

the outlet of the Hwai closed. It now passes away by exfiltration in the Hungtze Lake,
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evaporation, and numerous small channels through the swamp lands of Tsingkiangpu,

extending east to the Grand Canal, and south through a wide zone of swamps and lakes to

the Yangtze.”

The second famine region during the past year was in the neighborhood of Wuhu, which is

one of the leading open ports in the Yangtze Valley. The country on both
Central An-

sj,jes Gf t^e r jver a t this point is very fertile and millions of bushels of rice are

WiHiu
ieaP

yearly harvested. The land is flat and is protected by hundreds of miles of

dykes extending along the banks of the Yangtze and its tributaries. During the

months of August and September 1911, the Yangtze overflowed its banks for many miles,

covering a vast section of rich rice-growing country and forming a great lake approximately

3,000 square miles in extent. Many of the people lost their lives during the floods

and many more their homes and their possessions. The survivors escaped in boats or along

the higher roads to the cities lying back from the river and to the hills, where they camped
until the water subsided and they were able to return to their fields.

These were not the only sections of China where famine conditions existed
;
but the others,

though numerous and widely separated one from the other, were smaller in

extent and the number of people affected was much less. In the province of

Hunan, the prefecture of Changteh suffers almost annually from floods due to

the deforestation of the hills along the headwaters of ihe Yuan River and to the

South china s^ t 'n§ UP °f ^ie delta where the Yuan River enters the Tungting Lake. The
adjoining provinces of Hupeh and Kiangsi suffered also severely during the

year by the breaking of the dykes and the flooding of much of the low-lying land. The floods

along the Yangtze, which were most severe in the region around Wuhu, did much damage
also in Central Kiangsu, where the farmers were able to reap only a part of their crops and
where many were forced to leave their homes and flock to the cities or to the hills. The
bombardment of the city of Hankow rendered many homeless and made it probable

that there would be great distress in that city throughout the winter months. In the

northern part of the province of Chekiang not far from the city of Ningpo, the embankments
along the Hangchow Bay were broken by the force of the waves during a typhoon, and a

section of country which supports a population of about one hundred thousand people was
flooded, destroying the crops upon which the people depended for their living. In several

parts of Shantung, in Manchuria and in South China, there were also local floods during the

year, with much consequent distress.

Hunan,
Hupeh,
Kiangsi,
Shantung,
Chekiang,
Manchuria,

2. Causes of the Famine.

The main cause of the famine this year was the silting up of the mouths of the Rivers in North
Kiangsu and North Anhwei and the failure of the Government to keep the

" ' v!

' embankments along the Rivers in repair, so that when the summer rains came
the banks were broken and the country was flooded. Great dykes have been built in times

past and a certain amount of attention has been given to keeping them in repair; but for

years no adequate system of supervision has existed and the dykes have been gradually washed
away in many places.

The famine in North Anhwei was not due primarily to any excessive rainfall, as was the

famine a year ago. It was due simply to the fact that no provision has been made
Crops.

for cjra ;n jng land, and that the people had become so reduced by several

successive years of poor crops followed by a severe famine, that they were unable to recuperate

in one year, and so found themselves last fall again practically facing starvation. Many of

these farmers had in recent years gained a livelihood by the cultivation of the poppy, and the

opium had given them a sure return, as it was harvested before the season of floods, and
brought a larger income per acre than any other crop. The edicts prohibiting its cultivation,

therefore, while in the long run benefiting the country at large, including the farmers of North
Anhwei, have temporarily increased the difficulty of many of these people in making a living.
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The smallness of the farms owned by many of the farmers must also be regarded as one of

the causes of the frequent recurrence of famine conditions in North Anhwei
Landlordism, and North Kiangsu. These farms have gradually been reduced in size owing

to the division of the land due to the natural increase in population, and to the

necessity under which the people find themselves of selling part of their land in bad years.

A considerable proportion of the population own no land whatever, but are tenant farmers for

well-to-do landlords. These farmers generally receive in return for their labour half of the

produce of the farm, and few of them are able to cultivate enough land to support themselves

during a year of scarcity, much less during a famine year. It is pitiable to see farmers, who
own barely enough land to make a living when crops are good, forced during a famine year to

sell their land for a small fraction of its value. Large sections of the country are thus gradually

being bought up by the rich, and the people are becoming more and more forced to surrender

their liberty and to become tenant farmers. The Chinese have sought in various ways to

check this tendency. We are informed that after certain famines, when much land had thus

changed hands, the Government issued edicts to the effect that all transfers of lands which had
taken place during the famine would be regarded as illegal and that the land should revert to

its original owners
;
but this practice is not general, and landlordism is becoming a serious

problem, as it is also a very difficult one with which to deal.

Nothing but a study of the economic condition of the people in the famine regions, covering

a period of years, can show accurately whether or not the country is over-

Local over- populated
;

but it would seem to be true that the population at present,

population. notwithstanding repeated losses from famine, is larger than is needed for the

cultivation of the land, and larger than the land under existing conditions can

support. There seems to be no decrease in the birth rate in the famine region, and owing to the

love of home and to the fact that there is no demand for additional labor in neighboring

provinces, most of the increase remains in the region itself. One is struck with the large

number of idle people in each of the towns and cities, and with the comparative idleness of many
of the farmers. Labour is so cheap throughout North Anhwei that the regular price for a

skilled artisan is only 160 cash a day (about 12 cents Mex. or 6 cents gold), and that of coolie

labour only 1 20 cash. Carpenters or masons who are working for others receive in addition to

their food but 50 or 60 cash a day— less than 3 cents gold. The price of labour has increased only

about 30 per cent, in the past twenty years, whereas the cost of living has more than doubled.

3. Severity and Duration.

Number
facing
starvation.

It is impossible to arrive at accurate statistics regarding the number who were brought face to

face with starvation this year. The best one can do is to make estimates, and

only the estimates of those who know the country intimately, and who have

lived through one or more famines, can be relied upon as at all trustworthy. In

ordinary years when famines occur, the Government is in the habit of making a

careful canvass of the number of people affected in the famine areas
;
but owing to the

Revolution such a canvass was not possible this year. During the early part of December the

Famine Committee issued a statement in which it placed the famine population at approxim-

ately 2,500,000. Of these about 1,500,000 were in the main famine area, while the others

were scattered through Central Kiangsu, Central Anhwei, Kiangsi, Hupeh, Hunan, Chekiang

and Shantung provinces. The general total is probably not far from correct
;
but these figures

do not include those who were rendered destitute by floods in South China.

We rejoice to say that the distress in certain parts of the famine region, notably in the

neighborhood of Wuhu and in and around Hankow, was not as great as many

Relative at first feared. The flooded region near Wuhu is one of the garden spots of

severity. China, and most of the people, although they suffered heavily in the fall, and

lost many of their possessions, were able to get through the winter with

comparatively little help. The same was not true, however, of the larger famine area in the

north. It is impossible to exaggerate the distress in that region ; but it is not the purpose



A picture taken at Wuhu showing a Chinese trying to save some of his effects by putting them on the

roof of his house.

A picture of Hankow, taken after the bombardment of the city. The coolies are clearing away the

debris. No permanent buildings are allowed to be erected pending the adoption

of plans for the rebuilding of the city.



This picture shows the houses of a village which was destroyed by bands of robbers, after being

completely looted.

This picture shows the conditions under which famine sufferers, whose homes had been destroyed,

lived during the winter while the snow was on the ground. The past winter was a very

mild one, and the snow lasted but a short time.
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Distress
increased
by the
Revolution.

of this report to give harrowing details of the suffering which was so common. Suffice it to

say that a region which a few years ago was supporting a hard-working and contented

population has, because of these years of repeated misfortune, been reduced to a condition of

utter destitution. For years it has been the custom of a large portion of the population to

emigrate to the south during the winter months in search of work. The large and prosperous

cities south of the Yangtze have become accustomed to seeing every winter thousands of these

refugees huddled in small mat huts along the city walls. Some find work
;
but the others,

unable to support themselves by their labor, are reduced to beggary. The whole population

of the region has become affected by these years of want and distress. In some sections a

considerable portion of the population has been wiped out. Farms have been gradually

reduced in size until it is quite impossible even in good years for scores of thousands of

families to support themselves from the produce of their fields. Schools have been closed,

for the parents find themselves too poor longer to send their children to them, and a feeling

of hopelessness has taken possession of the people. The famine of last year was very severe.

Only part of the land had been planted owing to the scarcity of farm animals and of seed, and

the crops in many parts were consequently poor. In other sections the floods came. The
fall found the people with food enough to carry them only into the beginning of the winter.

On top of all of this came the Revolution. Trade was at a standstill for many months, and
life and property were insecure. The ordinary police restrictions were removed
and armed bands of robbers went everywhere at will, looting, killing, and
burning down whole villages. The country was given over to a state of utter

anarchy. For some months the main famine area lay between the contending

armies. The countryside was swept clear of everything of value. Every man’s

hand was against his neighbor. The following telegram, drawn up after the return of a special

committee which had gone from Shanghai to investigate conditions in North Kiangsu, gives

in a few sentences a picture of the condition of the country :

—

“ House to house investigation by special deputation from Shanghai confirms statement

of Committee’s superintendent of relief and Chinese gentry in North Kiangsu that the people

in large area are without food except weeds, grass, bark, and in some cases potato vines.

Absolutely no grain. All animals and fowls already killed and eaten. Furniture sold or

burned. Houses being torn down in order to exchange timbers for food. Children offered

for sale or as gifts. Looting of cities, robbery of gentry, stopping of trade, recent disturbances

preventing annual emigration of poverty-stricken people, two preceding years of famine, have

united in creating unprecedented condition of misery and helplessness. Depopulation of large

sections immediately threatened. Unpardonable and irremediable calamity impending.

Conservative estimate approximately one million on verge of starvation. Actual distribution

of food, not money, must begin within two weeks. Forty cash per day per individual for

the next three months will save life and support those relieved while engaged on permanent
reclamation works.”

Speaking of the hopelessness and anarchy in North Kiangsu consequent upon the Revolution,

Dr. W. F. Junkin of Suchien wrote :

—

Dr>
S
vv

1

F
ny °f * I have personally visited thousands of families to investigate their appeals

Junkin. for relief. The most extreme cases do not make any demonstration. They
have gotten beyond that. They do not even beg

;
they are mute and motionless.

Sometimes when they understand that the ticket which you have given them means life, tears

will flood the eyes and roll down the cheeks. In investigating appeals for relief we go from

home to home and give tickets only at the home. We judge their need not so much by the

look of the home as by the faces of the inmates. A man may be suffering for the want of

sufficient food, but if his face does not show the anaemic colour oris not swollen from anaemia,

we generally pass him by for those more needy. In former years refugees went south by tens

of thousands. This year they have been driven back. They are wandering like ants all over

this north country. These refugees are the least reliable, least honest portion of the population.

Many of them are ready for plunder and robbery. Is it any wonder that the whole country is
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in turmoil and that no property is safe ? It is borrow as long as you can, then beg, then steal !

This year the most violent passions are loosed. Hundreds of heads have been cut off in the

effort to maintain order. Fear is the only thing that restrains. Half the population is hoping

and waiting for opportunity to plunder. In previous years promises of help by the Government
held the hungry multitudes in check. This year nothing holds them down but the fear of

death. When death is the only alternative, either by starvation or by beheading, then nothing

will hold them back.”

The death rate this year has undoubtedly been very great both in North Kiangsu and in

North Anhwei. Both Dr. James B. Woods of Tsingkiangpu, and Dr. W. F.

The death Junkin of Suchien, who have acted as superintendents in charge of the
rate Committee’s relief in North Kiangsu, and who are intimately acquainted with

that section of the famine region in North Kiangsu in which the Committee was able to carry

on work, state that they believe the death rate this year in that province was greater than in

either of the preceding famines. These gentlemen have had large experience in the past in

famine relief work and their testimony on this point is the most reliable that the Committee
has received. How great this death rate has been it is impossible to state. Nothing but

a careful census by the Government could show what proportion of the people have died.

Looked at from a purely numerical standpoint, the loss of life on the Titanic pales into

insignificance when compared with the loss in this famine. For weeks probably more people

died daily of starvation than went down in the great ocean liner.

Hardly less terrible than the loss of human life has been the moral deterioration which has

taken place in the famine region. For years North Kiangsu and North Anhwei
Moral have been noted for their lawlessness, and only by the firm hand of the law
deterioration.

an^ ^he frequent infliction of the death penalty has the country been kept quiet

during every winter. The constant recurrence of these famines has tended to make the

people more lawless. Those who have been unable to support themselves by their labor

have been going everywhere helping themselves to the possessions of their neighbors. The
famines have also seriously affected the education of the people. Schools are opened for a

time and then closed. The parents find themselves unable to provide for the education of

their children, and the latter are growing up illiterate. The necessity of so large a portion of

the population emigrating south each winter in search of food and the failure of most of them

to find work, has resulted in many of them acquiring the habit of living by begging, and once

that habit has been gained, all desire for work ceases. But saddest of all is the breakup of

the home due to the sale of women and children. There is perhaps no more heart-rending

sight in this world than to see a woman, who loves her child and sees it starving before her

eyes, forced to make the decision as to whether she shall keep her child and see it die a

lingering death in her arms, or sell it to some stranger, perhaps to a life of misery or even of

vice. Thousands of children have been thus sold during the past years. No one who can

imagine himself in a similar position but must have the deepest sympathy for a mother who

must make such a decision. But one’s heart is filled with indignation at the many husbands

who are content to regard their wives merely as so much saleable property and to hand them

over to another man in return for a few dollars to be his wife or slave. In estimating the

severity of these famines and the cost to the nation of preventing them, one cannot afford to

overlook facts such as these.

It is a noteworthy fact that within a hundred miles of each of these famine regions, the crops

were good and grain was abundant. While people were dying by the score on

the streets of Hwaiyuan, Pengpu, Linghwaikwan and other cities along the

Hwai River in North Anhwei, grain boats laden with rice and beancake from

the region immediately west of the famine area, were offering grain for sale at

rates cheaper than those prevailing in the Low'er Yangtsze valley, where crops

had been normal. The Famine Committee was not, therefore, obliged to send grain into

North Anhwei this year as was done last year, but made its purchases locally. It did,

Grain supply
near the
famine
regions.
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however, find it of great advantage to pay the workmen their wages partly in grain, and used

this method as far as was necessary to keep down prices.

In North Kiangsu, on the other hand, the grain supply in the famine region was utterly

insufficient, and the Committee was obliged to ship grain up the Grand Canal to Tsingkiangpu

and to distribute it from that point to the different relief centres. Even here, however, the

cheapest grain that could be purchased came from the section of country immediately to the

south and lying between the Grand Canal and the Sea.

Again, while both the Government and the Famine Committee were being urged to

appropriate money for the rebuilding of the dykes in the neighbourhood of Wuhu, large

quantities of rice were being exported from that port. During the twelve months beginning

July ist, 1911, a total of 3,102,369 piculs of rice were exported from Wuhu.
These facts give cause for serious reflection. The tragedy is all the greater that it was

possible for thousands of people to die almost within sight of the abundant crops of their

neighbours.

II.—ORGANIZATION OF A NEW CENTRAL CHINA FAMINE

RELIEF COMMITTEE.

During the famine of 1910-11 a number of different societies appealed for funds in

America and Europe as well as in China, and took part in their distribution. Amongst these

the leading were the Central China Famine Relief Fund Committee of 1910-n, the Christian

Herald Famine Fund Committee, and the Hwaiyuan Famine Fund Committee. In addition

to these, several of the missionary societies contributed considerable sums of money, which

were distributed either through one of the above organizations or directly by their Missions.

In the summer of 1 9 1 x
,

a group of missionaries who had been active in the work of relief

Meeting' of
_ during the preceding winter and spring held a meeting in Ruling to discussmissionaries in 6 ^ ° r b

.

b
.

&
Kuling, during plans for the future. I hey put on record their conviction :

summer of 1911.

(1) That in the case of a famine or other calamity, it is the duty of the missionary body
in co-operation with their fellow-countrymen and the Chinese, to take part in the work of relief

for the sufferers, unless adequate relief is provided by the Government.

(2) That, wherever practicable, relief should take the form of work that is likely to be of

permanent value to the neighborhood, special arrangements being made for the care of the

aged, the decrepit and the children.

(3) That in view of the distress existing in many parts of the Yangtze Valley, steps should

at once be taken to organize in Shanghai a new Relief Committee of Chinese and foreigners,

to take the place of the then existing Committees, to consider the respective claims of the

affected districts, and to devise means of meeting them.

1. Organization of New Committee.

The Rev. Arnold Foster of the London Missionary Society and the Rev. E. C. Lobenstine
of the American Presbyterian Mission were requested to proceed to Shanghai to organize such

a Committee. In September these gentlemen went to Shanghai, and after consultation with

United States Consul-General Amos. P. Wilder, Ph.D., H. B. M. Consul-General E. D.
H. Fraser, and other leading members of the foreign community, it was decided to secure the

election of such a Committee, as was desired, at representative gatherings of Chinese and
foreigners, rather than at a great mass meeting. Immediately, therefore, upon the dissolution

on September 19th of the Central China Famine Relief Fund Committee for 19 1 0-1 1, an
invitation was sent to some fifty European and American residents of Shanghai calling them to

attend a meeting to consider what changes were necessary in the method of famine relief, and
how such changes could be successfully inaugurated.

Note.-—

A

picul is equal to 100 catties or 133 pounds.
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The meeting was held on September 21st and was presided over by F. S. A. Bourne,

Esq., c.m.g., Judge in H.B.M.’s Supreme Court. The following resolutions were passed

at this meeting :

—

( 1) That in view of the frequent recurrence of these famines in China, and especially

in view of the conditions now prevailing in the Yangtze Valley, an Executive Committee
be formed, composed of Chinese and foreigners, to be known as The Central
China Famine Relief Committee; this Committee to receive such funds as may be
contributed, particularly from abroad; to administer such relief as is possible to the

stricken communities
;
and to take all feasible steps, in co-operation with the Chinese

Government, toward the betterment of the conditions.

(2) That this Committee shall have authority to add to its members, to fill vacancies

and specifically to deal with all matters which shall come before it.

(3) That the following gentlemen be asked to serve as the foreign members of the

Executive Committee :

—

W. F. Merrill, Esq., Commissioner of Customs.

H. De Gray, Esq., Chairman, Shanghai Municipal Council.

E. F. Mackay, Esq., of Messrs. Butterfield & Swire.

Amos P. Wilder, Esq., Ph.D., U.S. Consul-General.

E. D. H. Fraser, Esq., c.m.g., H.B.M.’s Consul-General.

Rt. Rev. F. R. Graves, d.d., of the American Church Mission.

Rev. Father Bornand, of the Society of Jesus.

B. Rosenbaum, Esq., of Messrs. Carlowitz & Co.

Rev. G. H. Bondfield, of the British & Foreign Bible Society.

Charles R. Scott, Esq., Manager, International Banking Corporation.

John F. Seaman, Esq., of Messrs. Wisner & Co.

(4) That the foilwing Chinese gentlemen be requested to take charge of the details

for securing the election of the Chinese members of the Executive Committee :

—

Wu Ting-fang, Esq., LI.d., Ex-Minister to the United States.

Nieh Yun-tai, Esq., President of the Chun Hsing Cotton Mill.

Chu Pao-san, Esq., one of Shanghai’s leading merchants.

Chen Jen-fu, Esq., Chairman, Chinese Chamber of Commerce, Shanghai.

Pei Jen-seng, Esq., Vice-Chairman, Chinese Chamber of Commerce, Shanghai.

2. Executive and General Committees.

The Committee, as finally composed, consisted of eleven Chinese and eleven foreigners.

The Exeeu- The menibership has changed somewhat during the year, owing to resignations

tiye Com- of members due to their departure from Shanghai or to other causes. The
mittee.

officers of the Executive Committee were :

—

Rt. Rev. F. R. Graves, d.d., Chairjna?i.

Wu Ting-fang, Esq., Ll.d., Vice-Chairman.

Chas. R. Scott, Esq., Acting Manager, International BankingCorporation, Hon. Treasurer

Chu Pao-san, Esq., Honorary Treasurer.

Rev. E. C. Lobenstine, Honorary Secretary.

Yen Ye-ding, Esq., Chinese Secretary.

The Committee has held thirty-eight meetings during the year, with an average attendance

of five Chinese and seven foreigners. The quorum was fixed at eight. The meetings have

been of the most harmonious character, and the interest of both Chinese and foreigners has

been well sustained throughout. Reports were received each week from the different famine

Note.—U.pon Mr. Scott’s departure for home his place as Treasurer was taken by H. C. Gulland, Esq.,

Manager International Banking Corporation.

At the beginning of March, Mr. Yen’s place was taken by H. C. Hwang, Esq., who served the

Committee as Honorary Chinese Secretary.

The list of all who have served on the Executive Committee will be found in the Appendix A.
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areas. Appeals were carefully discussed and balances on hand were allotted week by week to

one field or another An office staff consisting of a Chinese and a foreign secretary with the

necessary clerical help was maintained.

In order to enlist the support of a larger number of influential people in Shanghai, a General

Committee was formed. This Committee has held only one meeting during

Committee
8,1

the Year >
but from time t0 time the members were kept in touch with the work

of the Executive Committee, both by reports sent directly to them, and by the

frequent articles in the daily Press. Their help was especially useful at a time when it was

most difficult to enlist interest in the work of famine relief, and a number of them have

rendered valuable assistance on the sub-committees.

3. Sub-Committees.

The Executive Committee has endeavoured to obtain expert advice to assist it in carrying

on its work. The following sub-committees were accordingly organized : A Publicity

Committee, A Purchasing Committee, A Preventive Works Committee, A Finance

Committee, and A Medical Committee. The membership of these committees was made
up largely from those who were serving either on the Executive Committee or on the

General Committee. Much of the success of the year’s work must be attributed to the help

thus obtained.

No effort was spared to make the work of the Committee efficient and to insure the

honest distribution of all the funds received. Great care was exercised

Committee. ’n t ^ie selection of the localities to be helped, and the aim was constantly

kept before the Committee of using the money where it would save

the largest number of lives and at the same time prove of greatest permanent value. All

funds were deposited with the International Banking Corporation in Shanghai. All checks

drawn in Shanghai were issued by the Secretaries under authority given at the meetings of

the Executive Committee, and were signed by the two treasurers. All appropriations of funds

for relief were voted at the weekly meetings of the Executive Committee, and, in accordance

with a rule adopted at the beginning, the Secretaries were required to send to each member of

the Executive Committee, a day in advance of the weekly meeting, notification of proposed

appropriations for relief work. The books used by the Committee in keeping its accounts and
records at the distribution centres and in Shanghai, were planned by a firm of Chartered

Accountants, Messrs. Lowe, Bingham & Matthew's, of Shanghai, and their audit covers the

books kept by the Committee not simply at the head office, but in each distribution centre.

For the sake of the foreign contributors, these books were kept by the missionaries in

charge of the work of distribution. Care was taken to guard against the opening of

subscription lists in different parts of China by individuals or newspapers over which the

Committee had no control, as it was feared that this might readily become a source of abuse
and that money might be collected in the name of the Committee and not turned over to it.

All grain purchases of the Committee which were made in Shanghai were referred to a

Purchasing Committee of Chinese and foreign business men. Most of the grain,

Purchasing however, was not bought in Shanghai
;
but either by the local Committees

Committee, appointed by the Shanghai Committee or by foreigners specially detailed for

this work. Profiting by the experience gained in recent years, the Committee
was able to guard against any considerable losses while the grain was being transported. In
most cases the grain was weighed both at the point of purchase, at points of transshipment,

and at the point of distribution. Wherever possible, grain was taken delivery of at a

point in the famine area, so that losses en route had to be borne by the grain merchants.

The losses in handling were slight, although a very considerable quantity of grain was shipped
into the famine region, much of which was carried in slow native boats or overland on
wheelbarrows.

Note.—

A

ppendix K gives the names of the foreign members of the General Committee.

,, B shows the grain purchases made by the Committee,
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Preventive
Works
Committee.

The Famine Committee was most fortunate in securing the help of several experienced
engineers to serve on the Preventive Works Committee. They were
C. D. Jameson, Esq., Engineer sent out by the American Red Cross Society.

Hugo von Heidenstam, Esq., Engineer-in-chief, Whangpoo Conservancy Board.

Captain Schellhoss, J. J. Chollot, Esq., and W. M. Dowdall, Esq.

Their advice was of great value not only in assisting the Committee in the work which

it undertook, but in preventing it from attempting the impossible. It was hoped early in the

year that satisfactory plans could be devised, and funds obtained either from the Chinese

Government or from the local gentry, to make possible the rebuilding of all the main dykes

along the Yangtze in the neighbourhood of Wuhu, so as to safeguard that region from another

flood this year. The Preventive Works Committee discussed the matter at some length, and

it became evident that the time was too short to make possible the rebuilding of these dykes

by approved modern methods. It was decided that the only thing to do was to seek to have

them rebuilt in the old way, while insuring that good work was done.

Mr. Jameson spent most of his time in North Anhwei and North Kiangsu, and Mr. von

Heidenstam made a special trip into the North Anhwei, at the Committee’s request, to report

on the value of a drainage canal that the Committee desired to dig. In addition to these

gentlemen, several engineers devoted a large amount of time to the actual laying out and the

superintending of the work in the famine field. They were Mason Wells, Esq., and R. D.

Whitmore, Esq., in North Anhwei, and H. Berents, Esq., in Central Anhwei.

A Medical Committee was formed with a view to safeguarding so far as possible the health of

all those Chinese and foreigners engaged upon the Committee’s works whether

Comrnittee
as overseers or as workmen. The Committee would have been glad to under-

take to relieve to some extent the sickness in the famine region, but this was so

widespread that it was quite impossible to do anything at all beyond simply caring for some of

those engaged upon its works, and to make grants to Mission hospitals that were prepared

to care for famine patients.

4. Local Committees, and Superintendents.

The Executive Committee carried on its work through Local Committees which were

organized in each of the famine areas.

A large and influential Committee was formed at Hankow and took entire charge of all the

work of relief in that locality. This Committee looked to the Shanghai Com-
Committees m ittee for the larger part of its funds and carried on its work in accordanceHankow 0 1 ...
Wuhu, with the policy of the Shanghai Committee. In Wuhu a Committee consisting
Chekiang. ^ve Qfonese arfo fi ve foreigners was organized. They elected their own

officers and the Shanghai Committee worked through them. A similar Committee was formed

at Ningpo to superintend the work done in Chekiang province.

In the main famine area it was found that the work could be most efficiently done by placing

the responsibility upon a few individuals, and Superintendents of Relief were
Supepinten- accordingly appointed. In North Kiangsu the work was undertaken in fifteen

’ different places, and two foreigners were appointed as Superintendents,

James B. Woods, m.d., with headquarters at Tsingkiangpu, which became the distributing

centre for all of the northern part of the province, and Rev. W. F. Junkin, d.d., with head-

quarters at Suchien. James B. Fearn, m.d., acted as Superintendent for all relief work in North

Anhwei. His headquarters were at Pengpu, where the Tientsin-Pukou Railway crosses the

Hwai River. To be associated with these men as Chinese Superintendents, the Committee

chose the officials appointed to take charge of Government relief, insuring in this way the best

of mutual understanding. These gentlemen were for North Kiangsu, Ma Chin-ching, Esq., and

for North Anhwei, Koh Hsiao-ting, Esq. They were greatly assisted in their work by

members of the local gentry, who had proved their public spirit and their efficiency in previous
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famines. All matters of importance were referred to them for their advice, and their

assistance was of great value.

Upon these Committees and Superintendents fell the work of reporting on the conditions

that prevailed in their respective regions, of deciding on the localities in which relief work could

be undertaken, of seeing that each distributing centre was adequately provided with overseers,

and of providing the necessary supplies of money and grain. Their duties became very arduous

while the work was at its height. Tsingkiangpu was an especially busy centre, for much of

the grain used in North Kiangsu had to be unloaded there and sent overland on wheelbarrows

to the distributing centres. A considerable staff of men were kept busy in work of this kind

and in the keeping of the accounts for the local relief centres.

5. Organization in Distributing Centres.

The success of the work was dependent, on the one hand, upon the securing of foreigners in

sufficient numbers to supply two men for each distributing centre, and, on the

between^
10” other, upon obtaining the help of the more prominent and public-spirited

fbr>ei|ners*
^ members of the local gentry. This co-operation of Chinese and foreigners

was essential to success, and each gave that service which he was best

fitted to render. The main responsibility for enrolling the most needy, for selecting the work
to be done, for providing adequate protection for the workers, and for settling all disputes

among the workmen, was laid upon the members of the gentry. To the foreigners was
entrusted the final responsibility for the handling of grain and money, the keeping of the

accounts, the measuring up of the work, and the paying of the workmen. In each centre,

in addition to the above men, upon whom fell the responsibility for the oversight of the

work, there was engaged a staff of office clerks and secretaries, head coolies, soldiers,

and others. Of the two foreigners, one devoted his time to office work, such as the

correspondence, the handling of the accounts, and the receiving and paying out of the

money and grain
;
while the other spent his days in the open air, looking after the workmen,

laying out the work they were to do, seeing that they were kept busy, where they were
engaged on day labour, and measuring the work when it was completed. It was a comparatively

simple matter to measure the work done on the main dykes and larger canals, though the

task is much less simple than in ordinary contract work, because of the necessity of paying

the seperate gangs of coolies and of paying them every few days. In those sections where
small drainage ditches were dug, it was found impossible for the foreigner to measure all the

work himself. The Chinese who were entrusted with this work brought in their measure-
ments for work done since the last pay day, and the foreigner selected one or more sections

and himself checked the measurements presented. If these were found correct for the

sections inspected the others were taken as given, and payments were made accordingly.

Except in cases where contract work was undertaken, two foreigners could handle to best

advantage only between three and four thousand workmen. It was necessary to carry on the
work with as small a number of foreigners as possible, and notwithstanding the fact that the
revolution brought many of the missionaries from other parts of China to Shanghai, the Com-
mittee found itself limited in the number of those available for active famine relief. The
number of centres opened was thus dependent not only upon the amount of money, but also

upon the number of those who volunteered for relief work. In order to make the relief as

effective as possible and to insure each man’s receiving sufficient food to sustain not only his

own life but that of the members of his family, the Committee avoided contract work as far

as possible, and adopted the more difficult plan of paying the heads of each gang of ten men,
and in some cases of even paying the men individually.

6. The Attitude of the Chinese Officials Toward the Work of the Committee.

Every courtesy was extended to the Committee by the higher officials, and such facilities as it

Government was in their power to grant were readily given. Work done in previous
Assistance, famines had proved the value of the assistance which could be counted
on by an International Committee such this, and the presence on the Committee of
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Chinese of high standing in the community secured the confidence of the Government
in the disinterested purpose of the Committee to do all the good in its power. The
Telegraph service was, as in former years, placed at the disposal of the Committee for

the free transmission of its messages. The Shanghai-Nanking Railroad and the Tientsin-

Pukou Railroad rendered every service in their power, and the Committee is deeply indebted
not only for the privilege of free transportation both for its workers and for the greater part of

the foodstuffs and other supplies shipped by rail, but for the constant courtesy and evident

desire of the Railroad employees to help. There were no delays in getting the usual customs
duties remitted, and all requests for official action were promptly and courteously responded
to. In the one matter of providing adequate protection was there delay, but this was due
to the revolution and not to any unwillingness on the part of the authorities to render
prompt assistance. When one considers that throughout large sections of the famine region

there was really no Government, that the local officials were constantly changing and
had but little authority, and that the country was infested with robbers, it is remarkable
that the failure to obtain at once the military protection desired caused so little real

inconvenience.

It was of great help to have as a member of the General Committee and as constant adviser

Chang Chien, Esq., who was appointed by President Yuan Shih-kai to act as the

Help pen- Famine Commissioner for all Government relief in the provinces of Kiangsu

ChemgCh^en. and -Anhwei. At the mass meeting held in the town hall in Shanghai during

the fall, to announce the election of a new Executive Committee and to present

its programme, Mr. Chang Chien was one of the speakers. Efe has for years been deeply

interested in river conservancy questions, and has been planning and working for the day
when the Government should undertake conservancy work on a scale sufficient to do away
with these repeated floods and famines. He, therefore, most heartily endorsed the Committee’s

policy of requiring work of those who were to receive relief, and to his sympathetic help must

be attributed the fact that a benevolent Committee was able to undertake such work as the

rebuilding of dykes and the digging of canals, which are, of course, Government functions, and
which in some cases required the cutting of new canals through private property. Upon
appointing those who were to have charge of the distribution of Government relief funds,

Mr. Chang Chien himself sent them to the Committee’s rooms to confer with the Secretaries

regarding the places where the Famine Relief Committee was cat rying on its work, and to

obtain the advice of the Committee as to where the Government relief was most needed. By
this method the Government relief funds were made available for those whom the Committee
could not reach and who were, therefore, in greatest need.

When the Peace Commissioners met in Shanghai in the fall, a statement was made to them
by the Committee of the conditions prevailing in the famine region and their

byPeaceCom help was rec
l
ueste(^ ' n obtaining an appropriation of money to enable the

missioners. Committee to begin its work. The Commissioners voted to appropriate Mex.

$200,000 to the Committee for its work. This money w7as part of a larger

sum which the Republicans were reported to have seized, in the city of Nanking, and carried

to Shanghai. The money was never obtained
;
but the public endorsement given to the

Committee by this action of the Peace Commissioners proved of real value in awakening the

confidence of the Chinese in the work of the Committee. Both Dr. Sun Yat-sen and

President Yuan Shih-kai supported the Committee in its work, and went so far as to approve

heartily of the efforts that were made to obtain a famine loan for emergency relief works.

There were some misunderstandings on the part of some of the Chinese, which threatened at

one time to interfere seriously with the work of the Committee. These misunderstandings

were due, however, largely to misrepresentations made by a comparatively small though

influential body of men, and they were later overcome largely through the influence

of the Chinese Secretary, H. C. Hwang, Esq., whose services to the Committee were

invaluable.
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III.—THE LEADING PRINCIPLES OF THE COMMITTEE.

At the mass meeting held in the Town Hall in Shanghai on October 31st., the Chairman of

the Committee, Rt Rev. F. R. Graves, d.d., made the following statement

Principles of the aims and principles of the Committee:—
adtipted by “ We realise that we have a very difficult task in hand. The famine is

mittee. one of very great extent. We estimate, and I think it is a very conservative

estimate, that it will affect over two millions of people, and we see perfectly

clearly that we are unable to deal with such a mass of suffering, and also that we can do but

very little to remedy the causes that produce that suffering. But the Committee at least has as

its aim to do all that is possible to go behind the famine and the suffering to its causes; to

collect the facts in the case and to make them plain to everybody
;
to arouse public opinion

in China and to arouse public opinion abroad to the growing need for measures to avert such

suffering in future. I think if I read to you the programme of the Committee as accepted

yesterday, you will understand better what we propose to do. The programme is as follows :

1. That the first object of the Committee be to save life.

2. That relief be given only in return for work done except in the case of those

incapacitated for work, and that as far as possible the workmen be paid with grain

rather than with money.

3. That in the selection of work, preference be given to such work as will help the

locality permanently, and as tends to prevent the recurrence of famine conditions,

and that each piece be complete in itself.

4. That no work of reclamation be undertaken, which it is possible to induce the officials

or landowners to have done.

5. That the Committee care, so far as is in its power, for the sick in the famine regions,

especially for those whose illness is due to famine.

6. That the Committee bring to the notice of the authorities and, if necessary, make
public, the failure of those responsible for carrying on conservation works to fulfil

their duty, and that the Committee report to the proper authorities any authenticated

cases of cornering of grain and other matters of a similar nature. The Committee
realise the utter impossibility at the present time, with the funds now at their

disposal, of undertaking work in many different centres. They propose to begin

work first in North Kiangsu, and the region about Wuhu, where the distress seems
to be greatest, and thereafter to extend to other districts in the order of their

urgency, as the finances permit.”

The Committee has adhered strictly to the policy herein laid down. It has striven through-

out to make the saving of life its first object. Whenever it undertook to help

Saving- of life, a given region no needy family was ever intentionally left wtthout relief

because of having no one to support the family by his or her work. Tickets

for free relief were given to those households where there was no one able to work
;
but in all

other cases the general practice was to require work from one member of the family, when the

family was small. Where the family consisted of more than five persons, two- were allowed to

work, thus increasing the earning capacity of the household. By this method the Committee
was able to distribute as widely as possible the funds at its disposal, and to conserve both the

idea of saving the lives of those most greatly in need, and at the same time of beginning work
along lines that must be followed, if the country is to be preserved from the constant recurrence

of these famines. Taking the work as a whole, the number of those supported by free relief

varied in different localities. It was found necessary to place between 10 and 20 per cent, on the

freelists. The percentage was less where work was begun early, and increased considerably for

the works that were started late. The Committee never allowed the carrying through of a

piece of conservancy work, which it believed of value, to interfere with this, its primary object,

and the one for which the funds were undoubtedly contributed.
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Both the Committee, and all the missionaries and others who undertook the work of relief,

believe heartily in the wisdom of the rule of requiring work of all who were to

Requiring- receive help, except in the case of those who were physically incapacitated for

work. work. The past two famines had made very clear to all famine workers the

serious evils connected with free relief, and the missionaries and the more
thoughtful members of the gentry, who reside in the famine region, were distressed at the

demoralizing effect upon the whole community of the giving of free relief. In times past a large

amount of valuable conservancy work has been done by the Chinese Government with famine
labor ; but in recent years the tendency has been to dole out in driblets to a large proportion

of the population such sums as the Government felt able to set aside for relief purpose.

Many prophecied that the Committee would be unable to carry out its intention of

requiring work from those who were to be helped. They stated that it would prove

impossible in China to combine the ideas of doing conservancy work and of saving the lives of

those who were starving. The experience, however, of the Indian Government in dealing

with famines, and the success of the local attempts which had been made by the North
Kiangsu missionaries in the two previous famines, convinced the Committee that it should

proceed along these lines. We believe that this policy of the Committee has met with

universal approbation. The carrying through of this principle of requiring work of those to

whom the relief was given is the outstanding feature of the Committee’s work. It was found

that many, upon being first enrolled, could do but little work
;
but that, after being fed for ten

days or a fortnight, their physical condition improved to such an extent that they were able to

do the full amount required. This was especially true of all who were enrolled during

February and March. Some of those enrolled in April and May were already too much
reduced by their privations to be able to recover. Sickness broke out in connection with the

last camp to be opened in North Anhwei, and the Committee was obliged to close down its

work and to disband the workmen, This is, however, the only instance of the kind which
occurred during the year.

Only such work was selected as was believed by the local gentry and by the missionaries to be

of permanent value. Wherever there was any doubt, the opinion of an engineer

wopk
ti0n °f was alvvay s sought. The local gentry who assisted the Committee could, how-

ever, generally be relied upon to choose the work which would be of largest

value to the locality. Care had in some cases to be taken lest work be chosen that would be

specially beneficial to a few individuals, but the Committee had comparatively little trouble in

this regard. Dykes and canals were everywhere given the preference over the repairing of

roads and other useful work, which could easily have been found. Many a farmer was able

to harvest his wheat crop this spring because of the work that he and others had done in

repairing neighbouring dykes or in deepening existing water ways. There are considerable

sections of country in North Kiangsu and North Anhwei, as well as in Central Anhwei
and Chekiang, where the spring crops would have been lost but for this work. Care was

taken to choose such work as could be completed with the funds at the disposal of the

Committee, and as was not dependent upon the work in other sections for its value. It was

quite impossible, however, for the Committee to undertake, with the funds and men at its

disposal, all the work which needed to be done, and its works were in certain cases dependent

upon dykes which it was unable itself to rebuild. This was especially true in the

neighborhood of Wuhu, where land partly protected by an important piece of the Committee’s

dyking was flooded by the giving way of neighboring dykes. The money available from

the Committee’s funds for relief works, and that granted by the Government were together

quite insufficient to repair all the dykes which had been damaged.

Every effort was made to induce the officials and especially the wealthy landowners to under-

Attempts to ta^e reclamation works in their own localities. The gentry in the main famine

place respon- area were in such straits themselves that little could be expected of them, though

focal^officVals some contributions were made, as will be seen by looking at the accounts
;
but

and g-entpy.
t [ie Committee did its utmost to place the responsibility for the rebuilding of
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the outer dykes along the Yangtze near Wuhu upon the wealthy gentry of that region. The
appeals to them were put the more strongly because of the inability of the Government to

make large grants for this purpose owing to the financial stringency consequent upon the

revolution. Inasmuch as the gentry of this locality own hundreds ;of thousands of acres of

rich lands, and as their own crops would have been endangered if the dykes were not rebuilt,

the Committee pressed its case as strongly as possible. It must, however, acknowledge its failure

to obtain what was required, for although some contributions were made both by the

Government and by members of tire gentry, these were insufficient to repair even the

most important outer dykes along the Yangtze.

Every effort was made to safeguard the health of all volunteers. Realising fully the dangers

incurred by those undertaking famine relief work, instructions for the care of

wopk°
al their health were drawn up by two physicians of largest famine experience and

every worker was urged to follow their advice. Quite a number of physicians

volunteered their services, and one of them gave his entire time, going from one relief centre

to another looking after the health of Chinese and foreigners; but owing to the difficulty of

obtaining sufficient overseers, most of the doctors were drafted into other work.

Whenever authenticated cases could be found in the famine region of the hoarding of grain

with a view to running up the price, the attention of the officials was called to

Prevention of them, and prompt action was in each case secured. The Committee was

grain.
r ng °f

able 'n this way to stop the use of kaoliang for the making of wine in North
Anhwei, and to bring into the market in North Kiangsu grain that was being

held back by some of the gentry with a view to raising the prices throughout their neighbor-

hood. They were also able by a similar action of the officials to stop the export of beancake
from North Kiangsu.

IV.—DIFFICULTIES WHICH FACED THE COMMITTEE.

In an article which appeared in the Chinese Recorder of February 1912, Rev. Arnold
Foster of Hankow wrote :—

•

“ The Chinese have a proverb which says, “the door of benevolence is hard to

open,” and truly it is so. To administer charitable relief wisely and well in China, is, as

everyone who has tried it knows, a task calling for knowledge, experience, watchful care,

shrewdness and great patience. Plans for such administration drawn on a large scale and
on really satisfactory lines, can neither be suddenly improvised by people who have
never studied the problems involved, nor carried out by those who have had
no previous experience in such work and have no special aptitude for dealing

with its peculiar difficulties. If it requires special qualifications and shrewd business

habits to enable men to make large sums of money, it requires not less exceptional

qualifications of knowledge, observation and alertness of mind to know how to dispense

large sums of money without either playing into the hands of sharpers and imposters, or

pauperizing people by teaching them to try and live on charity in preference to earning
wages by working.”

Of no form of relief is this more true than in dealing with those who are suffering from
famine. It is a comparatively simple matter to send assistance to those who have been
rendered homeless by an earthquake, a flood or some other disaster, where all that is required
is to distribute speedily money, clothing, and foodstuffs to a limited number of people. It is

far different when one attempts to administer relief efficiently and in such a manner as to be
of permanent blessing to several millions of people, scattered over an area of some 30,000
square miles, and who have been, by a series of bad years, reduced to the point of utter-

destitution. The difficulties of dealing with a situation such as this, in a way that will be
permanently beneficial to those assisted, are clearly seen by a study of the famine codes which
have been issued by the Indian Government. These codes show the very great care that has
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been taken in handling one of the most difficult problems that a Government can face, namely,
the supporting for a time a population that is unable to make a living by the ordinary forms
of work. When famine relief is undertaken by a charitable organization, the difficulties are

very much greater than when such work is done by a Government.

In the first place such an organization is dependent upon the liberality of the public, and it is

Uncertainty a ^waYs difficult to foretell what response will be made to appeals for help. The
regarding' uncertainty with regard to the amount of money that will be available makes it

extremely difficult to plan for the relief work to be done. This uncertainty was

all the greater this year because this famine followed so closely upon the two preceding ones, and
also because at the time when appeals were made China was in a state of revolution, and it was

impossible to foretell whether even if adequate funds were received they could be distributed.

Shortness
of time.

A further difficulty is occasioned by the shortness of time during which an organization must
be brought together, and by the fact that a considerable part of the funds are

almost always received late. It has been found in China that emergency relief,

such as is given by a Famine Committee, generally extends over five or six

months, beginning in December and running until the end of May, and that most of the misery

is concentrated into the two months preceding the harvest. It almost invariably happens, no
matter how early appeals are sent out, that until actual pictures and descriptions of the people

in a starving condition can be brought before the public, they do not respond liberally. The
Committee this year, profiting by the experience of former years, organized its work and issued

its appeals in the early fall. Although it was then certain that the need would be extreme and
that the winter and spring months would find hundreds of thousands of people facing death

from starvation, comparatively little money was received until the month of March, and until

then the Committee was accordingly unable to foretell at all the scale upon which its work
should be planned.

Again, a Famine Committee is of necessity obliged to work through a volunteer organization.

This necessitated this year the gathering together in a very few weeks of an

througifa organization capable of handling tens of thousands of workmen and of providing

organization ^ooc^ ^or t 'iem and the i r families. Many of the missionaries volunteered for only
’ a few weeks, so that although the relief extended over a number of months, the

organization was a constantly changing one. Many volunteers were recent arrivals in China

and had but slight knowledge of the language and the people. Fully half of them had

no previous famine experience. It was remarkable that the Committee was able to do

efficient work at all under these conditions. Its success must largely be attributed to the

presence in its organization of some men who had gained experience in previous famines, and

to the self-sacrificing work and loyalty to the principles adopted by the Committee manifested

by every one of the volunteers.

The lack of public spirit on the part of many of the gentry often adds greatly to the difficulties

which have to be overcome in the work of famine relief. While it cannot be

spirit
0* public too strongly emphasized that the success of the work in the famine region was

in no small measure due to the wise counsel and the untiring efforts of some of

the more public-spirited members of the local gentry, without whom foreigners in charge of

the relief work would have been helpless, it is also unfortunately true that not a few of the

gentry rendered little or no assistance to the Committee, and at times even opposed its efforts.

Many of the gentry take no interest in famine relief unless it offers them an opportunity

for handling money or for obtaining some personal benefit. On several occasions where the

Committee had every right to expect that its plans would receive hearty support, the local gentry

seemed quite indifferent, and once they went so far as to gather together a band of rowdies

and to begin to tear up a dyke which had just been rebuilt. It is a pleasure, however, to be

able to report that in every instance, where it was necessary to appeal to the higher officials,

prompt assistance was at once granted, so that there were no serious interruptions to

the work.
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The necessity of carrying on famine relief work during the time of the revolution, while the

„ . , country was in such a disturbed state and while there was no settled Govern-
SD6C19/1 "

difficulties ment, rendered such work much more difficult this year than usual. Some of the
this year.

gentry whose assistance could have been counted on in ordinary years were

obliged to leave their homes, and their absence was greatly felt. Again, the adoption

by the Committee of the policy of requiring work added greatly to the task of efficient

administration. It is a much simpler matter to arrange for three or four free, distributions of

grain in a given locality than it is to select work which can be done by unskilled labor and
which will be of real benefit to the community

;
to secure the permission of the proper

authorities to carry out such work at a time when the country is in a state of revolution
;
to

see that the work is properly done and paid for
;
to enroll the workers and to provide food

both for them and for their families
;
and to arrange for an adequate supply of grain or of

money at each distributing centre throughout the entire period during which relief is given.

V.—APPEALS FOR FUNDS AND THE RESPONSE,
BOTH IN CHINA AND ABROAD.

When, in the latter part of September, i9ir, the new Committee was organized, many
prophecied that no foreign funds could be expected this year

;
that people were

Discouraging tired of being constantly asked to contribute money for the relief of those in
outlook. China

;
that the Chinese Government should look after its own people

;
and

that the country was in such a disturbed condition that even if funds were received they

could probably not be distributed. The Committee decided, however, that the famine was of

such extent and severity that appeals should be issued at once both in China and abroad.

Letters were accordingly written to those organizations in the United States and Canada
which had been instrumental in raising the largest amounts of money for the last famine.

Appeals were also made through the Chinese and foreign newspapers in different parts of

China. These first appeals met with very little response. Letters of a most discouraging

nature were received from the Red Cross Society of America, the Christian Herald, and the

Missionary Societies, which had contributed so largely to the funds of the former Committees.
They expressed the fear that little could be done this year in America by way of raising money
for famine relief in China. During the first few months the prospect of the Committee’s being

able to obtain sufficient money to undertake work on a large scale was very slight indeed.

Convinced, however, that if only the real facts were known, the public would respond, a

carefully planned publicity campaign was begun under the leadership of Rev.
The publicity Eaiq jq. Cressy. One thousand personal letters were sent to the Chambers of
campaign. Commerce of 350 American and Canadian cities, and to the editors of 650
daily newspapers throughout the world. Printed letters were also sent to some 3,800
individuals abroad whose names were supplied by their personal friends in China, In

addition to the letters issued by the Committee, personal notes were written to many of these

individuals, and news bulletins were issued fortnightly supplying the latest information about
the famine to some 700 newspapers in Europe and America.

Inasmuch as the United States and Canada had been the largest contributors in the two
previous famines, these countries were most carefully covered in the publicity

campaign. The Red Cross Society of America, upon receiving fuller inform-

ation regarding the need of foreign help, approached the President of the

United States, who as President of the American National Red Cross Society,

issued the following proclamation :

Response
fpom United
States.

“ Proclamation by the President of the United States of America.

“ As President of the American National Red Cross, it becomes my imperative duty to call

to the attention of the people of the United States the conditions of awful destitution which
now exist in certain provinces of China. Recurrent inundations by the Yangtze and other
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rivers have destroyed crops and prevented the cultivation of the land. Millions of human
beings are now facing starvation. An agent of the American Red Cross who has recently

traveled throughout the famine districts reports conditions of starvation of the most terrible

and appalling character.
“ Until peace is restored in China and the functions of efficient government are

established, these conditions must continue, save as relieved by the charitable efforts of other

countries.

“The Central China Famine Relief Committee has created a strong and efficient

organization with agencies established throughout the affected districts. This body, which
comprises in its membership Rt. Rev. Bishop F. R. Graves, Chairman, Rev. E. C. Lobenstine,

Secretary, and twenty or more of the lending American, European and Chinese merchants
and missionaries in Shanghai, will render assistance as means may be available. Able-bodied

natives will be employed in repairing dykes, canals and roads and thus be enabled to support

themselves until new crops can be harvested.
“ In the name of humanity the Red Cross calls once more upon the American people to

come to the relief of a sister nation with that prompt generosity which has never failed in time

of great emergency.
“ Contributions should be sent to the State Red Cross Treasurers or to the American

National Red Cross, Room 341, War Department, Washington, D. C.

(Signed). Wm. H. Taft.”

January 26, 1912.

This proclamation was given wide publicity throughout the country. It was sent to the

Governors of the States, who are the official heads of the State Boards of the American Red
Cross Society, with the request that they support the appeal by issuing others in their own names.

Many of the Governors responded promptly and cordially, as did other officers of the Red
Cross Society. The Society made use of its publicity bureau, which has connections with over

2,000 newspapers, and it became by far the largest contributor to the Famine Committee,

being instrumental in sending a total of 'Taels 257,644.38. In New York a strong Committee
was organized to work in cooperation with the Red Cross Society, and in several other cities

special organizations were started for the rising of funds. Most of these sent their contributions

to the Red Cross Society in Washington. Others either cabled money directly to

Shanghai or sent their contributions through the Banks or the Missionary Societies. Arrange-

ments were made to have special collections for the China famine taken in the churches

throughout the country on one Sunday in March. The total contributions from the United

States between October 1 stand June 30th were Taels 389,458.73 and Mex. $29,785.80. There
were some large individual gifts, but most of the money was given by people of moderate

means, showing that a large number of people responded and that much sympathy was

aroused. It is said by the New York China Famine Relief Committee that they received

letters enclosing subscriptions which were as pathetic as the stories from the starving Chinese.

One of these is as follows :

“ Mr. Jacob H. Schiff,

Treasurer, etc., 1 Madison Ave., New York.

“ Enclosed you will find ten pennies which you will please send to the famine-stricken

people of China. This is all we have, but God is with us, and we are neither hungry

nor cold. We will not withhold our amount because it is small. We have asked God’s

blessing upon it, and we will remember :

The story of the lad with the five loaves of bread,

For he gave what he could, and with it

;

By Tesus five thousand were fed.”

Signed by four children.
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In Canada the Mayor of Vancouver was the first to reply to the Committee’s appeal and on

Response February 16th he sent the following cablegram :

from Canada.
“ On behalf of Vancouver, nearest Canadian port, I extend to your people in distress the

sincere sympathy of the City Council, the Board of Trade, and other public bodies, who have

issued a call for subscriptions. Will send forward. Good wishes for continued national

progress. James Findlay, Mayor.”

A Canadian National Fund for Chinese Famine Relief was started under the patronage

of H. R. H. The Duke of Connaught, Governor General of Canada, with Sir John Gibson,

the Lieutenant Governor, as Chairman. Other special Committees were organized in

different parts of the country, and together they were instrumental in raising Taels 63,238.36
and Mex. $196.99.

Money was also received from Great Britain, Germany, Scandinavia, Russia, The Hawaiian
Islands, Japan, Chosen, Australasia, and Africa, totaling Taels 29,397.83 and

contributions Mex. $2, 9 7 3. 6 1 . Subscription lists were started both in Shanghai and in

other parts of China, and Taels 27,016.61 and Mex. $30,012.67 was received

from foreign firms and individuals throughout China, and from benefit entertainments given

by the Amateur Dramatic Club and the Bandmann Opera Company.

The response from the Chinese both in China and abroad was most gratifying when one
considers the circumstances under which the appeals were issued. Notwith-

tr^butfons*
11 " standing that the resources of all were being heavily taxed by the revolution,

contributions amounting to Taels 158,298.18 and Mex. $102,026.41 were

received from Chinese sources. The Committee was fortunate in having as its Vice-

Chairman Wu Ting-Fang, Esq., Ll. d. and the success in procuring funds from the Chinese was
in no small measure due to him. Appeals were sent in his name, and in the name of other

prominent Chinese members of the Committee, to the high officials in each province and to

all the more important Chambers of Commerce throughout the country. Letters were also

sent to the Chinese Legations and Consulates in foreign lands. When, after the burning of

Hankow, the Committee undertook the raising of a special fund for those who were destitute

in that city, the response was immediate, and practically all of the money contributed for this

special object was by Chinese. There were not a few large official gifts. The Finance
Department of the Provisional Government in Canton contributed $20,000 to the

Committee’s funds. Vice-President Li Yuan Hung $9,100; and other high officials gave
gifts of money or of grain worth from $3,000 to $15,000. The money did not, however, by
any means come in large sums, and the Chinese contributions represent a large number of

givers. Special mention should be made of Lau Chu-Pak, Esq. of Hongkong, who raised large

sums of money for the Committee through local benevolent organizations and business firms.

In addition to the above, a Famine Fete was held in Shanghai during the month of May. A
strong and energetic Chinese and foreign Committee was formed under the

Famine Fete, leadership ofH. Cooper, Esq., of the Shanghai-Nanking Railroad ; considerable

interest was aroused and about $25,000 was raised. An attempt was made in

one of the exhibits and by placards, posted throughout the grounds, to draw the attention of
the public to the fact that a similar famine must recur in the near future unless preventive

measures are at once taken by the Chinese Government. The famine exhibit tried to show on a

relief map the causes of the floods in North Kiangsu and North Anhwei, and made clear the

absolute necessity of opening adequate channels to the ocean for the proper drainage of the

country.

Besides the contributions of money, amounting in all to Taels 733,377.51 and Mex. $220,313.89,
or to approximately G. $568,500.00, contributions of grain, padded clothing,

Contributions medicines, etc., valued at $25,969.50 were received. Special privileges were
also granted the Committee both by the Government, Steamship Companies,

and business houses, resulting in the saving of very considerable sums of money.
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It has already been mentioned that the Government allowed the Committee the free use of

the telegraph service for famine messages, and that the Shanghai-Nanking and the Tientsin-

Pukou Railroads granted free passes for all of the famine workers, and during most of the time,

free transportation for food stuffs and other materials. Several of the Steamship Companies,

such as the Indo-China Navigation Co., the China Navigation Co., the China Merchants’

Steam Navigation Co., also granted free passes for famine workers and reduced freight rates

on grain and other supplies shipped by the Committee. Messrs. Carlowitz & Co. placed a

fine suite of offices at the disposal of the Committee free of rent for five months. Special

favors were also received from the Commercial Press, the Presbyterian and Methodist Presses,

the Standard Oil Co., the British-American Tobacco Co., and from foreign and Chinese

newspapers in Shanghai and other parts of China. (See Appendix D.)

About the

Cable
stopping
contribu-
tions.

middle of May cablegrams were sent to the United States and Canada,

stating that the Committee expected to bring its work to a close by

the middle of June and that funds would no longer be needed after the end
of May.

When the
funds came
in.

It may be interesting to some to know that during the five months from October to the

end of February, the receipts, exclusive of some Taels 75,000 received

from the three former Committees, amounted in all to Taels 112,000.00

and Mex. $21,000, or about 20 per cent of the total amount received. Eighty

per cent of the funds came in during the months of March, April, May and June, some of it

too late for use before the harvest. In order to make as much as possible of the money that

came in late available for relief, the Committee, toward the close of its work, stopped

purchasing grain and shipped silver dollars into the famine region.

VI. ATTEMPTS TO OBTAIN A FAMINE LOAN.

It was evident from the beginning that it would be quite impossible for the Committee
to relieve more than a comparatively small part of the suffering in the famine region.

Estimating at 500,000 the families needing help, and at five Mexican dollars a month the

minimum sum required to provide food for each family, it will be readily seen that a very large

sum of money was needed to care in any adequate way for the famine population during the

three or four months when relief was required. Inasmuch as the Famine Committee could

not possibly hope to obtain more than a small part of the money that was needed, it was clear

that without a large Government grant it would be quite impossible to cope with the

situation. By the beginning of the year, the distress was already veiy severe and the funds

available for relief purposes were small. In the last famine, the Manchu Government was
reported to have set aside between Mex. $1,500,000 and $2,000,000 for relief purposes.

This year, with the country in a state of revolution and with both the Peking and Nanking
Governments in urgent need of funds for military purposes, the prospect of obtaining any
considerable sum of money from the Government was dark indeed.

At a meeting held in Shanghai in January to confer with the rich land owners whose
property had been damaged by the Yangtze floods a year ago, the idea of obtaining a foreign

loan for famine relief purposes originated. It was believed that both the Peking and Nanking
Governments were desirous of relieving the distress in the famine region and that they would
welcome such a loan and guarantee its repayment provided its neutrality could be assured.

Representatives of the Four Nation Group of Bankers were accordingly approached. They
expressed their willingness to advance ^200,000 for famine relief works, on condition that

such a loan met with the approved of the provisional President, Dr. Sun Yat-sen and of H. E.

Note.—Appendix H gives a classification by countries of the contributions received.

Appendix J shows in what provinces the money was spent.

Appendix L—Q give the summaries of the receipts and payments of the Central and of the

Local Committees.
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Yuan-Shi-kai. Negotiations wereatonce begun both in Nanking and in Peking and were proceed-

ing smoothly and with apparent hope of success when they were blocked by the Belgian loan.

The idea of obtaining a “Famine Loan” was not, however, given up. President Yuan Shi-kai

telegraphed Mr. Chang Chien urging him, if possible, to procure a famine loan of two or three

million taels, and gave him full authority to arrange terms. Mr. Chang Chien did his utmost both

with the Four Nation Group and with other Bankers
;
but all of his attempts came to nought.

Both the Committee and the gentry from the famine region kept appealing to Peking for help.

Some grants were made by the Government but these were only a very small proportion of

wrhat was needed. Toward the end of May the Minister of Finance approached the foreign

Bankers in Peking and sought, even at that late date, to obtain a famine loan for emergency

relief. The opinion of the foreign members of the Famine Relief Committe in Shanghai was

sought, as to whether such a loan was still needed, and the answer which they sent is given here.

It shows where the matter now stands. The Committee hopes that it may not be long before

sufficient funds may be obtained either through a foreign loan or through some other means,

so as to make possible the necessary conservancy works by which alone these famines can be

prevented. The letter is as follows :

—

“The Representatives of the

Four Group Banks, Shanghai.

Shanghai, May 29th, 1912.

“Dear Sirs,

“In reference to the telegram received by you from Peking, the opinion of the foreign

members of the Executive Committee of the Central China Famine Relief Committee with

regard to a loan for relief purposes is as follows :

—

“The time for immediate relief in famine districts is now practically over; the harvesting

of the new crops has begun
;
the sufferers are returning to their fields

;
and our feeling is that,

apart from those who die from famine fevers and other diseases, the present survivors will pull

through the summer.
“ No large amount of money could be spent to advantage at this time in making free

distributions of money or food. Experience has led us to the conclusion that free relief is so

demoralizing as to be most inadvisable. It must also be borne in mind that our distributing

organization is a purely voluntary one, and cannot be indefinitely called upon for work of this

kind, more particularly as the new crops should afford relief within a very short time.

“The above should not, however, be taken as implying that this Committee does not

consider an immediate loan to be urgently required. Our opinion is that an Administration

should be immediately formed, capable of handling a loan for the specific purpose of the

Conservancy of the river systems of North Anhwei and North Kiangsu. Such a loan should

be granted on similar terms and under similar safeguards as those adopted in the case of

railway loans or in the case of the Whangpoo Conservancy. An expert engineer should be an

indispensable unit of any Board or other Control, and preliminary work and surveys cannot be
too soon undertaken in oraer that such an Administration shall be ready to begin work in

October.

“There is certain to be great distress in the coming winter. One season’s crops, however
good, cannot neutralize the effects of the series of floods that have occurred every year for

several years.

“ If you further desire the opinion of this Committee on the composition of such an

Administration or Board of Control we would recommend a Board of five members consisting

of a representative of the Loan Syndicate, a foreign member of this Committee, an experienced

and able irrigation Engineer, a Chinese member of this Committee, with a prominent Chinese
official, nominated by the Chinese Government, as Director. Such a Board should be formed
immediately, money should be immediately placed at their disposal, and their work should be
started forthwith. Such a Board would no doubt eventually develop into a proper Public

Works Irrigation Department and that should be the ultimate aim of the Board.”

Signed by the

Foreign Members of the Committee.
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VII.—WHAT HAS BEEN ACCOMPLISHED WITH THE FUNDS
OF THE COMMITTEE.

In reviewing the work of the year, we desire to call attention to the following things

which the funds contributed by a generous public and the self-sacrificing labor of those who
have volunteered to administer them have made possible.

First and most important is the saving of human life. Scores of thousands, if not several

hundred thousand people are now living who, but for the timely assistance
saved human ma(}e possible by these gifts, would have perished from starvation.

Appendix E shows approximately the number of people who were kept at

work during each month from December to June, and gives an estimate of those who were

fed by their labor. The number of workmen reached, during the month of May, over 110,000
persons, and those fed by their labor more than half a million. How many of these would
have died if this work had not been provided for them it is impossible to state

;
but it is

certain that a large proportion would have perished, for the people were growing daily more
and more reduced and would have found it extremely difficult, if not impossible, to live

through the last few weeks of the famine and to resist in this weakened condition the fevers

which continued on into the summer even after the crops had been harvested.

Again, the Committee, by its insistence upon the principle of requiring work in return for its

Preserved relief, has not merely saved the lives of those people
;
but has saved their self-

the people’s respect as well. Attention has already been called to the demoralizing results
self-respect.

ar j s jng from the necessity of so large a number of people from the famine region

being obliged every winter to support themselves by begging, and to the evil effects of free relief

in famine times. People who a few years ago were industrious and thrifty have grown lazy,

careless, and content to live on the charity of others. They have come to feel that it is the duty

of the Government to support them. Many of these people objected strenuously at first at

being forced to work for relief which in previous famines they had received free
;
but the

Committee insisted on requiring work and it not only succeeded in obtaining the same, but has,

we believe, sent the people back to their fields with a new sense of self-respect, inasmuch as

they had saved both their lives and those of the members of their families by their own labor.

Many of the workers after a short time showed new courage and hope for the future. They
saw that the work, which they were doing, would protect their own fields as well

hope
0 n6W as t^lose their neighbors, and make more probable the reaping of good

harvests in the future. The setting of men at work on dykes and canals in

their own localities thus proved a strong stimulus to them to do their best, inasmuch as the

work was directly beneficial to the men themselves. This new hopefulness for the future

extended not merely to the farmers but to many of the gentry, who had come to see the utter

futility of the policy of free relief.

The Committee has, we trust, proved conclusively to the gentry and to the Government that

Proved it is possible to administer relief in such a way as to provide for all who are in

valuable need in a given community, while at the same time requiring work of from

withVamfne
*6

80 to 90 per cent, of the families helped. It was of course not a new
labor. thing in China to set famine sufferers at work on the repair of dykes, canals and

roads
;
but in recent years most of the Government relief and of the charitable organiza-

tions had been doled out without any return in labor, and the Committee felt that an attempt

should be made to prove that valuable work was possible with famine labor, while at the

same time keeping ever in mind that the main object of famine relief is to save human life.

The very cordial support given by the higher officials and the more public-spirited of the

gentry to this method of relief has been most gratifying. Not only has this principle of

requiring work had the hearty support of the Government Commissioner for Famine Relief,

Mr. Chang Chien, but the officials themselves who were appointed to administer relief funds

this year were many of them impressed by the great advantage of the method followed by the
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Committee, and expressed themselves as heartily in favour of it. At least one of the officials

in charge of relief, finding his funds insufficient to undertake work that would be directly

beneficial to all amongst whom the money was to be distributed, and yet being desirous of

doing some piece of permanent work, approached the missionary in charge of the Committee’s

relief in the district and tried to turn over to him the Government funds in order that the

work, which the official himself dared not undertake, might be put through.

The giving of employment to large numbers of people in the famine region did very much
to keep the region pacified, at a time when the country was almost in a state

Helped to of anarchy. Both Dr. Woods of Tsingkiangpu and Dr. Junkin of Suchien

country
*16

unhesitatingly affirm that the lawlessness throughout a large section of North
Kiangsu would have been very much greater but for the fact that so many

thousands of people were kept at work. Dr. Junkin states it as his belief that the work on
the embankments of the Grand Canal, which gave employment to the needy farmers living

within a distance of ten miles on either side of the canal, is largely responsible for the keeping

open of traffic on this waterway. Without such work the farmers, who had nothing to eat,

could hardly have been restrained, and instead of being peacefully laboring on the embank-
ments of the canal, would have joined the lawless bands which were wandering throughout

the country, looting and killing.

The shipping by the Committee of large quantities of grain into North Kiangsu, and the

forcing on the market of grain and beancake, which was being held for

Kept down speculative purposes, undoubtedly benefited indirectly many who were not

grainT
iCe °f

on the Committee’s pay rolls. The export of beancake from North Kiangsu
to the south and the making of wine from kaoliang in North Anhwei were

prevented by the officials upon the request of the Committee.

The transportation of large quantities of foodstuffs afforded work for many boatmen and
barrowmen who but for this would have found themselves practically reduced

A no j ^ l J

work to to starvation, since their business was largely at a standstill. As has been said,
bJU'TOwmcn much of the grain was transported overland on wheelbarrows, and at one timeand others. . .

0
,

.
r ’

at lsingkiangpu alone, between 1,000 and 1,500 of these coolie barrowmen
found employment in transporting grain for the Committee.

VIII.—SOME SPECIFIC PIECES OF WORK DONE BY THE

COMMITTEE.

A large amount of useful work has been done. This has consisted chiefly in the repairing

and rebuilding of dykes and the digging of canals. In some places roads have also been
repaired and bridges rebuilt. Many of the farmers have already directly benefited by the work
done this year and have reaped crops that would otherwise have been lost. Work was carried

on in fifteen different centres in North Kiangsu, in five centres in North Anhwei, and in several

centres in the neighborhood of Wuhu and Hankow, as well as in Chekiang and south-western

Shantung. A brief report of some of these may be of sufficient interest to be given here.

For convenience, they are grouped according to the different famine areas.

Probably the most satisfactory work undertaken by the Committee was the repairing

of the banks of the Grand Canal in North Kiangsu from Suchien to a point

in°Noi*th some eight or nine miles across the Shantung border, covering a total distance

lhantung
nd °f ab°ut sixty-eight miles. Concerning this work which was under his

supervision, Dr. Junkin writes :

Note.—Appendix E shows the number of people engaged on the relief works, and the number
supported by their labor.

Appendix F shows the nature and the amount of work done.
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“There were sixty-four different breaches in the dykes of the Grand Canal alone between

Suchien and the border of the Shantung province. We repaired all of these, besides

strengthening many weak places, and also did much work on the Yi river dykes. I suppose

the Canal dykes had never before been so torn up and in such sad need of repair. If we had
not done what we did, I think there would certainly be famine conditions again next winter.

An ordinary flood this season would have gone out all over the country and would have

destroyed all the crops. Now I think it will take a very big flood indeed to break the Grand
Canal dykes. I am afraid that the Suchien dykes at Maowao which were not finished in one
weak place may break. In that case large damage would be done. A tremendous breach

away up the Yi river was not touched by us, and there will certainly be much distress from

that if there is a flood again this summer.
“When we started to work the Chinese said, ‘You cannot do good work with famine

sufferers. You cannot conserve both the idea of relief and that of work.’ When we opened
the work we demanded that both these ideas should be kept constantly in mind, and we picked

men to help us carry them out. We said that the work must be done almost exclusively by
famine sufferers, who were chosen by house-to-house visitation, and we said that the work
must be done well. Relief but 710 shoddy work was our aim.”

This work was well organized and was done according to the most approved Chinese

methods. It was begun about the middle of March and the number of men employed rose

gradually from 3,000 in March to 41,000 in May. Repairs on the dyke varied in height from

four to twelve feet, in breadth at the base from thirty to eighty feet, and at the top from five

to twenty feet. In some places entirely new dykes were built. In others, breaches were

repaired and the weak places strengthened. This work was in some ways ideal for

purposes of emergency famine relief, because everyone recognized it to be of supreme
importance and because men of experience in building dykes were available as overseers.

Moreover, the region on either side of the canal was one of the worst of the famine area and
it was possible to rebuild these dykes with the labor of those who would be primarily benefited

by having them well built.

For those who desire to know just how the work was carried on at one of the relief

centres, we give the following quotation from a report letter of Rev. E. Johns,
Picture of a member of the Canadian Methodist Mission of Szechuen. He says :

re?ief station. “Under the direction of Ur. W. F. Junkin who had charge of the Suchien

District, the most trustworthy Chinese available had made a house-to-house

canvass, and had given those families in actual want tickets entitling one member of each

to work. These tickets also recorded how many “large” and how many “small mouths” the

family possessed. If the family was very large, one of the older children would also be allowed

to work, but as a “small workman.” Some five thousand workmen had been enrolled in

this way.
“ Now come with me to the works. First in number and importance are the dirt-

pushers (I translate the Chinese term), who dig the earth from rectangular pits and push

it on their wheelbarrows to the new dykes. They number 3,400 and work in groups of about

ten men each and are paid by the job in this way. As soon as a pit reaches a depth of four

or five feet it is measured by the foreigner in charge and the head man of the ten is given a

ticket which is really an order on the office for the value in grain of the work done.

Measuring these pits takes almost all of one foreigner’s time, and as two-thirds of the workmen
are dirt-pushers, the foreigner has in his direct control that fraction of the whole. The
dirt-pushers receive 450 cash per fang of too cubic feet. In this and the following

statements it should be remembered that it takes about 2,500 cash to make a gold dollar.

“Next in numerical strength are the “small workmen,” of whom we have above 1,000.

Their work is to carry water from the canal to the dyke in order that the latter may be

pounded firm the more easily. Also many of them receive the earth as it comes on to the

dyke, break it up, level it and dig small holes into which the water may be poured. They
are paid in grain at the rate of 150 cash per man per day.



A finished dyke along the Grand Canal, in North Kiangsu. The foreigner is Mr. A. H. Barham,

the missionary in charge of the rebuilding of this dyke

Apicture showing the way in which the dykes are pounded. These stones weigh several hundred

pounds each, and are swung by eight or ten men. The fresh dirt is broken up into clods

about the size of a teacup ; and every layer of five inches in thickness is

repeatedly pounded in this way.



/
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“Now we come to the pounders. They number 750 and were divided in groups of ten.

Each group has a stone weighing about 100-lb., circular, a foot in diameter, and eight

inches thick. To each stone are attached ten ropes, one for each of the ten men, and when
the men all pull in unison the stone rises above the level of their heads and then comes down
with a thud. The dyke is built in layers which are one foot thick after they are pounded.

Each layer is pounded until it is of the consistency of rubber and is then tested in this unique

way. An iron rod is driven down and into the small hole thus made water is poured from a

tea kettle. If the water does not soak away the layer has been pounded sufficiently. These
pounders are skilled workmen and were originally paid 250 cash worth of grain per man per

day; but they proved to be so lazy that we had to invent a sort of sliding scale of wages. So
we considered 1,200 square feet as a full day’s work, and if a gang pounds that amount each

man is given 250 cash
;
if they pound 1,100 sq. feet, 240 cash

;
i,coo square feet, 230 cash

;

1,300 square feet, 260 cash, and so on. Now they are not lazy.

“We have thirty skilled workmen who trim the edges of the dyke and give it a finished

appearance. Also there are sixty overseers who understand the work. They keep an eye

on the stone men and test their work as described above, see that the dirt-pushers place the

dirt in the proper place and direct the stream of water carriers as they come. Both these

classes of workmen receive 250 cash worth of grain a day.

“All the dykes are divided into ‘sections’ and over each section is an ‘office’ man.
This office man is in complete control of his section, and also acts as the connecting link

between the works and the office. He measures the ground pounded by the stonemen, and
reports for each stone in the office, gives the small workmen their receipts for the day’s work,

and directs the movements of the dirt-pushers on his section, For the most part he is not a

famine sufferer and is paid in cash a salary of from 250 to 400 cash a day. By a splendid

system of tickets and cards a complete check is kept on all the workers and fraud is difficult,

but of course if the office man is dishonest, then all under him may be so too. One of the

office men permitted three small workmen to split wood for one of the local gentry instead of

working on the dyke, thus using famine money for private work.

“ Now let us go to the office and see the distribution machinery at work. More office

men are here. Our grain comes to us by way of the Grand Canal and the foreigner weighs

it by a tested scale as it is unloaded from the boats, in order that we may know if the boat

captain has stolen any of the grain. But sometimes the captain steals grain and adds dirt to

make up the weight. Here at Dzaoho we have had to fine only one captain. The grain is

carried on coolies’ backs to our store-room, where it is locked up. Many of our days we have
spent in weighing grain.

“About four o’clock in the afternoon we begin the distribution. Let us suppose we are

giving out wheat to-day. The price on the street is 1,700 cash a deo (six and one-half

gallons as I measured it), so we give it out at 1,600 cash a deo
,
that is, roo cash less. The

head man of a gang of ten dirt-pushers presents his ticket. His pit’s dimensions are 10-ft. by
20-ft. by 3*ft., so that its cubic measure is 600 cu. ft. Its value at 450 cash a Jang is 2,700
cash. The measures we use in giving out the grain are the deo and shen (one-tenth of a

deo), and a half shen, and the small balance in cash. So this particular man will get one deo,

six and one-half shen, and a balance in cash of 60 cash. At the wicket he gets his 60 cash

and an order on the store-room for the above amount of grain. The small workmen, the

pounders, the skilled workmen and the overseers, have their tickets figured into grain in a

similar way.

“At the store-room we find a great pile of wheat emptied out of the bags on to the dry

ground and kept in bounds by a large reed matting belt about 8 inches wide. An office man
receives the order as it is presented and calls out the amount to the attendants who fill up the

workers’ bag by pouring into it in succession a deo, five shen, one shen and a half shen, total

one deo, six and a half shen. The foreigner is usually around to see that the attendants do
not slip in an extra shen or two for a friend among the workmen. But just at this point I

should like to say a word for the office staff. We certainly had a fine group, pleasant,
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capable, honest and with their whole souls in the work. They did not spare themselves in

the least and worked many of them from seven o’clock in the morning to ten o’clock at night.

But to return to the distribution : the order is filed on an office file and afterwards given to

the bookkeeper to be entered in his books. The man with the grain goes off and shares

with the other nine men who are waiting for him outside. By allowing one man to get grain

for ten the office is relieved of much work, for it is almost as easy to give enough for ten as

enough for one, and the bookkeeping is only one-tenth. The crowd of grain-seekers grows

larger as the day advances, and after six o’clock when the day-workers come in, there are

lively times around the office, but orderly for the most part, for they know that the store-room

may be closed and locked if they do not behave. It is often ten o’clock when the last man
gets his grain and starts on his three or four mile tramp home. Then we all have supper and
go at once to bed.

“ Only in a few details did we depart from the law that ‘ if any will not work, neither let

him eat.’ To those who were too old or too sick to work we gave grain once a week at the

rate of 25 cash worth per mouth per day. Also we gave all the workmen 120 cash worth a

family for each Sunday and no work was done on Sunday. A few really needy and genuine

beggars were given a meagre distribution. All other classes earned what they got. Mr.

Jameson estimated that the value of the work done was equal to two-thirds of the cost. The
wages we gave were higher than the custom and the prices of the grain lower, so that three

famine sufferers did the same work as two strong coolies.

“The whole length of our dykes was three English miles, and two miles of this was a

new dyke in the form of a loop to replace a part of the Canal bank which was almost

completely washed away. The. average height of the dykes was nine feet, the width at the

base 60 feet, and the width at the top, 15 feet. The volume of earth moved was 170,000 cu.

yards, the number of workmen was 5,255, the number of large mouths fed 13,465 and the

number of small mouths, 10,711—making a total of 24,176. We gave out the following

amounts of grain, as nearly as I can translate the weight to Canadian bushels : rice, 2,000

bushels : wheat 6,300 bus. ; barley, 1,000 bus.; kaoliang, 7,000 bus.; beans 2,000 bus.; beancake

250 tons, and potatoes 30 bags. The last we gave out not as food but to plant. Each
family was given a few, a little model garden was planted to show how it should be done, and

I personally cut up one potato for each to see how to make the most of the seed. We hope

that when all other crops fail the potato will be there to help them.

“ The office expenses, the boat and coolie hire and the small balances referred to above,

came to 1,635,790 cash. At one time we were giving out each day r,ooo,oco cash worth of

grain, or about G. $400 worth . . .

”

In other parts of North Kiangsu lying north and east of Tsingkiangpu, it was found that the

most valuable work that could be done was in digging small drainage ditches

Deepening- around the people’s farms and in deepening and widening the larger ditches

canals!
an

leading to the canals and rivers. The country through this section is

extremely flat and after heavy rains it is most difficult for the water to drain off.

Hundreds of English miles of ditches were accordingly dug and certain sections upon which

the water had during past years stood for a long time after heavy rains, have this

year been speedily drained, and have proved the value of the work which was done.

These ditches varied in width from three to thirty feet, and in depth from two to five feet.

In some ways this work was not quite so satisfactory as that done on the canal, for it was

more difficult to supervise, as the workmen were scattered over a larger section of country,

and it was harder to measure up the work that they were doing. Both the gentry and Dr.

Woods, however, decided that this was the best “famine work” that could be done, since it

was beneficial to the farmers most in need of help, and could be carried on by the people

while they still remained in their homes. In nine out of the fifteen centres work of this

general nature was done. A number of the stations could not be reached by water, and all

supplies of grain and money had to be transported overland on wheelbarrows. Notwithstanding
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the difficulties of providing regularly the grain necessary to pay the many thousands of work-

men engaged in these various centres, there was no time when any station was left without its

supplies, and both Dr. Woods and Dr. Junkin and their associates deserve high praise for the

very efficient way in which the difficulties which faced them were overcome.

Work of a somewhat similar nature was done in Antung, under the direction of Rev. W. T.

Herbert of the China Inland Mission. In addition to some Mex. $50,000

Antvm^
1 granted by the Committee, Mr. Herbert received from his own Mission

$52,521.99. He carried on the work well into the summer, repairing streets

and roads both inside and outside the city of Antung, building bridges and culverts, improving

the large market place outside the north gate, making a macadamized road, and digging eighty

miles of canals varying in width from twelve to thirty feet and in depth from two to four feet.

“The cutting of these canals east of Antung has made possible,” says Mr. Herbert, “the
sowing of twenty thousand acres of land which have not produced crops for years and where

the water gathered every year.”

Dr. J. B. Fearn, of the American Southern Methodist Mission, has acted as the Committee’s

Work in
superintendent for all the work done in North Anhwei during this famine. The

North
_

Committee requested the Agent of the Government Relief, Mr. Koh Hsiao-ting, to

serve as Chinese superintendent with Dr. Fearn, and the most cordial relations

existed between them. The work done in North Anhwei was similar to that done in North
Kiangsu, consisting both in the building of dykes and the digging of canals. The biggest piece

of work was the rebuilding of a dyke along the north bank of the Hwai River for a distance of

some forty-five miles. The work began twenty miles below Linhwaikwan where the Iiwei

River flows into the Hwai, and extended west as far as the Tientsin-Pukou Railroad embank-
ment at Pengpu. Of this work, Mr. R. D. Whitmore, an engineer who is teaching in the

Ching Hwa College near Peking, who spent several months in famine work in North
Anhwei, writes:

“ Former floods had completely wiped out the old levee at Mohokou leaving intact

only the sluice gates of the Fei River. The rebuilding of this dyke was heavy work, the

minimum section being 288 square feet and the maximum 2,400 square feet. The work
was carried five feet above flood level as recorded at the gates. The long dyke along

the Hwai River was much lighter than this, the standard section being 35 feet

at the base and 8 feet at the top and 6 feet in height. The only particularly

difficult fill on this section was at one point where the dyke was carried across a cut-off

between the Hwai and the Hwei Rivers. The foundation was soft and the dyke
settled so much that nearly 50 feet were put in to make a dyke 22 feet high. It was found
necessary to provide culverts at five different points. Three of these formerly had masonry
culverts, but one only was at all intact. It was found that the work could be most economi-
cally done by using concrete tubes, and these were, accordingly, purchased in Shanghai and
shipped to Linhwaikwan. From each culvert ditches were dug back to the lakes and
swamps lying behind the dyke. They averaged seven feet in width and three in depth.”

In order to prevent the backing up of the water of the Hwai in time of flood behind this

new dyke, thus rendering useless much that was done, the Committee found it necessary to

extend the dyke at its eastern end along the bank of the Hwei River from the point where it

enters the Hwai.

In addition to the work done on these dykes, three large drainage canals were dug in

North Anhwei. They were each approximately eight miles in length. One of them was in

Nanhsuchow and the other two in the magistracy of Mengcheng.
The two canals in Mengcheng connect the Fei and the Ko Rivers. The valley of the

Fei is one of those which suffers most constantly from floods. The land is very flat, the

mouth of the River is silted up, and the drainage is entirely inadequate. It follows that after

heavy rains, the water covers the land for months at a time, and year after year the poor
farmers have seen their crops destroyed. The Fei River follows the natural dip of the land
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and flows from north-west to south-east, parallel to the Ko and separated from it by a strip

of land eight miles in width. In times of flood the surface levels of the two Rivers are

probably about the same, but the water in the Ko flows off much more rapidly than that in

the Fei, and it is believed by engineers that by several canals similar to those dug by the

Committee, the water can be drained from the Fei valley into the Ko and Hwai Rivers and
much land be thus reclaimed which has been almost useless in recent years.

These drainage ditches were under the direct supervision of Mr. Mason Wells, a

missionary who had nine years experience as an engineer before coming to China. Owing
partly to lack of funds, and partly also to the disturbed state of the country, work
in this section was begun late and it was necessary to carry it through as rapidly

as possible. Large numbers of men were enrolled and the work on the first of these

two ditches was completed in a few weeks. This ditch followed throughout most

of its length a drainage ditch which already existed, but in some places where there were bad
bends the course of the ditch was altered. The second ditch lies about ten miles to the

south-east and runs parallel to the other. Although thousands of men were taken on in the

hope of completing the work before the harvest, it was found impossible to do so, because of

the large amount of sickness which broke out in the camps and necessitated closing down
the work. This ditch, therefore, needs deepening and the Committee hopes to be able to

complete it during the coming winter.

A somewhat different method of enrolling and paying workmen from that followed in North
Kiangsu was adopted in North Anhwei. A limited number of the gentry undertook both the

selection of the workers and the supervision of their work. Payments were made upon
measuring the completed work, as is done in ordinary contract work. The headmen received

as payment about five per cent, and Mr. Whitmore writes that “they earned it, for two of them
died as a result of their work and another was dangerously ill,” and he adds that “ under no
other system would it have been possible for two foreigners and a few Chinese to direct

effectively a force of 20,000 men scattered over a distance of eight or ten miles.”

Speaking of the work done by the Famine Committee in the main famine area, with which he

was specially familiar, Mr. C. D. Jameson said that he was astonished at the

wop'^done in ability displayed by the missionaries in conducting such a vast enterprise.

Kiangsu “They supervise and direct operations that extend in continuous lines for

and North miles,” he said, “and they distribute tons of food and tons of money a day in a
Anhwei. manner quite equal to men of long experience along that line. The work is as

permanent and substantially done as though it were performed by strong, healthy coolies
;

but it is costing more money. Each famine sufferer who is employed accomplishes about

sixty-five cents worth of work for every dollar he receives; but there were at one time nearly

50,000 famine sufferers at work in each of the two provinces, and their work fed half a milliou

people and saved them from starvation. All of the work has been done in a thoroughly first-

class manner in both Anhwei and Kiangsu. The work in every case has been well selected

and the permanent value of the works is as great as is ever possible under the existing climatic

conditions. Dykes or ditches constructed under expert supervision would not be better

built.”

Work in
Central
Anhwei neap
Wuhu.

It was stated at the beginning of this report that during the summer of 19 n great damage
was done to the embankments along the Yangtsze in Central Anhwei. The
Central China Famine Relief Fund Committee of 1910-11 began emergency
relief in this region but was unable to complete all that it had planned to do
before the new Committee was formed. It turned over approximately $70,000

to the new Committee, and the Committee was urged by some to begin at once work on a

large scale in this section. Investigations, however, proved that the distress was not likely

to be nearly so great in Central Anhwei as in the region to the north, and the Committee did

not, therefore, in the beginning feel justified in making any considerable grants for repairs on
dykes in this locality, inasmuch as it was of the opinion that this work could be done by the

gentry themselves, since they include amongst their number many men of large means. It
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Top—Mr. C. D. Jameson, the engineer sent out by The American Red Cross to study the water-courses

of N. Kiangsu and North Anhwei, with a view to famine prevention in this the main famine area.

Bottom—The two American-trained Chinese engineers who accompanied Mr. C. D. Jameson on his

trip, and who took many of the observations which formed the basis of Mr. Jameson’s report.
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became evident, however, as the winter advanced, that there was little hope of either the

Government or the gentry making sufficient grants for the rebuilding of these dykes. Much
of the money received by the Committee was given by Chinese, and the Chinese members

of the Committee were strongly of the opinion that money should be set aside for rebuilding

some at least of the more important breaks in the embankments near Wuhu. It was

impossible to begin work during December or January in the main famine region, and the

Committee accordingly decided to begin its work by making a grant for Wuhu.
The first of these consisted of .{3,000 for road repair in Wuhu. On January 25th a grant

of $20,000 was made for the rebuilding of dykes along the south bank of the Yangtze, both

north and south of Wuhu, the gentry expecting to furnish one-half of the total cost and the

Committee one-half. In the middle of February a further grant of Tls. 20,000 was made
for starting work on an important breach on the north bank of the River at a point called

Woolipei. It was later found that this breach would require more than double this amount,

and additional grants were made as they were needed, bringing the total appropriations for

this neighborhood to Tls. 57,473.18 and $25,431.96. The work near Wuhu was under a

Local Committee of ten, one-half of whom were Chinese. The foreign Chairman of the

Committee was Rev. George Miller of the Methodist Episcopal Church, and the Treasurer

was, during the first part of the year, F. J. Mayers, Esq., and after his departure from Wuhu,
R. S Adams, Esq., Agent of the Standard Oil Company. Of the work done at Wuhu, Mr.

Miller writes

:

“ The first famine relief work in this district began on the 4th of December. The
General Committee made a grant of Mex. $3,000 and this amount was turned over to the

local Roads Committee, which is a body of some years’ standing and which has done excellent

work. The roads in the outskirts of the city were badly damaged by last year’s floods,

but now they are in splendid condition. Besides repairing the old roads, two new ones were

made. An average of two to three hundred workmen were employed during the winter and
these were frequently changed. The aggregate number fed from this work was about 1,000.

The majority were refugees from the north of the river. The mileage of roads repaired or

newly made was nearly four miles. These roads were well built and are not only a daily

comfort to many but some of them act as dykes and protect rich rice lands that lie in the

immediate suburbs of the city.

“ The first work of real dyke building began on March 18th. This is the time when the

The Wuhu Chinese themselves generally repair the damage done by the annual rise of the
dyke Yangtze. The work begun at this time was on the north side of the Wuhu
Creek. Including the hills, this whole stretch extends for 8 miles. The length of the dyke,

however, is not more than 6-| miles. The country lying behind these dykes contains some of

the best rice land and these dykes stand guard over approximately 300,000 mow of land.

This section of the dyke is two feet higher than the water mark of last year. We have not

raised it but we have strengthened the whole section considerably. Originally it was very

narrow, not more than six feet at the top, nowit is twelve. The northern end of this embank-
ment had suffered most in the floods of last year. The old dyke was practically washed away,

and we have built an almost new one. On the average it is 40 feet at the base and 10 feet

at the top, Chinese measurements. The people who worked on this section did not live in

camps ;
they were the poor farmers from the region round about. They came in the morning

and returned home in the evening. The working hours were 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. and the number
engaged on this work was 2,500. About 300 cash was the average price per 100 cubic

feet. Day laborers were paid amounts varying from 80 to 180 cash. Most of the people
working here were extremely poor, and throughout the work, which lasted 45 working days,

many of them existed on very thin rice gruel and vegetables.

“When inspecting the dyke, it was touching to see the people koivteo (bow with their

heads to the ground) in gratitude for the help given. I believe that the number helped in

this region alone could not be far short of 7,500. This is a conservative estimate. The
Chinese gentry and members of the Committee say that certainly not less than 10,000 were
benefited by this part of the work.
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“The work on the Woolipei section began on the 26th of March. This break was perhaps

the worst on the north side of the River. The original break was not so wide,

dyke
V°°lipei but was very beep an d the water had covered the land in the immediate vicinity.

It was found necessary to go back for some distance from the River, and to build

from one point of the old dyke to the other in semi-circular fashion. This entailed a much
larger outlay, but we have the assurance that it has obtained a permanent security. The semi-

circle from one point to the other is about 3 miles long. Here we had to form a camp, because

the district is sparcely populated. Mat sheds were put up and from 25 to 30 men were accom-
modated in each. The first few days from 3,000 to 4,000 men were enrolled, later, 7,000.

This number continued until within a few days of the finish, when only 5,000 were kept at

work. This work was well systematized. Mr. Berents, an engineer resident at Wuhu, rendered

valuable assistance. Not only was the work planned and occasionally inspected by him
; but

he placed one of his best qualified Chinese engineers at the disposal of Mr. Paul who was in

charge of this work. The whole length was measured and divided into 14 sections. Levels

were fixed and the width and grades were both staked. The initial difficulties connected with

the work were not easily overcome. By the inrush of last year’s flood there was a widespread

deposit of sand which was from 5 to 1 5 feet deep. This had to be dug and banked before

suitable soil could be found, and even when it was found there was frequently an inflow

of water which percolated through the sand. Pumping had to be done on a large scale.

“The average width of the dyke at the base is no feet and 15 feet at the top. The
work on this dyke was paid for by the fang (a fang is 100 cubic feet). The price was 320

cash per completed fang on the dyke. This amount was paid largely in rice. There were no

rice shops in the neighborhood, so we shipped rice from Wuhu to supply the need. Every

few days the workers received some cash with which to buy vegetables, oil and fuel.

Altogether 7,100 bags of rise were used. Mr. Paul gave the best of three months to the

superintending of this work. He worked most conscientiously and very hard all the time.

Mr. Baird of his Mission also gave timely and efficient help. Dr. Wakefield had charge of

the medical work. He helped the sick and took part in the general oversight and management.

“The work on this dyke is very well done. It was under constant supervision and the

technical knowledge of the Chinese engineer made the sectional overseers more particular in

carrying out instructions. One thing to be strictly guarded against was the use of sand. In

some parts of the old dyke, which had given away, there had been from 2 to 3 feet of sand. The
earth when put on the dyke was broken into small pieces about the size of a teacup and the work

of the rammers was emphasized. We had in all 250 stone rams, 8 men to each. Very little

soft earth was allowed to be used, and what was used was dried in the sun before it was

rammed.
“ It is difficult to estimate the full value of this work. Financially it is of great value.

Woolipei is undoubtedly the key to all the rice land in the Wooweichow and the Hochow
districts. There are other places of importance

;
but these hold the first place. Had the

Committee not undertaken this work and had the Government failed to provide funds for it,

1,500,000 mow of rice land would have been jeopardized. Many of the farmers whose land

was under water had gone to other parts to seek a living. When they heard that the

Committee had decided to build this dyke, they speedily returned. Many of the men who

were first enrolled on this section were in a pitiable condition. They were too weak to do

any work, but after being fed for a week or so they were able to bear the burden. During

the work there were 12 deaths.

“The money expended on this dyke, which was about Tls. 50,000, had fed nearly 30,000

people. This is something to be grateful for. We know that if the work had not been done,

many would have perished from hunger.”

In addition to the repair of this breach at Woolipei, some work was done at other points

along the north bank of the Yangtse. Grants of from a few hundred to a few thousand dollars

were made in several different magistracies and the work was placed under the care of

superintendents chosen by the Wuhu Committee.



Work done by the Committee

Upon the urgent request of the Chinese members of the Committee in Shanghai, an additional

grant of Tls. 1 1,000 was made for the repair of a breach in the outer dyke along
Hwanstsitan ^e north bank of the Yangtse some 20 miles below Woolipei. Work upon this

dyke had been begun by the Government’s representative, but as he was short of

funds and as this dyke was essential to safeguard part of the land protected by the Woolipei

dyke, the Committee decided to grant the money. The Wuhu Committee felt unable to

undertake the supervision of this work, and Mr. Berents kindly consented to inspect the work
that was being done. He estimated that about Tls. 20,000 was spent on this breach, and
reported that on the whole the work was well done. He stated, however, that the dyke
needed to be raised 3 feet above the height which had been decided on by those in charge,

and the Committee did its best, but without success, to have his suggestions carried out.

This was the only piece of work for which the Committee made a grant which was not

directly under its own control and where there was no foreigner constantly associated with

the Chinese in the supervision of the work.

Work in
Chekiang*.

Mex. $9,56-

In the fall of 1911 Rev. E. F. Knickerbocker, of the American Presbyterian Mission of

Ningpo, sent an urgent appeal to America stating that famine conditions were

serious in the northern part of Chekiang along the Hangchow Bay, and urging

the sending of G. $25,000 for relief purposes. In answer to this appeal,.

57 was received through the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions for this

special work. This money was all forwarded to Mr. Knickerbocker through the Central

China Famine Relief Committee, and an additional grant of Mex. $3,000 was made by the

Committee out of its regular funds. A Committee of Chinese and foreigners was formed in

Ningpo, with the Rt. Rev. H. J. Molony as Chairman and the Rev. H. K. Wright as

Treasurer. Mr. Knickerbocker was the only foreigner in charge of the Committee’s relief in

this province. Generous contributions were made by the Chinese themselves. In addition

to grants made by them to the Committee, they purchased large quantities of grain and sold

it at a reduced price to those who were in need. At various times some 12,000 persons were
given employment, but it was not found necessary to keep the same persons at work for a

long period of time, as was done in the main famine area. The work was entrusted to the

local Self-Government Societies. They bore most of the expenses of administration and
furnished all of the materials used in the public works. Mr. Knickerbocker writes :

“ Altogether twenty-five miles of village streets and country roads were repaired, sixteen

miles of canals were deepened and widened, seven miles of dyking was done, and two miles

of drainage ditches were dug.”

The distress in this section, although undoubtedly great, was more like that in the region

of Wuhu, and did not compare in seriousness with the suffering in North Kiangsu Mr.
Knickerboker reports hearing of only forty deaths from starvation.

In November the Central China Famine Relief Committee received urgent requests from Mr. H.

Work in Schlichting and Rev. Arnold Foster of Hankow, for funds for the relief of the
Hankow. suffering and starving people, who had been driven out of Hankow at the time of

the burning of the city. It was decided to issue a special appeal on behalf of the sufferers in

Hankow. The response from the Chinese was immediate and liberal. A total of Tls. 27,458
and of Mex. $2,611.39 was received by the Shanghai Committee, and a large and influential

local Committee of Chinese and foreigners was organized in Hankow under the name of the

“Hankow Relief Committee.” A. H. Sugden, Esq., Acting Commissioner of Customs, was
elected Chairman

;
H. Schlichting, Esq., Vice-Chairman

;
Wong Kwong, Esq., Secretary; and

E. M. Mirow, Esq., Treasurer. An Executive Committee was also appointed, the Chairman of

which was the Rt. Rev. L. H. Roots, d.d. This Committee issued on April 30 a brief report

of its work, which appeared in the Central China Post of May 18. Work was begun in the

month of January. It was found that there was less distress amongst the men in the native

city than had been anticipated. Plans were made to furnish work to men of the coolie class,

but the demand for such work was not great, there being plenty of opportunity for more
remunerative work with the army or in regular business employments. Distress was greatest
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amongst the shopkeepers. The Committee considered the possibility of loaning money
in small sums to the shopkeepers who had lost everything, in order to enable them to start

again in business
;
but after full discussion of the subject both by the Hankow and the

Shanghai Committees, it was thought unwise to give out money in this way. At the beginning,

therefore, help consisted largely in the distribution of bedding and of mats for shelters. It

was found that the most satisfactory way to reach those in greatest need was by providing

work for the women. Cloth was purchased and garments were cut out, made up,

and disposed of at less than cost price to the destitute throughout the city. About

8.000 garments were finished each week, totaling approximately 64,000 garments. Many
wadded quilts were also made. Work was carried on in different parts of the city.

~ The
presence of large numbers of missionaries from the interior in Hankow, owing to the

revolution, rendered the plans for relief work more feasable than under ordinary

circumstances. While missionaries accompanied by Chinese were daily in and out amongst

the ruins of the native city of Hankow, a large band of lady workers were kept busy in the

different industrial centres. These were located at both Hankow and Hanyang. In all,

about 2,000 women were employed for two months.

Some grants were made by the Hankow Committee for relief in other places. Amongst
these, Tls. 2,000 was set aside for work for the Manchus at Kingchow, and a loan of Tls.

2.000 was made to the gentry at Hwangmeichien for the repair of a dyke. A summary of the,

Hankow Committee’s statement of receipts and expenditures will be found in Appendix N.

Famine fevers are an unfailing accompaniment of famines in China. They generally begin

in the early spring and last until the middle of the summer, weeks after the

Medical work, harvest is reaped. They find the people in such a weakened condition from

the hardships through which they have passed that they work havoc amongst

them. It is frequently stated that the number of those who die from famine fevers is

greater than of those who die from starvation. Both last year and this there were many
sections of the country in which one could hardly find a home that did not have some of its

members ill with the disease. In not a few cases whole families have been wiped out.

There is no specific remedy yet known for dealing with such diseases
;
and the wholesale

giving out of medicines, a custom largely practised by the Chinese, is believed by foreign

physicians to be of little or no use. They say that these diseases can be satisfactorily

treated only when the patients can be kept under constant supervision and sanitary conditions.

It is evident, therefore, that where so many thousands of people are affected, the problem of

medical relief during a famine is one with which it is, as yet, almost impossible to deal.

The Famine Committee desired to do two things, first to safeguard the health of all those

who undertook to distribute relief, and second, to arrange, if possible, for the isolation of

those working in the relief camps who should be taken ill with famine fevers. The Committee
desired further to send into the famine field one or more physicians with special qualifications

for laboratory work in order to see if anything could be learned to prevent in the future the

terrible destruction wrought by these fevers
;
but this was, unfortunately, not found to be

possible.

IX.—THE FAMINE COLONIZATION ASSOCIATION.

One special feature of this year’s work was the attempt made by Professor Joseph Bailie of

the University of Nanking to bring waste land under cultivation by famine labor. For years the

residents of the cities south of the famine region have been distressed at the large annual

influx of refugees. Some find work, but most are unable to do so and are forced to live by

begging. The public granaries are opened and every morning long lines of women and

children can be seen, bowl in hand, going for the daily allotment of rice gruel. Dr. Wm.
Macklin of Nanking has for years been hoping that the time might come when farm colonies

could be started and when people of this class could be assisted in bringing waste land under

cultivation. A year or two ago Prof. Bailie became much interested in the scheme. His

trips into North Anhwei, into the region lying between the Yangtze and the Hwai Rivers,

convinced him that much land now lying idle could be developed and would support a
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considerable population. He is of the opinion that it is not so much the quality of the soil,

as the isolation of this section and its poor roads, that kept much of this land lying waste.

The Tientsin-Pukou Railroad will in large part obviate this difficulty, and make Nanking

easily accessible.

In the fall of last year, with famine funds put at his disposal by the Methodist Mission

Prof. Bailie began to provide work for some 600 refugees in the city of Nanking. This had

to be done largely upon land owned by the different Missions, and consisted in the filling in

of ponds, the draining of land, and the making of roads. A small amount of vacant land was

also cultivated and experiments were tried with seed imported from abroad. Prof. Bailie

was dissatisfied, however, with work of this kind, and was eager to obtain land for a

farm colony, so that the work done would be more directly beneficial to the workmen.

He applied to the Famine Committee for a grant in aid, and the Committee voted $5,000
for the support of 100 families, provided land could be obtained in North Anhwei, and Prof.

Bailie would undertake to superintend its development. An entertainment given in Shanghai

by the Amateur Dramatic Club aroused much public interest, and netted several thousand

dollars. A Famine Colonization Association was organized in Nanking with Prof. Bailie as

the leading spirit. Its object was to obtain land either by purchase or by Government
grant, to move Too of the refugees whom Prof. Bailie had been employing in Nanking, along

with their families, to this land, to provide them with the necessary seed and implements, and
to support them on famine funds until the first crop could be harvested. Prof. Bailie hoped,

thereafter, that they could support themselves from the produce of the fields, and that

gradually the land could be sold to them on easy payments.

Like all new enterprises in China, the scheme met with many difficulties. The greatest

of these was the revolution. It was impossible to obtain land in North Anhwei while the

revolution was in progress, and the plan seemed for a time hopelessly blocked. Professor

Bailie was, however, undaunted, and set to work to obtain some of the waste land

outside the city of Nanking at the foot of Purple Mountain. He secured the hearty

endorsement of the plan by Dr. Sun Yat-sen, who was then Provisional President at

Nanking, .and as soon as land was secured, he moved some of his more trustworthy

men on to it and began its cultivation. Huts were first built. A school was started

for the children, so that they would be cared for while the men and women were at work.

The land was gradually broken up, drainage ditches were dug, and potatoes and
strawberries, wheat and other cereals were planted. A large number of fruit trees were
set out. Some of these were Chinese, but many were obtained from Japan and other countries.

The land is now being used as an experiment farm and as a testing school for the men. The
soil is of a poor quality, and is in many ways unsatisfactory

;
but Prof. Bailie is persevering

in the faith that he will succeed, not only in doing a piece of work which will be deeply
interesting to the officials and gentry near the city of Nanking, but will prove of value to the

larger enterprise which he still expects to see carried through.

He has spent much time during the year in interviewing and interesting officials whose
assistance was needed, and the facsimile given here of their endorsement is sufficient proof of

his success.

The main object which the Famine Colonization Association has in view, namely, of

proving that much of the waste land of North Anhwei is worth cultivating and is capable of

supporting a large number of people, has not yet been attained
;
but much has already been

accomplished, and the Committee wishes the Association success in the Valuable piece of work
which it has undertaken.

X.—ILLNESS AND DEATH OF FAMINE WORKERS.

There has not been a famine in recent years when many thousands have not been carried

away by these destructive fevers, nor has there been one which has not cost the lives of a

number of the Chinese and foreigners engaged in relief work. This year has been no
exception. Of those who were working directly under the Committee, two have died of

typhus. They were the Rev. A. Hockin of the Canadian Methodist Mission of Szechuen, and
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Mr. Yang Ts-teh, a student in the Wayland Academy of Hangchow. Four other missionaries

who were engaged on the Committee’s relief works came down with the same disease, and
two with typhoid

;
but we are thankful to say that they all recovered. In addition to the

above, Miss L. A. Gaynor, M.n., of the Quaker Mission of Nanking, contracted typhus fever

while relieving the distress of the Manchu women in that city, and other foreigners resident

in or near the famine area, and a very large number of Chinese, died of these same fevers.

Five hospitals in the famine region, at Tsingkiangpu, Suchien, Hsuchowfu, Hwaiyuan and
Wuhu, as well as other hospitals in the cities along the Yangtze to which many refugees fled,

made special provision for famine patients this year. A separate famine fever hospital was

opened at Hwaiyuan, and a hundred patients suffering from relapsing and typhus fevers were

cared for during the spring months. Several physicians volunteered for work in the famine

field, and one of these spent his entire time travelling from camp to camp looking after the

health of the workers and treating such cases among the workmen in the camps as he could.

The other physicians who, when they went to the famine field, expected to devote themselves

exclusively to medical work, were drafted into the general work, where they were even more
urgently needed.

XI.—INADEQUACY OF THE PRESENT METHODS OF FAMINE

RELIEF IN CHINA.

Notwithstanding what has been accomplished during the year by the Chinese Government
and by this Committee in the way of famine relief, it is evident to all who are intimately

acquainted with the conditions that the present methods of dealing with famines in China are

utterly inadequate, and for the following reasons :

In the first place, the funds available for famine relief in this as in previous years were far too

small to relieve the distress. Had the money which was contributed to the

Fails to Committee during the months of May and June been received a month or
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tw° earlier, more people could have been saved; but even so, deaths from

starvation would have been very numerous. Both Dr. Woods and Mr. Junkin
state that there were more deaths this year in North Kiangsu than in the famine of 1906-7,

which was severer in that province than the famine of last year. In North Anhwei deaths

from starvation were also extremely numerous. It is, therefore, evident that very much larger

sums of money were needed if the lives of all were to be saved, and famine relief that does

not at least save the lives of a large proportion of the needy population must be looked upon
as most inadequate.

Again, not only did many thousands die of starvation during the year; but there were many
others urgently in need of assistance who, because of the insufficiency of the

Reduces funds could not be helped at all. These people did, indeed, manage to

&°b
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£S&. survive the hardships and physical privations through which they passed

;
but

they have been so weakened by their sufferings and so impoverished by the

sale of their cattle, their farm implements, their household furniture, and their already too

small farms, that they will be unable for years to recover from their losses. Unless steps are

at once taken to provide work for them during the coming winter, large numbers will be

found amongst the refugees who will flock to the great cities and who if they fail to find work

will be in danger of becoming beggars permanently. Even emergency famine relief, to be

satisfactory, should be sufficient to make it possible to save the poor from selling such few

possessions as they have, and should provide work for all the very needy before they have

become physically weakened by insufficient food. This year has proved conclusively that

the people will work, if work is provided, and the fact that so large a number of the people

have in the past been gradually reduced to beggary is due primarily not to their unwillingness

to work, but to their inability to find a market for their labour. What is needed for the poor

in the famine region is not charity, but an opportunity to support themselves by their own
labour.
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While the Committee believes that the work that has been done this year has been wisely

chosen and is of large permanent value, and while much land has undoubtedly

complete been saved from being flooded and many farmers are rejoicing in crops which,
eV

nc
6
works but for this work, would have been a total loss, it is, nevertheless, true that

’ the work accomplished is but a small proportion of even the emergency works

which were urgently needed. This failure was most striking in the neighborhood of Wuhu,
where only a part of the outer dykes along the north bank of the Yangtze were rebuilt or

repaired, either by the Famine Committee or by the Government. Had two or three hundred

thousand taels been available for this purpose, it is probable that all of these dykes could

have been repaired in such a way as to withstand the floods of this year. In the main

famine area, the Committee did everything in its power
;
but it was unable with the funds at

its disposal to complete the necessary emergency works. In North Kiangsu, it could not

repair a serious breach in the bank of the Yi River which enters the Grand Canal near

Yaowan, and much local damage to the crops was caused by this failure. In North Anhwei
the work along the Hwai did not extend far enough to the east to protect the country

immediately about Wuhu, and both of the drainage ditches connecting the Fei and the Ko
Rivers need to be deepened. Some more adequate means of dealing with famine conditions,

which will forestall failures such as these, is imperatively needed.

All that has been done is in the nature of temporary relief, and does not deal with the causes.

Most of these famines are due to floods, and permanent relief can be obtained

with causes' only by lowering the flood level of the rivers that do the damage. While in

some sections, such as the flooded areas in the neighborhood of Wuhu, the

building of strong embankments in the attempt to restrict the river to its channel is probably

all that can be done at present, this is not what is most urgently needed in the worst part of

the famine region. Permanent relief in North Anhwei can come only by lowering the flood

level of the Hwai River, by opening an adequate outlet to the sea, and by the proper

drainage of the tributaries of the Hwai. In North Kiangsu, similar drainage works are

equally necessary, and no amount of work on the dykes in this region can permanently save

the country from floods. The dykes will still, however, be necessary, and they should be kept

in good repair. The people should not be allowed to build huts on them, nor to weaken
them by their use as a burial ground, as is so often done.

No Committee dependent upon benevolent contributions and upon volunteers to act as

overseers of its relief can deal in a satisfactory manner with problems such as

these. Famine relief, to be adequately done, requires that funds should be
available at an early date and in sufficient amounts to make provision to save

all who are in need, before they have become badly reduced through lack of

food or through the sale of animals and implements that are necessary for their future welfare,

and in requires also that there should be a paid organization composed of men who are

experts in dealing with the various problems involved.

Charitable
organiza-
tions unable
to do work
required.

XII.-THE NEXT FAMINE.

It does not require a prophet to foretell that there will certainly be another famine in North
Kiangsu and North Anhwei within the next few years, unless immediate steps are taken to pre-

vent it. In a special supplement issued by The North-China Daily News on the occasion of the

Famine Fete held in Shanghai during May, appears a list of the famines which have occurred in

North Kiangsu during the past 2,000 years. This list is taken from the history of the Suchien

magistracy, and is probably tolerably complete only for the last few centuries. The list shows
that since 494 A.D., sixty-seven famines have been recorded. Of these fifty-five have occurred

since the year 1500 A.D., and three of the most severe since 1907. Only two of all this number
were due to drought, the others to floods. As the floods have been increasing in frequency

during recent years, serious floods are again certain to take place very soon, unless there should

be a very material change in the annual rainfall, or unless provision is at once made for lowering

the flood level of the rivers in this region.
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What has been done during the past has resulted merely in a temporary alleviation of distress

Famine and has in no wise bettered permanently the conditions under which the people

nT^a^unes
6 are ^lvin §- The Committee feels that the time has come to call a halt to present

urgently methods of dealing with famines, and that in the future all who are deeply

interested in the people in the famine region can best serve them by throwing the

full responsibility for their care upon the Government.

We cannot but hold that the comparative failure of the Manchu Government to make
adequate provision for famine relief in past years has been due to an almost criminal indifference

to human suffering and to a feeling that famines are an easy way of limiting the growth of

population in sections that are, under existing conditions, over-populated. Although the new
Government has thus far been unable to make any provision for dealing with this most
pressing problem, it is, we believe, honestly desirous of undertaking the necessary work at an
early date and will devise means for bearing the expense involved.

In view of the deep interest on the part of this Committee and of those who have had a

share in the work of famine distribution in recent years, we may, without danger of being

misunderstood, be permitted to state our opinion as to what are some of the questions that

need to be faced at once by the Central Government and as to the urgency for immediate action.

Some ppe-
liminapy
investiga-
tions.

One of the first steps which would seem to be necessary is a careful study of the economic,

intellectual, and moral environment of the people in the main famine area, with

a view to learning the exact conditions under which they are living; the effect

upon them of the three recent famines through which they have passed
;
and

what steps can be taken to improve these conditions.

The following are some of the questions that require answers :

—

What proportion of the present population in this main famine area are necessary for its

agricultural development? What proportion do not own land enough of their own to support

themselves in years of scarcity? What proportion are tenant farmers and own no land? What
proportion have to emigrate each year in search of work? How successful are they in this

search ?. Are most of them able to find work or are they obliged to live by begging? Is the

present population too large and, if so, how can the surplus be used to the best advantage

both for their own welfare and for the welfare of the nation ? Can anything be done by
scientific methods of agriculture to improve the crops of the region, and, if so, should one or more
agricultural stations be started? What are the possibilities of developing the uncultivated lands

in North Anhwei ? What is the effect upon the people of poor roads and of internal likin and
customs barriers? What effect will the recently opened Tientsin-Pukou Railroad have upon
the farm population of North Anhwei ? What industries are there at present, and what new
industries can to advantage be developed ?

We believe that the nation must consider not simply the fact that scores of thousands of

valuable lives have been thrown away during these recent famines; but, further, the fact that a

population of several millions of people has become intellectually and morally weakened by

the hopelessness of the conditions in which they have found themselves, owing to their

inability to cope with the great disasters that have visited them and to the failure of the

Government to render the necessary assistance.

Questions, such as the following, must accordingly be faced also :—How have these

famines affected the education of the children ? Is the population more illiterate than in

neighboring provinces that are economically better favored ? What has been the moral effect

of these famines upon the country ? Has brigandage and general lawlessness increased ?

Has the stamina of the people been weakened by their yearly migrations and by their becoming
reduced to a state of beggary ? Has the policy of opening rice kitchens for the distribution

of free rice, or its sale at a nominal price in the larger cities around which these famine refugees

congregate had a demoralizing effect upon the population ? To what extent has the sanctity

of the family been impaired by the widespread sale of women and children?

There is need above all of studying at once the whole question of river conservancy in

the famine area. It is only by undertaking such works that a permanently satisfactory solution
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can be found. Conditions are growing worse year by year, and large sections of land are

already being turned into swamps.

Mr. Jameson describes as follows the country as he found at in the fall of 1911 :

—

“ During floods the surface of the Hungtze Lake is slightly higher than the water level of the

These canal, and a regulated amount of this flood water is allowed to enter the canal

famines from the west, and is passed out through regulated sluices to the east, but as a
preventable.

flQocj t jme j s necessary to make this possible, but little or no relief is obtained

for the back-water floods of Anhwei.
“ In a general way it may he said that all the country north of the Hwai River, Hungtze

Lake and the old bed of the Yellow River from Tsingkiangpu to the sea, to longitude 35, is

either under water, swamp, or has been so much under water as to be absolutely sodden, so

that but little of it is fit for cultivation this year. The upper reaches of all the rivers are

becoming filled with water-plants and rushes, which is slowly turning the country into

swamp-land. No repair work is being done on the dykes other than locally, and this is labor

wasted, firstly, because to repair a dyke in one li and leave breaks in it in the next li is useless

as far as protection goes, and, secondly, the class of work which is being done is such that it

can barely stand by itself, let alone offer any resistance to water pressure. The work, to be of

the slightest utility, must be done in a systematic and thoroughly first-class manner, and must

be attended to twelve months out of each year. The dykes, after once being constructed,

must never be allowed to get out of repair. To do any permanent good a river and canal

police force must be established, and the men must attend to their work.”

It is Mr. Jameson’s firm conviction that this country can be drained at a cost that is

justifiable from a commeicial standpoint. He writes :

“There are no engineering difficulties in the way of controlling the rivers, lowering the

flood-level and reclaiming the waste land in North Kiangsu and North Anhwei
;

it is purely a

question of money and time. Under the present conditions, at least three crops out of five

are lost over an area of some 30,000 square miles. The soil of this area is exceedingly rich,

the climate such that two crops a year should be possible when the conservancy and reclama-

tion work had been completed. Not only will heavy crops be possible over this whole

section year by year, but some millions of acres (English), which now are absolutely worthless,

will be available for cultivation. All of this makes the expenditure of the necessary money
justifiable from a commercial standpoint.”

Mr. Jameson has now completed and has handed his report to the Government in

Peking and to the American Red Cross Society. We are informed that the more detailed

study of the past few months has strengthened his conviction as stated above.

It should further be remembered that, extensive as have been these famines and large as has

been the number of people affected, those who were actually brought face to

other possible face with starvation were, after all, less than one per cent, of the total

preventfom
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population of China, and that within the same provinces where the famines

have taken place there have been rich harvests and an abundant grain

supply. It would seem evident, therefore, that there must be other means at the disposal of

the Government for preventing such suffering and loss of life as has taken place during recent

years. New industries can be developed in the famine region; agriculture can be improved :

and emigration to other parts of China is possible as a last resort. With the agricul-

tural and mineral resources of vast sections of China has yet undeveloped, with Man-
churia in danger of being lost to China partly at least because of its comparatively

small Chinese population, it is strange that men can sit still and watch with indifference the

tragic waste of human life that is taking place in the famine region. It would seem that even

if the suffering of the people fails to appeal to the authorities, the value to the nation of all

this human labour would be a sufficient argument for saving the lives of these people.

Much money will be required to carry through the conservancy works that are necessary

to adequately drain the famine region. In estimating whether this cost is

justifiable from an economic point of view, not only must the increased value of

the crops that can be reaped betaken into account, but the results of the failure

The cost of
saving- the
country.
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to carry through these works at the present time must also be faced. It is not conceivable

that the new Government should be willing to allow scores of thousands of people

to face starvation every year or two and a whole community to be weakened morally,

intellectually, and physically, by failure to provide the money necessary for these works. It is

not, therefore, so much a question as to whether China can afford to do this as it is a question

whether she can afford to allow things to go on as they are at present. The adoption of a

republican form of Government increases greatly the dangers arising from an illiterate and
morally weakened population, such as is, we believe, resulting from the frequent recurrence

of these famines.

Preparations should be made at the earliest possible date to begin the work of reclamation.

Under no circumstances should matters be allowed to drag on until another

Need of flood has occurred and another famine is imminent. As has been said, such

aeticm*
*ate

a famine is likely to occur within the next two or three years, and only by
immediate action can work be carried sufficiently far to prevent it. Funds

should be provided, and the detailed surveys which are still necessary before work can be

begun on a large scale should be undertaken at once. It will be a very great advantage if the

work can be so planned as to do first that which will bring the largest immediate result in the

saving of land from flood, such works, for instance, as lowering the flood level of the Yi and
Shu Rivers in North Kiangsu. This is a very much smaller undertaking than lowering the

flood level of the Hwai, and would probably safeguard from floods the whole of North

Kiangsu, which has suffered in recent years more heavily than any other section. Although

this year’s crop have been good in most of the famine region, the acreage planted was small,

and there is bound to be much suffering during the coming winter. An effort should, if

possible, be made to begin conservancy works within the next few months, so as to prevent

the necessity of thousands of refugees again flocking to the cities along the Yangtze. It

is believed that a considerable portion of the conservancy work can be done by unskilled labor

under competent supervision. There would seem to be no more useful way of employing this

large and needy population.

Experience in other lands would seem to prove conclusively that works such as these

should be under the Central Government, and should not be entrusted to the

provincial authorities. This applies with especial force to the works required

for draining the Hwai valley, for while much of the work must be done
in the province of Kiangsu, the adjoining province of Anhwei will alone

be benefited. The Central Government, moreover, is best fitted to provide

the funds necessary for carrying the work to a speedy conclusion, and to obtain the expert

advice that is necessary to insure that the work shall be well done.

Conservancy
works
should be
under
Central
Government.

XIII.— PLANS OF THE COMMITTEE FOR THE FUTURE.

The Famine Committee hoped to complete its work by the end of June. The
first relief from the spring harvest began to make itself felt in the latter half of May and

most of the farmers, who had fields to which to return, were then ready to leave the relief

works. In some cases the Committee tried to hold the men for a longer time in order to

complete works that had been begun ; and throughout the month of June, some thousands

of men were still employed, both in the main famine region and near Wuhu. It was the

Committee’s intention to dissolve at the end of July, and to entrust the expenditure of such

balances as remained to a smaller Committee of its members. Money still continued to

come in, however, and the Committee found itself with a balance of Tls. 128,470.56 and

Mex. $94,861.22. It decided, therefore, to continue its work during the fall but it plans,

to issue no new appeals for subscriptions, and will devote itself to administering the

funds in hand in ways that will be of largest use to the people in those sections where distress

has been greatest.
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A part of the balances on hand will be used in completing certain pieces of work begun

by the Committee in the spring and left of necessity in an unfinished state. It will be necessary,

however, to devise some means by which this can be done without again calling upon the

missionary body for any large number of men to oversee the relief works. So long as famine

conditions are acute and men are dying of starvation in large numbers it is possible to ask men to

undertake the supervision of the relief works; but when the distress is less acute, the

Committee does not feel justified in calling upon men to give up their regular duties for work
of this kind. The Committee, however, will continue to safeguard the expenditure of all

funds that have been entrusted to it, and will not undertake any works over which it cannot

make provision for adequate supervision.

It is possible that some local industries can be developed in the famine region in order

to relieve somewhat the economic distress that is so prevalent. Unless large numbers of men
can be provided with work by the Government in connection with the carrying out of the

river conservancy scheme, there will be very many who will be without any work during the

winter and spring months, and it is hoped that some means can be devised by which industries

may be developed in the famine region.

The Committee is seeking to obtain the services of a Chinese secretary who can keep before

the higher provincial authorities as well as before the National Government in Peking

the need of promptly beginning river conservancy works in the main famine area.

Inasmuch as the carrying out of these works will require large sums of money, which can

probably be obtained only by a domestic or a foreign loan, it is of the utmost importance also

that public opinion be educated so that the people may understand the urgency of such works

and may not oppose the making of a loan on the part of the Central Government.
Efforts will accordingly be made both by frequent articles in the public Press, by lectures and
by personal interviews, to mould public opinion, and it is hoped that in this way the Committee
may still render a real service to those who are so unfortunate as to live in a region constantly

subject to floods.

Dr. J. B. Fearn has been elected Secretary of the Committee, in the place of the former

secretary whose other duties made it necessary for him to resign, and all correspondence should

in future be addressed to him. The offices of the Committee are at 5 1 Kiangse Road in rooms

which have been kindly furnished free of charge by the authorties of the Kiangsu Bank.

A later report will be issued by Committee covering work done after the beginning of July,

and stating how the balances on hand have been expended.

In closing, the Committee wishes to express its very hearty thanks to all who have assisted

in the work of famine relief this year
;
to those in all lands, who have so generously contributed

funds
;
to the higher Government officials, who allowed the Committee a free hand in carrying out

its work along new lines, and who have always granted promptly all requests for special privileges
;

to the local officials and agents of the Government famine relief, for the valuable help rendered

and for their hearty co-operation in the Committee’s work
;
to business firms and steamship

companies for reduced rates and for other privileges granted; to the Telegraph and Railroad

authorities, to whom the Committee was under almost daily obligation, for their constant

courtesy
;
to all who have served on the various Committees and Sub-Committees both in

Shanghai and elsewhere, and who have unstintingly given of their time and interest, or have

put at the Committee’s disposal their technical knowledge; and above all, to the missionaries,

the members of the local gentry, and other Chinese, who by their self-sacrificing work in the

famine region, in daily contact with disease and distress, have made it possible to relieve the

suffering of half a million of starving people. We crave your further support in bringing these

famines to an end, for we firmly believe that they can be prevented, and we beg you to use

every means in your power to see to it that the conditions under which so many of our

fellowmen are living, are permanently bettered.

On behalf of the Committee.

Shanghai,

September 30th, 1912.

E. C. LOBENSTINE,
Honorary Secretary.
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APPENDIX A.

List of those who have served on the Executive Committee,

1911-1912 .

Rt. Rev. F. R. Graves, d.d., Chairman

H.E. Wu Ting Fang, ll.d., Vice-Chairman

FI. C. Gulland, Esq., Hon. Treasurer

Chu Pao San, Esq., Hon. Treasurer

Rev. E. C. Lobenstine, Hon. Secretary

H. C. Hwang, Esq., Hon. Secretary

Rev. Earl H. Cressy, Hon. Assistant Secretary

Yen Ye Ding, Esq., Chinese Secretary (Oct. -Feb.)

Rev. G. H. Bondfield Ch’en Jen Fu, Esq.

Rev. P. Bornand Ch’en Yen Ching, Esq.

H. Cooper, Esq. Hoo Erh Mai, Esq.

W. R. Dorsey, Esq. Hsia Fu Ni, Esq.

W. F. Inglis, Esq. Kao Feng Chib, Esq.

E. F. Mackay, Esq. Liu Pu Seng, Esq.

R. Calder Marshall, Esq. Pao Hsien Ch’ang, Esq.

H. F. Merrill, Esq. Pei Jen Seng, Esq.

H. Middleton, Esq. Shao Gin Tao, Esq.

B. Rosenbaum, Esq. Su Pao Sung, Esq.

J. F. Seaman, Esq. Yu Ya Ch’ing, Esq.

J. A. Thomas, Esq.

Hon. Amos P. Wilder, Ph.D.

Yuen Hung Kee, Esq.
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APPENDIX B.

Foreign Members of the General Committee.

H. Arnhold, Esq.

F. Ayscougb, Esq.

Rt. Rev. J. W. Bashford

R. C. Beebe, Esq., m.d.

Consul-General K. Bernauer

Ch. Boissezon, Esq.

F. S. A. Bourne, Esq., c.m.g.

T. J. Bourne, Esq.

A. C. Boughton, Esq.

Rev. E. Box

F. S. Brockman, Esq.

Consul-General P. von Buri

C. M. G. Burnie, Esq.

Capt. Wm. Carlson

M. Chapeaux, Esq.

Capt. D. Christie

T. F. Cobbs, Esq.

J. J. Chollot, Esq.

Arthur Dallas, Esq.

Rev. J. Darroch, d.d.

Rev. C. E. Darvvent

W. M. Dowdall, Esq.

E. Dumontail-Lagrez, Esq.

F. Ehrhardt, Esq.

J. B. Fearn, Esq., m.d.

H. Figge, Esq.

B. von Fischerz, Esq.

Rev. G. F. Fitch, d.d.

P. N. Forum, Esq.

Rev. A. Foster

J. M. Fujise, Esq.

H. de Gray, Esq.

O. M. Green, Esq.

Pastor H. Hackmann

S. A. Hardoon, Esq.

J. N. Hayward, Esq.

H. von Heidenstam, Esq.

M. Hoerter, Esq.

Rev. J. R. Hykes, d.d.

F. E. Hinckley, Esq., Ph. d.

A. J. Hughes, Esq.

A. C. Hunter, Esq.

C. D. Jameson, Esq.

J. N. Jameson, Esq.

W. H. Jeffreys, Esq., m d.

Count L. Jezierki

Walter Kirton, Esq.

Prof. Paul Krieg, m.d.

Rev. W. H. Lacy, d.d.

Philipp Lieder, Esq.

E. S. Little, Esq.

T. F. Millard, Esq.

W. Meyer, Esq.

Rt. Rev. H. J. Molony, d.d.

A. Monestier, Esq.

R. C. Morton, Esq.

Rev. A. P. Parker, d.d.

H. C. Patrick, Esq., m.b., c.m.

Rev. F. L. Hawks-Pott, d.d.

E. Quackenbush, Esq.

Rev. F. Rawlinson

Rev. Gilbert Reid, d.d.

Rev. Timothy Richard, d.d.

Paul Rohrbach, Esq., m.d.

Rt. Rev. L. H. Roots, d.d.

Rev. A. R. Saunders

O. von Schab, Esq., m.d.

Capt. H. Schellhoss

J. F. Seaman, Esq.

J.
B. Southmayd, Esq.

A. Stanley, Esq., m.d.

Rev. J. W. Stevenson

O. Struckmayer, Esq.

Hon. R. H. Thayer

G. E. Tucker, Esq.

Rev. A. J. Walker

Rev. M. J. Walker

A. Widmann, Esq.

Rev. S. I. Woodbridge, d.d.

Consul-General L. J. C. von

Zeppelin Obermuller

E. L. Woodward, Esq., m.d.
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APPENDIX C.

List of Missionaries and others who have assisted in Famine
Relief Work, 1911—1912.

American Advent Christian Mission

:

C. A. Burch, Esq.

American Baptist Foreign Missionary Society:

Rev. E. H. Cressv

Rev. J. A. Cherney

Rev. D. S. Dye

W. R. Morse, Esq., m.d.

Mrs. C. A. Salquist

American Free Methodist Mission in China:

Rev. F. J.
Fletcher

Rev. G. D, Schlosser

American Church Mission :

Rev. J. M. B. Gill

Rev. A. Goddard

Rev. T. R. Ludlow

Rev. J. G. Magee

Rev. A. H. Sherman

Prof. M. P. Walker

American Presbyterian Mission, North:

Rev. T. F. Carter

Samuel Cochran, Esq., m.d.

Rev. C. M. Eames

Rev. Geoige Hood

Rev. E. F. Knickerbocker

Rev. E. C. Lobenstine

Rev. S. S. McKee

S. J. Mills, Esq.

Miss Agnes G. Murdoch, m.d.

Miss Margaret F. Murdoch

Mason Wells, Esq.

Rev. H. K. Wright

American Presbyterian Mission, South:

J. W. Bradley, m.d.

Rev. F. A. Brown

Rev. C. N. Caldwell

Rev. J. R. Graham

Rev. M. B. Grier

Rev. C. F. Hancock

Rev. W. F. Junkin, d.d.

Wm. Malcolm, Esq., m.d.

H. W. McCutchan, Esq.

Rev. J. Y. McGinnis

Rev. R. J. McMullen

Rev. L. M. Moffett

Rev. A. D. Rice

Rev. D. W. Richardson

Rev. G. B. Stevens

Rev. A. A. Talbot

Rev. J. W. Vinson

Rev. H. M. Woods, d.d.

J. B. Woods, Esq., m.d.

Rev. O. F. Yates

Chinghua College:

E. K. Smith, Esq.

R. D. Whitmore, Esq.

Church Missionary Society:

Rev. J. G. Beach

Rev. J. A. Hickman

Rev. T. C. Ibbotson

Rev. A. E. Seward

Rev. E. H. Thompson

Church of England Mission:

Rev. B. M. McOwan
Rev. T. A. Scott

Church of Brethren:

G. W. Hilton, Esq.
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China Inland Mission:

A. H. Barham, Esq.

A. J. Clemens, Esq.

G. A. Cox, Esq., m.d.

J. H. Edgar, Esq.

W. T. Herbert, Esq.

A. T. Lavington, Esq.

R. W. Middleton, Esq.

F. Olsen, Esq.

J. Platt, Esq.

Th. Sorensen, Esq.

Canadian Methodist Mission:

Rev. F. E. L. Abrey

C. W. Batdorf, Esq

Rev. F. W. Bateman

Rev. E. R. M. Brecken

P. M. Bayne, Esq.

Rev. J. R. Earle

A. E. Elson, Esq.

W. I). Ferguson, Esq., m.d.

Rev. G. G. Harris

Rev. A. Hockiti

Rev. A. C. Hoffman

H. H. Irish, Esq.

A. E. Johns, Esq.

G. R. Jones, Esq.

A. W. Lindsay, Esq., d.d.s.

E. N. Meuser, Esq.

Rev. G. W. Sparling

R. E. S. Taylor, Esq.

E. C. Wilford, Esq., m.d.

Evangelical Association

:

F. C. Krumling, Esq., m.d.

Miss A. M. Roloff

Foreign Christian Mission:

Rev. G. B. Baird

Rev. Alexander Paul

P. Wakefield, Esq., m.d.

London Missionary Society:

Rev. E. Burnip

Methodist Episcopal Mission, North:

Rev. J. W. Bovyer

Percy C. Knapp, Esq.

Rev. B. F. Lawrence

Rev. George Miller

Rev David Miller

Rev. G. B. Neumann

Rev. C. B. Rape

Rev. J. M. Yard

Methodist Episcopal Church, South:

J. B. Fearn, Esq., m.d.

National Bible Society of Scotland:

D. A. Irvine, Esq.

M. J. Walker, Esq.

M. C. Walker, Esq.

Reformed Church in America

:

Wm. Kelly, Esq., m.d.

Society of Jesus

:

Rev. E. Rouxel

Rev. P. de Geloes

Rev. Le Boisselier

Rev. G. Dannie

Rev. P. Le Biboul

Southern Baptist Convention

:

Rev. W. D. Herring

Scandinavian China Alliance Mission :

Rev. G. Ahlstrand

Rev. V. L. Nordlund

Rev. F. A. Gustafson

Rev. T. Pedersen

Swedish Mission in China:

D. E. Landin, Esq.

J. E. Olsson, Esq.

M. Ringberg, Esq.

N. Svenson, Esq.

K. Vatsaas, Esq.

Young Men’s Christian Association:

C. D. Hayes, Esq.

J. Rasmussen, Esq.

In addition to the above, about sixty foreigners assisted in the relief work carried on
under the Hankow, Wuhu, and other local Committees.
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APPENDIX D.

List of those who have granted Special Privileges

to the Committee.

Nature of Privilege.

The free use of the Telegraph Service

Free passes for travel of famine workers.

Free transportation of freight.

Reduced freight rates.

Free use of Motor Boat in North Anhwei.

Publicity. Free grants of papers, and free

advertising.

Offices, rent free for five months, Oct. ist

to March ist.

Printing circulars free of charge, or at

reduced rates.

By Whom Granted.

The Chinese Telegraph Administration.

The Shanghai-Nanking Railway.

The Tientsin-Pukow Railway.

The Indo-China Steam Navigation Co.

The China Navigation Co.

The China Merchants’ Steam Navigation Co.

The Tientsin-Pukow Railway.

The Shanghai-Nanking Railway (during part

of the year).

The above-mentioned Steamship Companies

and the Shanghai-Nanking Railway.

The American Presbyterian Mission.

Shanghai Foreign and Chinese Papers.

Messrs. Carlowitz &: Co.

The British-American Tobacco Co.

The Commercial Press.

The Methodist Publishing House.

The Presbyterian Mission Press.
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APPENDIX E.

TABLE SHOWING

THE APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF PERSONS TO WHOM WORK WAS SUPPLIED AND THOSE

FED BY THEIR LABOR.

Persons engaged on the Approximate number of

Month. Committee’s Works. persons supported by

Dec. 19 1

1

600

their work

3,000

Jan. 1912 600 3,000

Feb. i-i 5 600 3,ooo

Feb. 16-29 5, ooo 25,000

Mar. 1-15 1 2,000 60,000

Mar. 16-31 26,000 130,000

Apr. i-i 5 60,000 300,000

Apr. 16-30 87,000 435)°°°

May i-i 5 1 10,000 550, ooo

May 16-31 100,000 500,000

June i-i 5 13, ooo 65,000

June 1 6-30 1 2,000 60,000

The above figures represent approximately the number of persons helped by the

Committee’s Relief. These figures are based on the statistics of each distributing centre,

where exact statistics were obtainable. In other cases, where the work was done by contract,

careful estimates have been made. Generally only one person was enrolled from a family,

except in North Anhwei, where most of the work was done by contract.

APPENDIX F.

TABLE SHOWING WORK DONE.

Locality.

Dykes
Built or Canals.

North Kiangsu

repaired.

58 miles. 23 miles.

North Anhwei 44 „ 24

Central Anhwei (Wuhu) 12 ,,

Chekiang 7 „ 16 ,,

Shantung (Yiksien) . .. 8 „

Total 129 miles. 63 miles.

Roads Estimated

Ditches. repaired number cubic

yards moved.

1, 106 miles. 135 miles. 4,975,000
10 ,, 1 >, 3,720,000

4 1,000.000

2 „ 25 „ 260,000

6 „ 200,000

1124 miles. 163 miles. 10,155,000

Notes.—The measurements are given in English miles.

The quantity of dirt moved is based on records, wherever accurate records were available.

When the records were incomplete, conservative estimates have been made, and this table is probably
an under-statement rather than an over-statement of the amount of work actually done.

The quantity of dirt moved for a dollar varied considerably in different sections and was of

course least on those dykes where much tamping had to be done.
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APPENDIX G.

GENERAL STATEMENT REGARDING THE ACCOUNTS.
I.—Receipts.

1. These receipts cover all contributions included in published lists 1-34, and also those

received by Local Committees.

2. Appendix H gives a classification of contributions by countries.

3. Appendices R and S give a list of contributors arranged according to the letters of the

alphabet.

4. Appendix I gives the contributions in kind and their estimated value. These have

all been expended.

II.—Payments. (See Appendix L.)

1. Contributions specially designated. Certain funds received by the Committee were

designated for specific purposes by the donors. Under this head appear the

contributions made to the Hankow Local Committee, the Kiangsu Famine Fund, a

grant for Army Medical relief, and a grant on River conservancy account The
larger part of the grants made to the Chekiang Local Committee and to the Famine
Colonization Association were also specially designated for these purposes by the donors.

2. Appendix J gives a classification of payments by provinces.

3. Appendix K gives a list of grain purchases made by the Committee for work in

North Kiangsu and North Anhwei. These do not include purchases made by the

Wuhu and Hankow Local Committees.

4. The total cost of administration, including publicity, was Tls. 4,367.59 and $22,291.75.

This is slightly over 3 per cent, of the total payments. Under the head of

“ Administration by the Local Committees and Relief Centres ” are included the cost

of food and travel for Chinese and foreign workers, where these were not paid by

the men themselves, the wages of clerks, messengers, head coolies, soldiers and
frequently of barrowmen as well.

HI.— 5. Losses. A part of the losses were due to theft, either at the local distributing

centres or while the money was being shipped to them.

The losses through base coinage were largely due to the necessity of using

Spanish dollars for all the grain purchases made in North Anhwei. These old

Carolinian dollars of the end of the 18th and the beginning of the 19th centuries are

the only currency readily accepted by the local grain merchants in some parts of

this province. These dollars had to be purchased in quantity at Wuhu and shipped

to North Anhwei. A very large number of them were rejected as not up to par, and
had to be resold in Wuhu at a loss.

The Auditors were unable to find out- whether the amount which is down as

“unaccounted for” represents money that was stolen, or money that was paid in wages,

but of which there is no record in the books. The total losses, amounting to Tls.

1,036 59 and $1, 248.89, were less than one-third of one per cent, of the total payments.

III.—Balances.

t. The size of these balances is accounted for by the fact that considerable sums of money
were received too late to be made available for famine relief before the harvest,

and to the fact that the harvest this year was a week or ten days earlier than usual.

2. Balances in the hands of the Local Committees. These balances represent mostly money
that is being used in carrying on work during the summer. They will be accounted

for in a later report, as will all balances in the hands of the Central Committee.

IV.—Audit.

1. The books were written up by Messrs. Lowe, Bingham & Mathews, one of the leading

firms of Chartered Accountants in Shanghai. Their audit covers all receipts and
payments of the head office and of the distributing centres in the main famine area.

All other accounts such as those of the Hankow and Wuhu Committees, and of the

work done in Chekiang and Antung are given here separately.

E. C. LOBENSTINE,
Hon. Secretary.
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APPENDIX H.

CLASSIFICATION BY COUNTRIES OF THE CONTRIBUTIONS
RECEIVED.

A .— Throng,

Balances from Former Committees

Chinese Contributions.

China :

Chambers of Commerce
Officials

Benevolent Institutions

Famine Relief Societies

Business Houses, and Individuals

Newspapers
Famine Fete and Entertainments

Other Sources ...

America ...

Great Britain

Holland ...

Java
Honolulu ...

Australia ...

Manila
Cuba
Penang
Janan
Other Countries ...

Total Chinese Contributions ...

Foreign Contributions.

America :

Red Cross Society

Philadelphia Permanent Relief Com-
mittee

Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions,

New York...

American Church Mission

Board of Missions of the Methodist

Episcopal Church, South

American Baptist Foreign Missionary

Society

American Board of Commissioners for

Foreign Missions...

Reformed Church in America
Church, Schools, and other Societies...

Banks, Newspapers, Individuals, etc

—

the Central Office

Tls. $ Tls. $

47 , 3 2 3- s 9 40,586.41

55 ,
1 75-°3 5,862.73

32,650.00 22, 100.00

7,959 7 i 3,5 1 6.3

1

9,445 82 4 , 497-75
6,929.45 24,569 98

246.39

*9, 768, 75 1 1,189.55
1 1.40 98.95

i 3 I
- 94°-i 6 72,08 1.66

13,018.2

1

2 6
, 33 i -93

246.95 10.43

325.00
1,003.13 2,967.04

2,848.52 259-35
1,940.42

91 1.2

1

1,400.00

4,000.00

3 Sl - 2 5

608.33 5 1 - 00

158,298.18 102,026.41

257,644-38

7 ,i 37-96

47,412.99

23,916. 19

'o, 757-37

9 , 7U 96 9,938 75

5 > 335>°7 2
,434-53

6
, 349-59
96.88

2,257.14

29 - 592-57

r, 165.00

1,549.04

3 - 941 .11

389,45 s
- 73 29,785.8°
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Canada : Tls. $ Tls. $

Canadian National Fund 30,729.07
Famine Fund Committee, Charlottetown 2,806. 13
Canadian Methodist Mission... 22,803.32 20.00

Churches and Schools, Board of Trade,

Halifax 1,804.47

Banks and Individuals 5 ,°95-37 176.99

63,238 3 6 196.99
China :

Individuals 12,466.43 i 5 ,
69 i - 5°

Business Houses 1 2,290.77 4,160.00
Churches, Societies, Schools, and

Newspapers 2,259.41 7,113.08
Entertainment... 3,048.09

27,016.61 30.01 2.67

Hawaiian Islands 18,180.19 1
1
7.60

Denmark, per East Asiatic Co. ... n. 795-44
Germany ... 5,656.31 500.00

Japan and Chosen 3 , 5 ° 3 - 00 569 47
Sweden 3 , 3 2 5 - 00

Great Britain 3,008.74 1
,
2 54-

7

7

Russia i, 277-37
Other Lands 651.78 5 3 1 - 7 7

29,39783 2,973.61
Total Foreign Contributions ... 527,iiL 53 62,969.07

B .— Through Local Committees

Chekiang Local Committee 2,585-24

North Kiangsu Local Committee ... 7 ,49 i -73

North Anhwei Local Committee ... 643.91
Wuhu Local Committee 3,180.47

Hankow Local Committee... 1
, 434-56

Shanghai Local Committee 40.00

643.91 14,732.00

To Total Contributions in Money... 733 , 377-51 220,313.89
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APPENDIX I.

OTHER DONATIONS

Received and Distributed by the Committee.

Article. Quantity. Donor Estimated Value.

FOODSTUFFS.

Rice 3,ooo bags

Biscuits 10,000 lbs.

Biscuits 5,ooo lbs.

Condensed Milk ... ioo cases

Tinned Fruit io cases

Sundry Goods

The Tutuh of Hunan ... ... $
Through Mr. Lau Chu Pak,

Hongkong
British-American Tobacco Co

—

The Borden Condensed Milk Co.

California Fruit Growers’ Asso.

R. Calder, Marshall
;

P. O’Brien

Twigg
;
and Others ...

1 5,000.00

500.00

250.00

950. 00

90.00

1 50.00

$16,690.00

CLOTHING.

Wadded Garments... 7,838

Wadded and Other

Garments 2,621

Clothing (new and
old) ....70 large boxes

Samples of Piece-

goods 1 box

Through Mr. Lau Chu Pak,

Hongkong ... ... ... $ 3,919.00

Through Commercial Press;

Y.W.C.A.; Y.M.C.A.; St.

John’s University; Women’s
Union Mission; also from

Wusih and Ningpo ... ... 1,310.50

From Honolulu, San Francisco,

Hongkong, and Batavia ... 3,500.00

Probst, Hanbury & Co. ... 50.00

$8,799.50

MEDICINES.

Several boxes from Hongkong and San Francisco, estimated value ... $500.00

$25,969.5°
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APPENDIX J.

Cbe Central Cbtna jfamine IRelief Committee.

DISBURSEMENTS BY PROVINCES.

Tls. $ Tls. $

Kiangsu—North 120,322.42 390,980.2

1

Central . .

.

I 5 , 4 2 5 -°°

120,322.42 406,405.2

1

Anhwei— North 146,639.49 2,727.11

Central 57 , 473 - 18 25,43096

204, 1 1 2.67 28,159.07

Hupeh—Hankow 25,000.00 2,834.56 25,000.00 2,834-56

Chekiang—Ningpo .

.

12,569.57

Hangchow 600.00

1 3, 1 69. 5 7

Shantung 7 , 997-75

Manchuria 1,000.00

Hunan 150.00

Head Office i, 659-34 6,220.02

Total Disbursements... Tls. 360,092.18 $456 , 938.43
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APPENDIX K.

5i

Summary of Grain Purchases Made by the Committee for use in North Kiangsu

and North Anhwei.

Nature of grain.
Amt. of piculs used Amt. of piculs used Total amount of piculs

in North Kiangsu. in North Anhwei. purchased.

Rice 6,982. 1

1

18,162.70 25,144.81

Millet 2 5 > 3 °4-79 25 , 3 o4-79

Beans 10,990.68 1,654.38 12,645.06

Wheat 3 °> 35 I -°4 3 o ,35 r -°4

Beancake 3 °, 7 11
- 49 10,001.18 40,712.67

Barley io, 423-55 io, 423-55

Corn 2
, 3 i8 - 8 3 2,318.83

Potatoes 298.57 29 8 -57

Total purchases. 1 1 7 , 3 8 r -°6 29,818.26 i 47 ,i 99-32

Notes :—One picul equals 133 pounds.

Cost of the above grain, Taels 173,637.92, and $195,172.63.

In addition to the above, the Tutuh of Hunan contributed 3,000 bags of rice

(equal 4,100 piculs).
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Ube Central Cbina

Dp. summary of receipts and payments

RECEIPTS.
To Contributions up to and including List 34

,, acknowledged separately, List 32
Less : Bank Interest included below

Taels Dollars

... 705,421.42 183,620.32

5,100.00

145.82

,,
Contributions specially designated by the Donors :

—

For Bailie Colonization Scheme, List 2...

,,
Army Medical Relief, List 2

,, Chinese Committees, List 2

,, Hankow Relief, List 17

,, Chekiang Relief, List 22

„ Contributions locally subscribed and expended :
—

To Chekiang Local Committee...

,,
North Kiangsu ,,

,, North Anhwei ,,

,,
Wuhu „

,,
Hankow ,,

„ Shanghai

705,275.60
5.000.

00

2.000.

00
600.00

27,458.00 2,611.39

6,650. 18

2,5 8 5-

2

4

7,491-73

643.91

3,180.47

L434-5 6

40.00

„ Batik Interest ...

,,
Sale of Materials and Supplies

733,377-51

2,233.43

3 1 5-97

220,313.89

645.27
1,922.66

Total Receipts

„ Transferfrom Tael Account Tls. 247,364.17 ...

... 735,926.91 222,881.82

328,917.83

We have examined the above statement with the books, vouchers

and signed returns, both of the Head Office in Shanghai and of each

distributing centre. We have compared amounts contributed with

the published lists and found same to be in order, but we can assume

no responsibility for the correctness of the balance received from the

previous committee of 1910/11.

In our opinion, the above is a correct statement of the receipts

and payments for the period.

LOWE, BINGHAM & MATTHEWS,
Auditors.

Shanghai, 29th July, 1912.

Tls. 735,926.91 $55 i >799-6 5
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famine IReltef Committee.

from ist October, 1911, to 30TH June, 1912.

PA YMENTS.
% Taels

By Cash Relief ... 93,128.76

„ Purchase of Foodstuffs ... • i 73 , 637-92

,,
Transportation ... 1,660.49

,,
Grants to Local Committees :—

-

Wuhu Local Committee... ••• 5 7,47 3 - 1 8

Wuhu Payments by Head Office

Hankow Local Committee 25,000.00

Chekiang ,,

Newchwang ,, ... 1,000.00

Famine Colonization Association

Army Medical Relief

Kiangsu Famine Fund ...

,,
Administration :

—

Head Office

:

European Clerical Assistance 863.33
Chinese ,, ,,

Office Rent— March/June 1912 ... 400.00

General Charges (including Furniture) ... 92.08

Roneo Duplicator and Typewriter ... 65.00

Printing and Stationery

Local Committees and Relief Centres ... 2,708.25

,,
Publicity :

—

General publicity campaign ... i 8 1 .61

Cables and Telegrams ... 57-32

,,
Materials :

—

Kelvin Motor Engine 955.80
Cement Pipes, etc. 843.00
Gunny Sacks, etc. ... ... ... '... 988.85

,, Funeral Expenses

,,
Losses :

—

Theft and base coinage. .. 1,036.59
Unaccounted for

Total Disbursements ... 360,092.18

,
Transfer to Dollar Account $328, 917 .83 --• 247,364.17

,, Cash Balatices :

—

In International Banking Corporation Shanghai ... 110,584.36

,,
(Hankow Account) 4,834-38

,, (Wuhu Account) ... 5,169.28

,,
(River Conservancy Account)

In hand, since paid into Bank :

North Anhwei ... 2,881.02

Chinkiang ... . . .

In hand :

North Anhwei 5, °° 1 - 5 2

Kiangsu. Antung ...

Haichow

Tls. 733,926.91

Cr.

Dollars

170,478.95

195,172.65
1 1,786.9

1

25.I95-96

236.00

2,834.56

12,569.57

1 2,000.00

2,000.00

500. co

420.43

2,437.81

9 1 9 - 3 °

294.36

698.45

16,07 1.73

1
,
201.02

248.65

321.26

3OI -93

396.86

852.03

456 , 93 8 -43

69,794.28

1,229.83

2,884.94
100.00

2,082. 10

13,320.00

5,381.05

69.02

$55 i, 799-65

Petty Cash ...
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APPENDIX M.

Central Cblna famine IReltef (Mubu Xocal) Committee.

BALANCE SHEET- GENERAL CASH ACCOUNT—MEXICAN DOLLARS.

27TH November, 1911, to 22ND June, 1912.
*

RECEIPTS.
$

Grant from Central Committee for Wuhu Roads (27/1 1/1 1) ... ... ... 3,000.00
do. do. Dykes (29/2/12)... .. 20,000.00
do. do. Hospital (23/3/12) 729.00
do, do. for Linteo, as per Pass Book (1 5/5/1 2) . 1,000.00

Subscriptions (Customs Staff, January $65; do., February $75 ;
do., March $57;

do., April $61 ;
G. W. Pearson, Esq., $25; E. Middleton, Esq., $20; Captain

Johns, $5; per Rev. A. Goddard, $53.74; per Rev. G. Miller, $483.85; per

Rev. D. Miller, $200; per R. S. Adams, Esq., $145; S. O. Comp., Tls.

13.07 at 74.40 $17.56) 1,208.15
Donations (for Wuhu Road Repair Account) from Standard Oil Company of New

York: Tls. 500 at 78.8 $634.52 (13/12/11); Tls. 500 at 74.60 $670.24
(10/6/12) 1,304.76

Donations (for Wuhu Road Repair Account) from Asiatic Petroleum Company :

Tls. 500 at 74.90 $667.56 (16/4/12.)... ... ... ... ... ... 667.56
Interest on Balances in International Banking Corporation, Shanghai, as per Pass

Book, at 2% $4.92 (30/12/11) at 3% from 30/12/n to 31/3/12 $115.98
at 2% from 1/4/12 to 28/5/12 $50.53 171.43

$28,080.90

EXPENDITURE.

Wuhu Road Repair Account. Advances R. S. Adams, Esq., $2,891.08; Rev. C.

Beals, $1,200; Rev. A. Goddard, $600; G. W. Pearson, Esq., $200
Wuhu General Hospital Account. Dr. Houghton (Purchase of Rice) $206.61;

Food for 102 patients, $261.86; Miscellaneous expenses, $354.66..

Wuhu North Dyke Repair Account (and miscellaneous). Advances Rev. C. A.

Burch (including Linteo), $7,600 ;
Mr. Chiang, $500 ;

Rev. D. Miller,

$4,250; Rev. G. Miller (including Hochow), $1,316 = $13,666. S. O. C.

(Rice for Wulipei), $4,805.80. C. M. S. N. Co.: freight on Charity Rice,

Nanking to Wuhu; Wuhu Tls. 61.56 at 69.55 — $88.51. Paid to Chinese

Committee $736.84. Sundry Wulipei xAccount: petty disbursements: Coal

for launch, hire of launch, freight on rice, etc., $184.60

Balance at Bank

$

4,891.08

823.13

19,481.75

2,884.94

$28,080.90

The advance of $1,100 to Rev. C. A. Burch for Linteo was authorised as a loan, not as

a donation. All of the other advances for North Dyke Repair Account and Miscellaneous

$12,566.00, also $1,353.66 for Road Repair Account, have yet to be accounted for by the

recipients.

Audited and found correct,

R. S. ADAMS.
E. ALABASTER,

Ho?i. Treasurer.

Wuhu, 27th June, 1912.
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APPENDIX M.

Central Cblna ^famine IRelief (Mubu Xocal) Committee.

BALANCE SHEET—GENERAL CASH ACCOUNT—SHANGHAI TAELS.

26th February, 1912, to 22nd June, 1912.

RECEIPTS.
Shanghai Tls.

Grants from Central Committee (Feb. 26th Tls. 20,000; March 22nd, Tls. 10,000;

April 10th, Tls. 17,000) ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 47,000.00

Grant from Central Committee (May, Siangan) ... ... ... ... ... 3,000.00

do. (Wulipei) ... ... ... ... ... ... 12,500.00

Interest on Debit Balance (March 31st) in International Banking Corporation,

Shanghai readjusted* .. . ... ... ... ... ... ... 9.75
Interest on Balance in International Banking Corporation, Shanghai, as per Pass Book

at 3% from 30/12/11 to 31/3/12 Tls. 62.56

at 2% from 1/ 4/12 to 29/5/12 Tls. 79.90 ... ... ... ... ... 142.46

Shanghai Tls. 62,652.21

EXPENDITURE.

Wulipei a/c (advance Rev. A. Paul: purchase copper cents, etc.) ...

do. Rice

Yun Ts’ao a/c (granted Tls. 2,000 from grant of April 10th)

Hochow ,, ( „ 4,000 ,,

Siangan „ (See Contra) ...

Tienchia Kou . .

.

Central Committee: sum withdrawn for local issue ...

Interest on Debit Balance (March 31st) at 3% in International Banking Corporation,

Shanghai, as per Pass Book ...

Balance at Bank (See Contra

)

Shanghai Tls.

... 19,017.67

22,377.76
2,000,00

L477-75
1,300.00

300.00

1 1,000.00

9-75

5,169.28

Shanghai Tls. 62,652.21

None of the above cash advances, however, have so far been accounted for by the

recipients.

Audited and found correct, E. ALABASTER,
R. S. ADAMS. Hon. Treasurer.

Wuhu, 27th June, 1912.

On telegraphic advice of 25/6/12 from Secretary, Central Committee, Shanghai.
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APPENDIX N.

Ibanfeow ^famine IRelief Committee.

CASH ACCOUNT, February ist, 1912, to April 30TH, 1912.

RECEIPTS.

To cash from the Central China Famine Relief Committee :

—

Shanghai Taels 25,000.00 equal ...

Mexican Dollars 1,400.00 equal

,, Sale of Materials. ..

,,
Local contributions —

Hankow Dollars 1,434.56

Hankow Tls.

24,200.00

1,050.00

4,081.98

1,37125

Hankow Tls. 30,703.23

PA YMENTS.

By Cash Relief

,,
Purchase of Materials

,,
Purchase of Foodstuffs ...

,,
Grant to King Chow, Manchu Relief Committee ...

,, Grant for Artisans’ Tools

., Grant for Relief Work at Tengchow

„ ,, Siaokan

„ „ Hwangpi

,, ,, Hwangchowfu

,,
Loan to Gentry of Hwangmeihsien for Repair of Dyke

,,
Transportation

,,
Printing

,, Rent ...

,,
Insurance

„ Administration

,,
Balance in Bank :

Tls. 3,567.93 less cheque Tls. 50.00 )

$900.65 ... ... ... ...J

Hankow Tls.

10,905.03

8,404.44

1,035.00

2,000.00

$ 50.00

1,000.00

56.00

500.00

8 1 1. 00

i,775- 2 5

2,000.00

136.80

33-88
180.00

22.50

16.91

4,193.42

Hankow Tls. 30,703.23

Audited and found correct, (Signed) E. MIROW,
T. J. HOLLANDER. Hon. Ireasurer.

Hankow, April 30th, 1912.

Note :—The above summary of the printed accounts of the Hankow Famine Relief Committee was
made by Messrs. Lowe, Bingham & Matthews.
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APPENDIX O.

Cbefciang Xocal Committee.
CASH ACCOUNT from January 25TH to June 29TH, 1912.

RECEIPTS.

To Cash from the Central China Famine Relief Committee

,, Local contributions :

From Chinese

From Foreigners ...

PA YMENTS.

By Cash Relief...

Administration

Transportation

Balance in hands of Rev. E. F. Knickerbocker ... .. $246.78

,, „ Chekiang Local Committee Treasurer 955.7

r

$ 9 > 9 84-33

2,267.27

317 97

$12,569.57

$11,293.00

67-37

6.7

1

1,202.49

$12,569-57

The above account correct,

HERBERT J. MOLONY (Bishop).

H. K. WRIGHT,
Ningpo, Treasurer.

June 29th, 1912.

APPENDIX P.

ZTbe Cbina Jnlanb /iiMssioit famine IRelief Morfe, Hntung, Ikiangsu

IN ACCOUNT WITH

The Central China Famine Relief Committee.

$

April. To received from the Central

China Famine Relief

Committee ... ...10,000.00

May. ,,
do. do. ...25,000.00

June. ,,
do. do. ..15,000.00

$50,000.00

$

By Cash Relief ... ... .. 35,213.70

,,
Transportation ... ... 503.76

,,
Administration ... ... 939.85

,,
Loss on short count and base

coins .. ... ... 22.69

,,
Balance on hand June ...13,320.00

$50,000.00

Signed by J. N. HAYWARD, Treasurer
,

China Inland Mission, Shanghai.

ALFRED Y. LAVINGTON.

Shanghai, June 28, 1912.
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APPENDIX Q.

Gasb account of tbe famine IReltef Work
AND OF THE

famine Coloni3atton association
Carried on by Prof. Joseph Bailie of the University of Nanking.

$ $

To Amounts collected for To Cash relief ... ... 17,696.68

or conti ibuted to the V Cost of land ... ... 2,430.00

fund by Mr. Bailie:

—

5 5 ,,
houses 1,026.74

From the Methodist .

,

Implements ... 583.87
Episcopal Mis- n Seeds and trees ... 1,770.30

sion 500.00 > J
Clothing 500.00

From Mr. Chu 50.oo Interest on overdraft at Bank 7.41

From Sundry con- ?>
Balance in the Inter-

tributors ...1 1 26.82 national Bank .. 1
> 5 6 5 - 3 °

1,676.82
j 1

Balance in the Hong-
Amounts collecied by kong and Shanghai

Rev W. F. Wilson... 61 L 53 Bank sos-s 1

J 5
The Methodist Episco-

pal Mission ... 6, 7 26.40 I
006r^.00

The Presbyterian Board Less uncashed

of Foreign Missions... 3’

3

7 2
•

7

7 cheques ... 150.00

5 )
The Central China 006<N

Famine Relief Com-
mittee :

—

From its General

Fund ... ...5 000.00

From the Methodist

Episcopal Mis-

sion ... ...5 000.00

From benefit Enter-

tainment of the

A.D.C,, per H.

Cooper, Esq. ...2 00000

I 2,000.00

J)
Sundry annoymous
contributors 1,065.45

Chinese Christians in

Laianhsien ... 1 6.00

R. de Fuca, Esq. 26.74

Mrs. Wakefield 5 °-°°

n G. A. Plinton, Esq
,

New York ... 116.65

5 >
Presbyterian Sunday
School, Cincinnatti... 61.86

) j
Bank interest H -59

$25,735.81 $25,735-81

Signed by I. O. R. POWER,
Honora>y Treasio er.

Nanking, June ioth, 1912.



LIST OF CONTRIBUTIONS (Taels)

Abbott, Mrs. Edward Tls. 77.50

Abrey, Fred E. L 60.00

Adderbey, Charles J 21.10

Adelaide Famine Relief 97.69

Alexander, Joseph G 7.53

Allen, Mrs. George G 155.04

American Red Cross 257,644.38

Anderson, M. Graham 209.50

Andrew, John M 20.00

Anonymous, Amoy 14.80

Anonymous, 8.79, 7.62, 187.86,

1.88, 7.27, 1,142.83 1,356.25

Armstrong, Miss G. C 36.92

Arnold, Mrs. A. T 7.50

Arnold, Karberg & Co 1,000.00

Astbury, Rev. John 20.91

Atkinson & Dallas 50.00

Ballard, L. D 15.24

Banks :— Contributions from :
—

Hongkong & Shanghai Bank-

ing Corporation 1,000.00

Russo-Asiatic Bank 500.00

International Banking Cor-

poration 1,000.00

Banks ;—Contributions through :
—

Bank of Ottawa, Avonmore 14.92

Bank of Montreal 2,076.00

1st National Bank, Iowa
City 279.00

Marine Bank, Norfolk 7.51

Wells Fargo Nevada National

Bank 147.62

Farmers State Bank.

Merkel, Tex 30.19

Russo-Asiatic Bank, from San
Francisco 464.18

Hongkong & Shanghai Bank-
ing Corporation 412.68

Royal Bank of Canada,

Truro 432.43

Union Bank of Canada,
Quebec 474.12

London County & West-
minster Bank ( Foreign

Branch) .. 33.36

Barclay T 8.13

Barner, A. G 15.03

Barnes, Mrs. David 3.00

Basset, T 20.00

Beach, H. L 23.16

Beals, Z. C 5.59

Beattie, Rev. J 40.27

Beauchard (Brantford) 2.25

Becker, A 50.00

Bender, Ernest 22.81

Bent, Herbert W 13.42

Bettler, E. 0 29.97

Bisop, T. G 21.62

Blauvelt, Dr 74.00

Blyth, Ernest B 90.88

Boardman, J. H 7.58

Board of Trade, Halifax 1,804.47

Board of Trade, Pasedena... 996.51

Bondfield, Per Miss M. H.... 86.42

Bostick, Attie 40.98

Bostick, Wade D 746.00

Bousfield, C. E 14.50

Box 383, Batavia, New York 3.08

Braby, Cyrus 7.23

Brewster, Per Benjamin 13.54

Brockman, Mrs. F. S 7.63

Brockman, R. E 16.60

Bryce, Frank G 23.16

Burnie, C. M. G 20.00

Burton, G. D 19.19

Bushby, Miss E. J 92
Butterfield & Swire 200.00

Cammann, Miss E 15.00

Campbell, Mrs. P. M 100.00

Canadian National Fund. ..30,729.07

Carlowitz & Co 1,000.00

Carson, Mrs. D. W 15.44

Cawasjee, Pallanjee & Co. ... 75.00

Cecil, Lord William 72.45

Chambers, Per I. M 15.08

Chambers of Commerce :

—

Chinese Chamber of Com-
merce, Swatow 1,996.00

Chinese Chamber of Com-
merce, Nanning 3,760.00

Chinese Chamber of Com-
merce, Amoy 1,524.78

Chinese Chamber of Com-
merce, Shanghai 745.50

Chinese Chamber of Com-
merce, San Francisco 5,000.00

Cantonese Guild, Manila .... 911.21

Chan Moon Hing, etc., Hong-
kong 988.88

Chang Yuen Tai 24.50
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Changpu Benevolent Associa-

tion . ... 65.02

Chao Er Shuen, H. E ...3,000.00

Cheng, D. C .... 74.35

China Export, Import &
Bank Co ...1,000.00

Chinese Christian Famine
Relief Committee 505.41

Chinese Christian Students’

Association of N. America 286.08

Chinese Christian Students’

Union of the United

Kingdom 126.04

Chinese Christian Union, San
Francisco 3,000.00

Chinese Christian Association,

Madeson, U. S. A 58.93

Chinese Christian Intelligencer

Readers, San Francisco 1,000.00

Chinese Christian Scholars,

Hupeh 10.25

Chinese Missionaries 18.25

Chinese in U. S., per Mrs.

Florence Fulton 20.73

Chinese S. S. & C. E. Society,

Los Angeles 52.47

Chinese San Ming Association,

Havana, Cuba 1,400.00

Chinese Red Cross Society,

Melbourne 1,940.42

Chinese Mission Children,

Melbourne 42.33

Chinese S. S. Class, Pasedena 23.12

Chinese in Honolulu, per Dr.

Wu Ting Fang 2,535.74

Chinese Merchants, Nagasaki 381.25

Chinese Merchants Associa-

tion, Hongkong 47,148.75

Chinese Evangelistic Associ-
ation 10.76

Chinese Presby, Y.M.C.A.,
San Francisco 3,600.00

Chinese Red Cross Society ...1,000.00

Chinese Staff, Netherlands
Trading Society 250.00

Chinese Staff, International

Banking Corporation 250.00

Chinese Friends & W. H.
Gillespie 10.00

Chinese Friends, per Rev.
N. E. King 212.00

Chinese of Chaoyongchen per
L. D. M. Wedderburn 23.12

Chinese Students, Edinburgh
University 46.78

Chinese Students, Glasgow ... 74.13

Chinese Minister, Rome, Per. 125.00

Chinese Famine Relief at

Tungan, per Sir R. Bredon 1,632.91

Chittenden, Rev. & Mrs. R. L. 23.16

Churches :

—

Anglo-Chinese Church, Tien-

tsin 197.39

St. Luke’s Church, Pakhoi 36.15

C. I. M. Church, at Shihki-

chen 80.00

Chinese Christian Church... 146.50

Chinese Sing Soa Church 21.75

Leper Congregation, Pakhoi 4.55

Amoy Union Church 184.48

Church of Berlin, New York 29.60

Church of Milton, Wise 71.20

1st Reformed Church, San-

dersky 24.31

Christ Reformed Church,

Englewood 22.43

St. Stephen’s Church,

Amherst 90.04

First Reformed Church,

Rochester, N. Y 50.92

Presbyterian Church, We-
natchie 101.14

Churches of New Wilm-
ington 281.53

Churches of Sydney, U. S. 544.19

3rd Avenue Methodist

Church, Saskatoon 300.00

Park Baptist Church,

Ontario 141.21

St. Peter’s Church,

Honolulu 144.00

7th Day Baptist Church,

Welton, Iowa 34.48

1st Baptist Church, Idaho... 47.88

7th Day Baptist Church,

Walworth 46.33

7th Day Baptist Church,

Shiloh 11.83

1st Baptist Church, Green-

ville 8.83

1st Baptist Church, Pitts-

burg 74.34

1st Baptist Church, Du-
quesne Heights, Pitts-

burg 14.87

Churchman, A. B 23.03

Chu Shi Tze & Chang Shih... 10.44



List of Contributions

Christian Herald, N. Y 627.56

Christian Journal, Pittsburg 127.94

Citizens of Amherst 124.05

Citizens of Denver, Colorado 681.00

Citizens of London, Ontario 603.83

Citizens of New Brunswick... 841.70

Clarke, W. W 83.33

Clayson, W. W 36.37

Coats, J. & P., Ltd., Paisley... 727.27

Codman, Robert 49.42

Collan, Sakari 25.00

Colleges :

—

Wesley College, Winnipeg 74.95

Evang. Church, Holton

College, Kansas 129.73

Commercial Trust Co., Phil... 182.24

Cone, Miss M 7.39

Consland, P. M 37.57

Cooper, A. S 14.99

Cory, Mrs. Trevor 59.68

Cowan, Miss A. M 50.00

Coxhead, G. W 1.52

Craig & Co., J. T., London 22.88

Craighead 1.53

Crouse, Rev. F. C 73.93

Crumpacker, Mrs. F. H 63.00

Curtis, O. A 7.39

Curtis Home, Nevada 9.22

Customs, per Commissioner of,

being proceeds of goods sold

and no owner found 11.40

R. Y. D., Bombay 15.50

Dana, Mrs. Eliz 22.90

Dangerfield, Mrs 7.70

David & Co., S. J 100.00

Davis, per Lowry 7.42

Davis, Mrs. Mary D 95.68

Davis, Miss S. E 9.23

Daughters of the King, St.

Luke’s Church, Winnipeg 44.87

Dawley, W. S 40.00

Dawson, J. L 11.58

Devers, Closset 7.73

Dickie, Miss 25.00

Diederichsen & Co., H 1,000.00

Dobbins, J. L 10.30

Dobbins, Miss Rosemary 38.69

Dollar & Co., Robert 200.00

Donges, Dr. Emil 287.40

Doten, E. A 23.16

Doten, R. T 23.16

Douglas, Mrs S. E 24.32

Drew, E. B 100.00

6l

Dunning, M. D 15.27

Eagle & Globe Steel Co. Ltd.,

The 100.00

East Asiatic Co., Per ....11,795.44

Eberle, Dr. K 1.43

Eccles, Dr. F. R 30.88

Editor 10.00

Edwards, Mrs. E. H 146.28

Edwards, Mrs. F 158.82

Ehlers, Paul (Hamburg) . 1,000.00

Fhrhardt, F 10.00

Elsrn, A. J .... 10.00

Elwin, Rev. Arthur 7.41

Enterprise Lodge, No. 487,

I. O. G. T., Ontario ... 31.35

Entertainments at Famine
Fete, Shanghai 8,500.00

Estrange, A. G. L’ 14.54

Evans, Wallace D 3.07

Faebwerke Vorm Meister

Lucius & Brunning, Hoechst
on Main 1,000.00

Famine Fund Committees :

—

Famine Relief Committee,
Kobe, Japan 2,281.42

Famine Relief Fund, Char-
lottetown 2,806.13

Chinese Famine Relief Com-
mittee, Honolulu 18,036.19

Chinese Famine Relief Com-
mittee, Nanning 1,800.00

Chinese Chiu Kwan Hui of

Nanning 2,160.00

Chinese Shan Wei, of

Nanning 200.00

Ferguson, Dr. & Mrs 8.13

Fitzpatrick, Dr. O. J 7.50

Ford, Mrs. Marjory 25.00

Foreign Missionary Service,

Japan 128.59

Foreign Residents, Osaka 112.71

Foreign Residents in Japan,
per Sir H. de Sausmarez... 155.04

Foreign Residents in British

East Africa 205.00

Foreign Residents in Yoko-
hama and Tokio 647.00

Forest, Miss Ada De 22.10

Former Committees :
—

Central China Famine Relief

Fund Committee 1910/11,

per Chu Pao San 18,000.00
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Central China Famine Relief1

Fund Committee 1910/11,

per Chu Pao San 22,302.60

Huai Yuan Famine Fund... 6, 727. 79

Pochow Famine Fund 293-50

Fretts, Miss 3.67

Friend, A, per D. Richard... 15.00

Friend, A, in America 7.72

Friend, A, 25.90

Friends, Two 50.00

Friends, Two, in Hartford.... 7.72

Friends, per W. Milward 61.40

Friends of China in Fssex... 76.64

Friends in Scotland, per Miss

MacGill 31.48

Friends in Gloucestershire... 200.00

Friends at Poughkeepise,

N.Y 667.16

Friends at Home, per H. J.

Barnett 39-28

Friends in America, per Dr.

Morriss 145.00

Friends in America, per J. K.

Robb 293.00

Friends in America, per Em-
ma Knox 45.80

Friends in America, per Mrs.

Salquist 445.02

Friends in America, per Lowry

Davis ?.36

Friends in America, per Rev.

J. Speicher 147.88

g Q 22.'72

Gamble, Mrs. P 50.00

Gangohbtee (Ptenang) 4,000.00

Gibb, Livingston & Co 100.00

Gilburt, Mrs. E. W 1-88

Gordon, Jane M 22.50

Gorill, C. H 15.09

Graham, Mrs. E. T 37.21

Graves, per Rev. F. R 50.00

Green, Miss 11.10

Greene, J. A 30.88

Gregory, Mr. Sz Mrs. R 154.44

Grey, Howard G 152.96

Griesser, Mr. & Mrs. R. A. ... 78.39

Gulland, Miss Jane K 93.01

Gulland, Miss Mary E 93.01

Guthrie, G. L 23.10

Ha Shao Fu 160.50

Hall, Geo. F 15.00

Halsey, Miss R. R 27.30

ILalsted, A. B 46.33

Hamburger, Frau Kommerzi-
eniat, Moskau 1,277.37

Hawes, Miss C. E 76.62

Hawkins, Miss Ida 7.41

Hawks, Edwin A 6.09

Hayward, J 37.06

Hemeling, K 20.00

Hewes, Wm 1.89

Hibbard, Mrs. L. B 114.30

Hill, P. H 7.69

Hilton, G. W 62.64

Himle, Mrs. Th 17.44

Hockin, L. M 30.00

Hoeter, M 50.00

Hollicker, F. J 14.87

Holroyd, Frank 10.00

Hongkong Bazaar Relief

Fund 11,268.75

Hopkins, per J. H 66.35

Horner, Dr. M. C 12.00

Horton, H. A. 23.16

Horsburgh, J. Heywood 5.00

Hospitals :

—

Tung Wah Hospital, Can-
ton 2,153.13

Tung Wah Hospital, Hong-
kong 2,801.29

Staff & Patients of J. G.

Kerr Hospital, Canton... 24.75

Howell, E. H 7-57

Howell, Mrs Thomas 37.65

Hoyt, Eva H 7.62

Hoyt Metal Co. of Great
Britain, Ltd 36.16

Hu Chung Yih Ming 5.00

Hubbach, Eva M 3.95

Hugh, Miss 7.50

Hutchings Sealy Co 3.09

Ibbotson, Rev. T. C 81.07

Ingen & Co., E. H. Van.,

N. Y 383.14

Interest 145.82

Israel, A. J 100.00

Jackson, Mrs. G. M 14.50

Jacobson, T. W 7.72

Jardine, Matheson & Co 200.00

John, J. W 10.00

Johnson, Miss Ada 23.03

Johnson, Miss M 15.38

Jones, Miss A. Mabel 7.65

Jones, Miss Mattie 7.72

Katz, Miss Ada 7.74
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Kemp, Admiral 15.09

Kemp, Miss, Miss L. C. &
Anonymous 124.02

Kemp, Anna B 9.26

Kemp, Miss E. C 150.00

Kennet, Mrs 46.87

Kinnear, H. R 25.00

Krupp von Bohlen & Halbach,

(Essen) 3,656.31

Kwan Im Hood Chor 20.00

Kwong Sing War, Glen Innis,

New South Wales 468.53

Ladies, Three, Chinju, Korea. ...3.78

Lai Hip, per/ (Hawaii Is-

lands) 312.78

Lamson Bros Co., Toledo 77.20

Lau Chu Pak, Per, Hong-
kong 1,631.63

Lawford, L. H 15.00

Leavens, Francis D 29.65

Lee, S. D 97.71

Levering, J 75.76

Lewis, F. S 24.70

Li, Mrs 500.00

Li Hung Chan 292.00

Li Pao Shin Tang 54.15

Lobenstine, Rev. E. C 200.00

Lobenstine, W. C 230.53

Loomis, H 8.10

Lyall, Rev D. M 7.55

Lysne, J. 0 1.50

W. M 7.40

Macgregor, Miss 3.70

Macy & Co., Geo. H 125.00

Maggs, Miss M 3.74

Manderson, M. Mabel 26.25

Mason, Miss L 7.38

McChutrile, M. Petna 23.1©

McCloy, Dr 72.50

McLaren, Dr. C. J 15.09

McReeve, C 162.00

Meech, S. Evans 21.30

Melchers & Co 1,000.00

Melville, T. K 39.10

Merrill, H. F 50.00

Meyer, Mrs. A 10.00

Meyer, H 10.00

Middleton, Rev. & Mrs. B 77.22

Miller, Mrs. Anna C 1.49

Mills, Mr 14.85

Missions :

—

Augustine Mission 50.00

Rhenish Mission, Hongkong 259.55

American Church Mission,

Shanghai 1,441.11

American Baptist Foreign
Mission (South) 817.66

American Baptist Foreign

Mission, Boston 3,916.59

Baptist Missionary Society 362.26

American Church Mission 23,916. 19

American Board of Foreign
Missions 47,412.99

American Board of Mission,

M. E. South 9,715.96

American Board of Com-
missioners for Foreign

Missions 6,349.59

Amoy Mission of the Reform-
ed Church in America ... 96.88

Mission Study Class,

Harrisburg 4.60

Swedish-American Mission,

Covenant 286.43

English Baptist Mission,

Shantung 374.27

Canadian Methodist Mis-

sion 22,113.58

London Missionary Society,

Peking 6.00

The Swedish Missionary

Society 3,075.00

Finnish Missionary Society. 250.00

London Missionary Society,

Great Britain 976.15

Society for the Propagation
of the Gospel, London.... 93.19

Missionary Tabernacle,

Toronto 97.66

Mon Kee 10.00

Monastier, Mme 2.26

Moran, H. A 3G.00

Moreland, L. T L'.95

Morphen, E. S 39.22

Morrison, Miss 7.40

Morriss, Mrs. Vera 20.00

Murdoch, J. Burn 15.20

Nance, J. D 7.72

National Finance Co., Van-

couver 12,319.78

Newbold, Arthur E 61.46

News Publishing Co., Wheel-
ing 324.29

Newton, Dr. & Mrs. M 149.74

Nicholas, Prof & Mrs. E. L. ... 14.92

Nicoll, Per George 150.00
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Nielson, Rev. A. B 4.07

Norriss, Rev. F. L 36.09

Nowack, Mrs 22.38

Oakland, Miss, Famine Relief

Committee 614.81

Oehler, Rev. D 46.80

Old Cathay 100.00

O’Neil, Rev. F. W.S 10.00

Osborne, J. H 10.00

Oswald, Per J 180.38

Pabaney, E 50.00

Page, Miss 3.06

Parker, Ann 20.00

Parker, C. J 7.50

Partch, G 15.45

Passengers, s.s. China, per

A. R. Kepler 138.96

Pat Yap Flood Relief Com-
mittee, Hongkong, per Dr.

Wu Ting Fang 4,507.50

Paul, George 4.77

Paul, Chin, per Frank Francis 65.00

Pei Zung Sung, Per 852.00

Pentland, Herbert 7.60

Percy, W. A 38.61

Peterson, Per Dr 76.49

Phelps, Miss K. E 77.22

Philadelphia Permanent Relief

Committee 7,137.96

Pieters, Jeannie A 7.57

Pill, Miss M. S 148.27

Plant, G. T '-90

Preston, T. H. 7.66

Price, Per Bishop 752.85

Pringle, W. F 7.42

Probst, Miss E. Y 7.30

Provisional Government, Can-

Roots, Per Mrs. L. N 53.03

Rouse, Miss Jennie 23.16

Rowley, Per W 410.00

Rose Downs & Thompson 100.00

E. S 40.07

T. H. S 25.00

Salmon, J. E 10.00

Salvation Army, per J. H.
Tindale 7.35

Sassoon & Co., D 200.00

Sassoon & Co., E. D 200.00

Sausmarez, Sir H. de 50.00

Sayre, J. N 46.33

Schneider, Miss 14.71

Schools :

—

Episcopal High School,

Virginia 130.17

Anderson Union High
School 10.46

Monetion, Grade 11 High
School 169.40

Missionary Bible Training

School of Spencer 98.79

Methodist Girls’ School,

Foochow 44,46

Self-Denial in food, C. M. S.

Girls’ School, Foochow... 18.17

Miss L. Patton’s Day School 3.60

Seaman, Mrs. J. F 500.00

Seaman, John F 500.00

Selden, Gertrude T 180.43

Shobbroke, Fred 15.44

Shu Twin Tang 10.54

Sifton, T. E 37.57

Silk-Inspector 25.00

Sisters of St. Mary, Kemper
Hall 38.25

ton 10,000.00

Pucher, Wilh 100.00

Pullen, J. T 1-64

Quackenbush, Edgar 125.00

Raaschou, T 25.00

Raleigh, L. S. Massey 7.72

Ramsdell, Miss L. R 44.86

Randolph, Miss Anna 23.16

Reid, Misses 7.98

Reid, W. D., & friends 29.40

Reill, B. E. 7.72

Reynolds A. T 77.22

Rice, Luther (Redville) 4.51

Riedle, F. R 7.66

Ritter, Paula 1.53

Rohde & Co 250.00

Sites, Mr. and Mrs. C. M.
Lacy 70.50

Sletten, Mrs. A 36.55

Smith, E. K 152.09

Smith, Mrs. H. S 15.39

Smith, Mrs. Williamson 23.16

Snively, Miss M. A 7.53

Souhanger Merchants 17.91

Spencer, Miss 7.35

Spencer, Mrs. Selden P 15.44

Staede, Robert G 6.10

Standard Oil Co. of New
York 2,000.00

Standard Publishing Co.,

Cincinatti 4,776.86

Standard, The, Regina, Sask. 171.10
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Stemson, Charles M 305.58

Stenhouse, Mr. and Mrs. John 50.00

Stevens, J. M 62.85

Stewart, J. H 75.00

Stewart, Per Rev. W. M 23.08

St. Martin 250.00

Stoddard, Mr. and Mrs. C. S. 75.15

Stoney, Kate W 23.08

Such, H. J 50.00

Sun Fo, Nanking 30.53

Sunday Schools :

—

Sunday School, New York... 16.12

Sunday School, Idaho Falls 1.53

Methodist Church Sunday
School, Verden 45.48

United Presby. Sunday
School, Sterling, Kansas... 19.86

Zion Evang. Sunday School,

Ontario 74.65

Sunday School, Kyoto,

Japan 54.13

Sunday School, Tokio,

Japan 22.05

Peitaiho Sunday School,

1910 10.36

Sundry Subscribers in Hong-
kong 94.47

Sundry Subscribers in Peking 571.49

Sundry Subscribers in Foo-

chow 219.85

Sundry Subscribers in San
Francisco 95.59

Sundry Subscribers in Tong-
shan 152.97

Sze, Alfred 60.00

E. F. T. (Publishers of “The
Christian”) 7.27

Tagblatt, N. Wiener, Austria 3.03

Taggart, May 1.53

Talmage, K. M 74.00

Talmage, Miss M. E 74.00

Taylor, W. Fen 50.00

Templer, Miss 15.12

Thomas & Co., W. K., Ade-
laide 187.62

Thorne, G. M. C 38.39

Thorvson, Mr., Calgary 6.00

Tidings (369) £5 at 2/5| 40.17

Tidings :

—

6.10, 1.52, 7.68, 7.88, 14.73 ... 37.91

Tong Lai Chuen, Per 732.50

Tong Tsze San 219.75

Tooker, F. J 380.22
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Tooker, Mary R. and Sister... 298.51

Town Council of Red Deer,

Canada 37.35

Tribune Publishing Co., Win-
nipeg 883.14

Tsah Pah Ping 300.00

Tseng Tai Sun 10.00

Tucker, Miss Ruth M. C 37.17

Turner, Mrs. A. A. Q 7.73

Turner, Dr. G. R 7.40

Turner, P. J 10.00

Tuttle, Miss Lelia 16.79

Tutuh of Kwangtung 14,650.00

Tutuh of Shantung Province. 5,000.00

Tyng, Rev. Dudley 37.08

Tyng, Rev. T. S 22.48

T. de V 4.50

Varney, Miss E 15.38

Vaughn, A. P 17.84

Vickers, B. Randall 14.45

Viloudaki, N. A 20.00

Visitor, A Passing 7.38

C. F. W 10.00

G. W 25.00

H. W 14.32

K. B. W 105.00

Walterhouse, Mrs. D 10.70

Ward, Miss Ellen 15.26

Warren, J. G 279.75

Warren, Wm C 15.44

Watson, Miss Sophia 3.09

Weining, Miss Grace 1.54

Weippert, W. H. C 25.00

Weir, Miss V. 0 1.54

Weir, Per J. R 1.48

Weld, Miss Muriel M 15.44

Wentzensen, J. H 30.00

Wheeler, E. P 15.44

White, F. J 37.91

Whitman, Agatie 1.55

Whitter, Miss Alice J 24.19

Widdell, J. H 7.60

Wilson, Alfred 29.68

Wilson, Mrs. Alfred 14.84

Wilson, D. O. H 15.46

Wilson, R. 37.87

Windsor Tribune Publishing

Co 77.68

Wisner & Co 500.00

Wood & Co., per Joseph

Bradford 36.36

Wood, C. H 9.28

Woodward, PaMwin & Co... 380.23
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Wordsworth, Mrs. Emily 15.65

Wright, Rev. C. S 7.46

Y.W.C.A., Gloverville, N. Y.... 8.26

Y.M.C.A., Austin College,

Sherman, Texas 36.78

Yao Chin Yang, Java 3.13

Ying Hwa Hui Kwan, Peka-
longan 1,000.00

Zalin Tung Kun, Tr 7.27

Total... Tls. 732,879.42



LIST OF CONTRIBUTIONS (Dollars)

Actien Gesellschaft fuer Ani- $
line Fabrikation, Germany 500.00

Ahlstrand, Mrs. G 15.00

Albertson, W. B 30.00

Allan, Frank F 25.00

Althouse, C. P 10.00

American Friend 100.00

American Friend 60.00

Andersen, L 50.00

Anderson, John A 15.00

Andrews’ von Fischerz and
George 50.00

Ang Seon Huan 12.00

Ang Teow Huan 9.58

Ann, W 25.00

Anonymous, per Bishop Bash-

ford 12.11

Anonymous, per Rev. A. Fos-

ter 30.00

Anonymous, per J. W. John... 10.00

Anonymous, per Tidings....... 4.12

Anonymous, per American
Church Mission 80.00

Anonymous, Changsha 20.00

Anonymous, A poor Christian

Family 2.45

Anonymous 15.00, 15.00, 6.30,

6.00, 5.00, 20.00, 50.00, 35.20,

10.00, 15.00, 40,00, 9.00, 2-00,

30.00, 100.00, 1.00, 3.00,

2.00, 1.00, 2.00, 5.85, 0.70,

10.00, 10.00, 30.00, 10.00,

50.00, 1.00, 49.00, 19.60, 15.00,

22.80, 2.00, 5.90, 100.00, 8.00,

36.00, 4.95 748.30

Anti-Opium Society 14.00

Appleton, C. F 20.00

Asson, Mary A 25.00

Ayscough, F 50.00

B. B. B 5.00

N. B 10.00

H. J. B 9.75

R. B 5.00

W. C. B. and E. ,0. B 2.00

W. N. B 1.04

Babington, Dr. S. Y 20.00

Bakeman, F. R 2.67

Baker, F. W 10.00

Baldwin, Mr. and Mrs. C. C. 54.13

Banks :

—

Banque Sino-Belge 150.00

Netherlands Trading So-
ciety 150.00

Ningpo Commercial Bank 100.00

Chekiang Bank 150.00

Chung Hua Bank 100.00

Russo-Asiatic Bank, Per... 30.00

Barber, J 9.40

Barnett, E. E 50.00

Barrie, H. G 100.00

Barter, Dr. A. J 100.00

Batdorf, C. W 40.00

Batie, Mon. de Jean de la ... 20.00

Baugh, H. G 10.00

Beattie, Dr. J. C. P 20.00

Beck, Edwin A 20.00

Bengtson, Rev. 0 82.16

Benson, Miss Carrie 2.10

Berg, Karl N 20.00

Bigelow, Miss G. S 5.04

Birt, Dr 10.00

Bischoff, A. S 10.00

Bishop, F. C 24.06

Bishop, Mr. and Mrs. H. N. 40.00

Boding, Mrs. L 10.50

Bondfield, Rev. and Mrs.

G. H 40.00

Bostick, A. T 30.00

Bostick, Wade D 9.00

Bourne, F. J 50.00

Boutflowei’, Miss 11.19

Bowen, A. C 22.77

Bowles, N. E 7.53

Boynton, Charles L 25.00

Bradshaw, Mrs. F. J 15.00

Brecken, Mr. and Mrs. E. R.

M 50.00

Bristow, H. H 10.00

Br it ish.-American Tobacco
Co 2,600.00

Brockman, Mrs 10.00

Brown, C. E. Cumming 100.00

Brownlee, E. A 21.88

Bruce, Rev. and Mrs. J. P. ... 40.00

Buell, Mr. and Mrs. Henry D. 14.00

Bugge, S 10.00

Burdick, Miss 25.00

Burkwall, H. O. T 10.00

Buyers, G. D 25.00

G. T. C 5.00

M. H. C 20.00

M. T. C 10.00
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H. L. C 10.00

C. Ka Shy 5.00

Calley, W. B 21.42
“ Canadian,” A 4.00

Candy Sales 20.00

Canton Charity Institute ... 9.00

Carson, Mrs. Edward 20.00

Carter, Miss 3.40

Carter, Thomas F 161.62

Cassella, Messrs 500.00

Castle, Rev. and Mrs. H. ... 30.00

Chamber of Commerce, Port-

land, Oregon 102.94

Chang Lang Ping 49.23

Chang Woo Ho 10.00

Chang Yun Kon 5.00

Chang Chao Ping ••• 2.00

Chang King Yu, Per 40.00

Chang Shou Yu 100.00

Chang Kang Pang 100.00

Chang Tze Chen S.00

Chang Chih Long 50.00

Chang Kwang Yen 5.00

Chang H. Sun 1,570.00

Chang Chih Tsan 200.00

Chante Clair Villa 10.00

Chao Yu Yuen Shih 400.00

Charles, Dr. Emily 29.66

Chen, Mrs 10.71

Chen, Mr 1.12

Chen Lin Sen 35.00

Chen Lo Chen 20.00

Chen Chih Tang 1.00

Chen Wei Chun 2.00

Chen Hai Kee 4.00

Chen Teh Ngeh Tang 100.00

Chen Lin Sen 63.00

Chen Ren Chin 50.00

Chen, K. P., Per 79.00

Chen Yun Ching 25.00

Cheney, Mrs. Arthur 44.76

Cheng Fung Yung 20.00

Cheng Yu Ching 4.00

Cheo Lan Fan 100.00

Chi Nga Seng 10.00

Chi Liang Fang 100.00

Chi Shuen Fan 100.00

Chih Fe-chi 100.00

Chin Ho Sen 10.00

Chin Wei Chin 100.00

Chin Chan 10.00

Chinese Staff, Bank of Taiwan 200.00

Chinese Staff, Banque de

l’lndo-Chine 200.00

Chinese Staff, Hongkong and
Shanghai Banking Corpora-
tion 200.00

Chinese Staff, Dutch-Asiatic
Bank 300.00

Chinese Staff, Chartered Bank
of I., A. & C ICO. 00

Chinese Staff, Russo-Asiatic

Bank 300.00

Chinese Staff, Commercial
Bank of China 100.00

Chinese Staff Bank of China 200.00

Chinese Staff, Sino-Belgian
Bank 100.00

Chinese Staff, Shanghai-Nan-
king Railwa.y

;
Locomotive

Dept 70.63

Chinese Staff Shanghai-Nan-
king Railway, Running
Shed. 22.56

Chinese Contributors, per

J. Ware 7.72

Chinese Ladies, Two, per E.

W. Thwing 2.00

Chinese Christians, Heng-
chow 12.00

Chinese Christians, Hotsin,

Shansi 22.00

Chinese Christians, per Miss

Kirkland 5.00

Chinese Christians, Ngan Ku
Hsien 4.00

Chinese Christian Converts,

per H. Corbett 20.00

Chinese Christian, A .30

Chinese Friends, per Katherine

Schaeffer 30.00

Chinese Friends 2.00

Chinese Friends, Six 11.00

Chinese Friends, Three ... 3.00

Chinese Friends, Three 4.00

Chinese Friends, Eight 27.25

Chinese Friends in Canton
Post Office 66.53

Chinese Friends in Door of

Hope 5.00

Chinese Friends, per Bible

Study a,nd Prayer Home 95.05

Chinese Friend, A 7.00, 5.00,

2.00, 1.00, 36.00 51.00

Chinese Accountant of Car-

lowitz & Co 20.00

Chinese Shroff of Melchers

& Co 100.00
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Chinese Subscribers, per S. S.

Young 776.00

Chinese Legation, Holland,

Per 325.00

Chinese Christian Intelligen-

cer 246.39

Chinese Woman’s Charity

Sale, Kwangsi 689.55

Chinese Students Christian

Association of North Am-
erica 31.93

Chinese Sub°cribers to the S.

Drukkerji Sin Po, Batavia.. 346.49

Chinese Consul-General, Mel-
bourne 21.00

Chinese Consolidated Asso-

ciation, Los Angeles 1,200.00

Chinese Members of the Bae
I Hong, Honolulu 178.25

Chinese Piece Goods Guild... 500.00

Chinese Union Society,

Shanghai 3,047.71

Chinese Christians Famine
Relief Committee 1,426.14

Chinese Chamber of Com-
merce San Francisco ...25,000.00

Chinese Chamber of Com-
merce Shanghai 1,859.10

Chinese Chamber of Com-
merce, Kiangsi 20.00

Chinese Chamber of Com-
merce, Chefoo 500.00

Chinese Chamber of Com-
merce, Kirin 236.00

Chinese Chamber of Com-
merce, Changchow 98.40

Chinese Chamber of Com-
merce, Tsinanfu 300.00

Chinese Chamber of Com-
merce, Tongtai 339.23

Chinese Chamber of Com-
merce, Chentingfu 10.00

Chinese Chamber of Com-
merce, Taian 10.00

Chinese Chamber of Com-
merce, Nanchangfu 1,990.00

Ching Ki Chung 1,000.00

Ching Shou Shih 10.00

Ching Chow Hong 20.00

Ching Hong Bank 1.30

Chiu Li Sen 100.00

Chiu Shi Tan 300.00

Chon San Kee 2.00

Chong Min Teh 40.00

Chow Vi Shao 200.00

Chow Lian Pi 5.00

Chow Tao Shih 20.00

Chow Chai Sun 3.00

Chow Han Chang 147.50

Chow Chin Chien 39.61

Christensen, B. A 10.00

Christensen, L. B 5.00

Christian Endeavour Society,

Ichang 15.35

Christian United Society,

Portland 290.91

Chu, K. P 5.00

Chu Wing Kiang 20.00

Chu Yih Fang Chen 1.20

Chu Yong Ching 1.00

Chu Shu Chia 2.00

Chun Shi Tang 19.40

Churches :

—

St. Peter’s Church 50.00

1st Baptist Church, Can-

ton 26.00

Presbyterian Church, Fati... 57.49

Sungkiang Methodist

Church 222.00

Presbyterian Churches and
other Christians, per Rev.

A. Fulton, Canton 211.30

Presbyterian Church, Heng-
chow 5.00

Independent Church, Lon-

don Mission 25.00

Chinese Church, Shihtao,

per A. Robertson 10.00

Chinese Church, Hai Tan,

Huchow 30.50

Chinese Church, Kuantien,

Danish Mission 10.00

Chinese Church, Changshu,

Kiangsu 15.00

Chinese Church, Taichow

and Mr. Sinclair 15.00

Chinese Church, Miller

Road, per J. Ware 17.59

Chinese Church, Anjen, Ki 5.00

Chinese Church, Sin Chang
Hsien 7-69

Chinese Church, Shangkao
Hsien 7.69

Chinese Church, Shin Shen
Kiai 10.50
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Chinese Church, Loll Fong,

Kwangtung 10.10

Chinese Church, Lin Ming
Kuan 4.00

Chinese Church, Juichowfu, 24.00

Chinese Church, Ivo Chan
So 8.20

Chinese Church, Chiao

Chin 8.22

Chinese Church, Santao ... 1.20

Presbyterian Church, Che-

foo 27.10

Grace Church, Soochow ... 50.00

Church of our Saviour ... 114.18

Methodist Espiscopal

Church, Chinkiang 50.87

Methodist Episcopal Church,

Chungking 100.00

Yachowfu Church, Sze-

chuen 70.00

St. James Church, Long
Branch, N. J 43.80

Church of Scotland 26.55

7th Day Baptist Church ... 71.21

Chinese Church, Taiku-

hsien, Shansi 31.50

Christ Church, Taichowfu ... 17.70

Shanghai Christian Church 105.08

Churches of Christ, Aus-

tralia 100.00

English Church, Dairen ... 13.01

Free Christian Church,

Shanghai 182.12

Grace Church, Shanghai... 28.00

Holy Trinity Cathedral ... 311.31

A 7th Day Baptist Church,

per Rosa W. Palmborg 66.68

Eston Place Baptist

Church, Baltimore 221.31

M. E. Church, Chinkiang 40.00

M. E. Church, Pootung
Circuit 19.00

Presbyterian Church, Can-

ton 42.65

Shantao Church 15.60

St. Elizabeth’s Church,

Honolulu 96.18

Trinity Chapel, Anking... 10.00

Union Church, Seoul 251.49

Union Church, Shanghai. ..1,411. 50

Union Church, Ladies So-

ciety 100.00

Union Church Literary,

and Social Guild 50.00

Van Santvoord Memorial
Chapel 25.00

Claiborne, Miss E 54.04

Clarke, E. E 30.00

Clemens, Capt 25.00

Club Concordia 260.00

Coats Women’s Guild, Scot-

land 9.69

Cole, G. H 75.00

Colleges :

—

French College, Peking ... 23.01

William Nast College 47.60

Shanghai Baptist College 107.05

Medhurst College, Shang-
hai 83.70

C.M.S. Anglo-Chinese Col-

lege, Profit on Midday
Meal 20.00

English Methodist College,

Ningpo 20.00

Tsingchow Theological Col-

lege 5.00

Tsinan Medical College ... 178.00

Yuen College, Foochow,
Per 4.60

True Light Seminary 27.51

Collections on Steamships on

Inland Rivers 4.00

Collection Box 90

Connett, A. V 5.13

Couling, Mrs. C. E 57.00

Crocker, J. H 10.00

Crofoot, J. W 40.00

Gumming, Per C .K 35.87

Curran, H. G 10.00

Cutler, Dr 5.18

“D” 5.00

A. L. D 250.00

R. W. D 242.00

M. D 5.10

J. S. D 5.00

Dadisman, J. H 10.00

Darroch, Irving M 10.00

Davis, Per Lowry 11.00

Day, F 5.00

Dearing, John L 20.30

Dick, Mrs. D. C 10.00

Diniz, A. F 2.00

Director and Staff of Loong-

wha Gunpowder Factory... 104.80

Disselduff, James T 20.00

Dong Fung Yung 20.00

Dong Kwun Kee 14.00

Dong Tsao Wei 2.00
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Doong Foh Kee 5.00

Door of Hope, Chldren’s

Home 7.80

Dorsey, W. Roderick 25.00

Drant, Deaconess 9.48

Drew, Miss 66.93

Due, Mrs. Leif 100.00

Duff & Co., J. L 45.00

Dung Wa Tsing 5.00

Dunston, E. J 10.00

Durham, Miss Lucy 30.00

Dzar Hung Tsai 20.00

Dzin Tiah Lan 5.00

C. E 50.00

East Asiatic Co., Ltd 50.00

Easter Offertory, St. John’s
Cathedral 422.63

“Estern Times” Per 171.00

Editor 10.00

Edwards, F. A 20.36

Edwards, Martin R 10.00

Elderskin, Miss 70.00

Elgie, Miss Helen 7.46

Elliot’s Children, W. S 43.00

Ellis, E. W 11.10

Ellison, E. J 25.00

Elson, Per Mrs 20.49

Enbank, M. D 11.00

Encarnacao, Mrs. C. d’ 5.00

Entertainments, ...Amateur

Dramatic Club, Shanghai 2,000.00

Entertainments, Bandman’s
Opera Company 1,048.09

Entertainments, Famine Fete,

Shanghai 10,500.00

Estabrook, Alice L 30.00

Eu-Shain, L., Rangoon 20.00

Evans, Edward 100.00

G. F. F. and M. M. F 50.00

S. P. F 2.60

Fai Pu Chan Tang 146.80

Fang Chin 1-00

Fang Shin Yung 10.00

Faulkner, H 62.00

Fenney, Miss 6.37

Fitzhugh, Capt. T. S 99.00

Fletcher, W. J. B 50.00

Foh Hsien Lo 47.00

Fongtien Chinese Friends .... 15.90

Foo Wha Cheng 5.00

Former Committees :

—

Hwai Yuan Famine Fund. ..7,041.77

Central China M. E. Mission,

Hanking 10,000.00

Central China Famine Relief

Fund 1910/11 per Dr. J. C.

Ferguson 17,363.62

Central China Famine Relief

Fund 1910/11 perDr. J. W.
Bradley 3,378.38

Christian Herald Famine Re-
lief Fund per Jas. B. Web-
ster 2,802.64

Foss, H. E 15.00

Foster, Miss 3.00

Foster, F. A. 19.80

Frewer, Miss 10.00

Friend, A 11.24

Friend, A 24.00

Friend, A 52.50

Friend, A 50.00

Friend, A 20.00

Friend, A 50.00

Friend, A 10.00

Friend, A 10.00

Friend, A 100.00

Friend, A 100.00

Friend, A 10.00

Friend, A 1.00

Friend, A 25.00

Friend, A 10.00

Friend, A 10.00

Friend, A 40.00

Friend, A 1.30

Friend, A 10.00

Friend, A, per E. Evans ... 5.00

Friend, A, at Free Christian

Church 7.00

Friend, A, in Soochow 15.00

Friend, A, in Soochow 30.00

Friend, A, 1.60

Friend, A, in America 15.00

Friend, A, in America 50.00

Friend, A, in Scotland 15.00

Friend, A, St. Peters Church 10.00

Friends in Canada 30.00

Friend in England per

E. F. P. S 10.00

Friends in Scotland per Miss

Macgill 8.40

Friends in America per Dr.

Morris 5.49

Friends in America per W.
B. Glass 85.00
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Friends in America per F. D.
Wilder 234.00

Friends in America per E. H.
C 50.00

Friends in America per K. E.

Scott 351.35

Friends in Portland per J. S.

Douglas 41.00

Friends at Poughkeepsie N.
Y 15.00

Friends per Miss Oiratt 15.50

Friends, Two 15.00

Fula, Mrs 22.10

Fullerton, E.C. 50.00

Fulton, T. C 10.00

Fulton, Dr. Mary, and mother 10.00

Fung Si Ku 2.00

A. G 10.00

A. F. G 10.00

D. H. G 50.00

E. W. G 50.00

L. J. G 50.00

J. H. G 10.00

J. H. G 25.00

Galloway, Miss H. R 10.00

Game of Cards, A 6.00

Gao Ts Hung 1.00

Geldart, J 100.00

Gen Yui Tsao Leo 100.00

Girls, Two little 14

Glass, Rev. W. B 15.00

Goddard, Master D 10.00

Goddard, J. R 10.00

Goddard, William D 10.40

Goodchild, E. Lacy 15.00

Gou Chen He 5.00

Graham, S. A 49.50

Graves, Rev. F. R 75.00

Green, Master Collier 2.18

Green Mrs. Helen, 52.46

Greening, C. F 4.11

Greenwodd, Rev. F 20.00

Grodtmann, J. H 100.00

Gu, Mr 2.00

G. H 20.00

C. M. H 20.00

J. H. H 20.00

Hall, Miss E. M 50.00

Hmilton, A. Isabel 9.00

Hamilton, Dr 30.67

Han Chen Chu Tse 1.00

Hancock, J. F 15.00

Hang Hsu Leo Dining Room.. 10.60

Harada, Miss R 3.00

Harmer, E. L 20.00

Harris, Miss F. L 10.00

Harris, G. G 8.24

Harris, Mrs. S. S 10.00

Harris, Mr. and Mrs. J. S. ... 20.00

Hartman, Ward 10.00

Harvey, C. W 19.50

Hawley, E. C 6.00

Hayes, C. D 50.00

Hayes, Wm 10.00

Heck, Chas. M 45.00

Henderson, J. W. A 30.00

Hengh, H 95

Henry, Dr. Anna 25.00

Hermanns, Mrs. Tom 10.00

Herring, D. W 10.00

Hertz, K 20.00

Hill, Miss M. A 30.00

Hinckly, Dr. F. E 20.00

Hixon, Miss 20.50

Ho Yang Tang 2.00

Hodges, Mrs, A. C 10.00

Hoffman, Rev. and Mrs. A. C. 15.00

Holmes, Miss L 10.00

Hood, George 25.00

Hospital, Soochow 10.00

Howell, George 5.00

Howie, Miss L 50.00

Hu Chang Chih 1.00

Hu Ming San 10.00

Hu Chung Yih Ming 19.00

Hu Tsing Sun 20.00

Hu Kwan Loo Hai 10.00

Hu Wei Pu 10.00

Hu Yui Te 4.00

Hu Tsun King 4.00

Hu Tsun Hung 4.00

Hu Tsien Hao 9.70

Hu Chung Yih Min 35.00

Huang A-pa 100.00

Huang Fang Nyin 200.00

Hughes, M 10.00

Hughes, Miss J 20.00

Hulton, Thomas 25.00

Hung Kee 1.00

Hung Kee Famine Relief So-

ciety 11.90

Hung Siang, E 10.00

Hung Fung Yung 20.00

Hunter, Miss Anne 10.00

Hunting, Miss 20.30

Hutchison, W 5.00
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Hsa Zien Eu 96.53

Hsien Young 5.00

Hsin Kee Kong Kung Shih... 9.00

Hsing Kong Co 500.00

Hsu Jen Ku 5.00

Hsu Jen Chien 20.00

Hsu, Mrs 20.00

Hsu Wei Seng 20.0 J

Hwa Siang Tjong Hwe,
Java 1,340.99

Hwang Han San 60.00

Hwei Kuo Ying 50.00

In Kin U. Li Ren 5.30

Ing, Mrs 1.00

Inglis, Miss M 20.00

Intermediate C. E. Society,

Hyredale Church 5.94

Japanese Friends, per J. B.

Hail 62.72

Jaspersen, Julius 20.00

Jen Tai Seng 1.00

Jenninge, Mrs. E. A 25.00

Johns, A. E 100.00

Johnson, Elmor 2.50

Jones, Rev. E. H 20.70

Jones, Miss Mary I 19.60

Joynt, Miss 20.00

Jui Kong Hong 50.00

Kah, Mr. and Mrs 10.00

Kah Wang Sheh 200.00

Kelhofer, Ernest 25.00

Kelsey, D. L 25.00

Kemp, R. A 120.00

Kempffer, E 25.00

Kendon, Miss E. C 12.00

Kennedy, Alexander 90.30

Ker Chin Shih 1.00

Kern, Per D. S 20.00

Kerr, Mrs. P. E 9.80

Kian Chinese Christians 10.61

Kiang Chun-fen 50.00

Kiang Ping Sen 47.29

Kilbourn, Miss Petta 10.00

Kimberly, Mrs 2.04

King Fang Tang 10.00

King, Mr. and Mrs. Paul 50.00

Kinnear, Henry R 50.00

Kirkland, Miss 10.00

Knight, S 1.00

Koh Buck Yong 5.00

Koh Ping Han 50.00

Koh Pu Lan 4.00

Kon Hsin Ka, Mun Tien

Ming, Wang Pah Tang,
and Chen Tun Chien ... 114.00

Koons, E. W 49.75
Korean, A ... ... ... 1.04
Kozywozewski, T. de ... 5.00
Kruse, A. H. 10.00
Ku i hi Kan ... ... 2.00
Ku Y

T
u An ... ... ... 1.00

Kue Zung 10.00
Kullgren 10.06
Kung Ping Tsai 9.25
Kung Tien Cheng ... ... 5 00
Kwang Sing Oil Co. ... 139.30
Kwang Shun Kwei Chu Hsian 20.00
S. H. L 10.00
Lace Workers at Ichang ... .52
Lacy, W H 10.00
Lacy, Mr. W. 25.00
Landgraf, Curt ... ... 50.00
Langman, A. 100.00
Lao Chin Hsin ... ... 50.00
Lao Kwei Ker ... ... 10.00
Laou Ivai Fook ... ... 30.00
Launson, Miss S. ... ... 10.00
Leavens,. Hickson H. ... 25.00
Lee, Hr. & Mrs. ... ... 10.00
Lee, E. J 50.00
Leite, Per Miss J. M. ... 1.19
Leon, J. B 5.00
Lerrigo, Mr. and Mrs. C. E. 23.54
Levering, Joshua ... ... 100.50
Levy, Mr. S 20.00
Li Yuan Hung, Vice President 9,100.00
Li Chin Shih ... 1.00
Li Chun San ... ... 80.00
Li Chin Sen ... ... ... g.go
Li Yi Tang 10.00
Li Wrang Shih ... ... 1.00
Li Yu Chan ... .. 3 . o

0

Li Yi Su (London) ... ... 10.43
Liang, Mr 1,000.00
Liang Kan Shih ... ... 5.00
Liang Kee 2.00
Liang Ya Chih . . ... 33.97
Lim Huay Gin ... ... 9.90
Lindblad, Anna ... ... 43.50
Lindenmeyer, A.B. ... 20.00
Ling Shih Kee ... ... 4 . 00
Ling Lan Sing 500.00
Ling Kee 20.00
Ling, Mrs 1.00
Ling Tsih Ying 8.00
Ling Ming Yang, Y. Frank

Chang, Per 618.00
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Link... 25.00
Littell, Rev. S. H. 30.00
Liu Wu Ann 8.61

Liu -Toe Ze 8.61

Liu An Yu Tong 200.00
Liu, Miss 2.00

Liu Shih Sen 20.00
Lloyd, Nurse 1.22

Lo Kua Kwan ... 5.00

Logan, O. T. 20.00

Long Foh Tong ... 30.00

Longden, Alice A. ... 15.00

Longley, R. S. ... 20.00

Loosley, Mrs. Margaret M. ... 10.00

Lu, Mrs.... 2.00

Lu Kee 2.00

Lu Kia Chang ... 1.30

Lu King Yu... 20.00

Lubeck, Mrs. 3.00

Luce, H. W 25.00

A. W. M 20.00

H. H. M 25.00

H. I. M 50.00

Ma, Miss Christina 5.00

Ma Foo Yin ... 60.00

Ma Ugoh Shu ... 4.00

Ma Yu You ... 10.00

Ma Yu Yu 2.00

Mabee, F. C. 2.00

Macgregor, R 100.00

Mackay, Mrs. G. W. 11.41

MacRobert, Mrs. 9.80

Maddeson, Miss 1.27

Madeley, Mr. & Mrs. Frank 15.00

Magee, John G. 100.00

Mangel, Fred P. 16.40

Mao Ts-liang 6.50

Mao Yin-zung, Per 99.50

Mao Shu Cham 10.00

Marix, R. 10.00

Marshall, Miss 15.00

Marshall, R. Calder 50.00

Martin, Miss 5.00

Mason, Pansy C

—

7.00

Mason, L. and E. L. 3.00

Masters, L. M. ... 10.00

McClure, S. Id 10.00

McIntyre, Miss Lila 10.00

McKee, S. C. 10.00

McKee, Mrs. 10.00

McKenzie, Hugh 11.27

McKim, Per Bishop 26.13

McLaren, A.... 10.27

McLean, Mrs. 11. 4.00

McLean, Wm. A. ... ... 10.00
McLeod, Mr. ... ... 5.58
McMillan, Mrs. ... ... 9.90
McNeill, Miss Emily ... 10.00
McNeill, Dr. Margaret E. ... 9.14
McRae, C. F 25.00
Mead, Miss Bessie ... ... 20.34
Melting down brass dollars 98.95
Members of Kiangsu Assembly 113.50
Members of Translation Dept.

of the Commercial Press 82.00
Memoriam, In ... ... 50.00
Metford, W. M. ... ... 21.00
Merriman, Mrs. W. Lane ... 50.00
Meuser, E. N. ... ... 25.00
Meuser, E. H. ... ... 25.00
Mieh, Li Tse, 100.00
Miller, Mrs. (Glasgow) ... 10.05
Miller, Mrs. Margaret ... 58.35
Miller, J. A 9 . 00
Miller, Mrs. ... ... 5 . 00
Mills, L. II 10.00
Ming Tai Sun ... ... 1.00

Ming Ting Chin ... ... 5.40

Ministering Children's League 100.00
Minter, Mrs. ... ... 75.00
Mip Su Bird Hendee, Malacca 5.70

Missions :

—

Basler Mission, Hongkong 1,056.50
New Zealand Presbyterian

Mission, Canton ... 815.05
London Mission, Shanghai 10.00

7th Day Baptist Mission,... 638.34
Baptist Mission, Chinchow 1.00

Presbyterian Mission, Peking 175.00
M. E. Mission, Peking ... 270.00
Honan Mission, Presbyteri-

an Church of Canada ... 202.00

M. E. Mission, Taianfu 52.00

Missionary Home Guests,

Shanghai ... ... 100.00

Chinese Women's Mission-

ary Society ... ... 10.20

C. M. S. Helpers Meeting,

Taichowfu ... ... 11.00

Anglican Conference Service

Collection ... ... 53.03

British and Foreign Bible

Society, London, per 976.71

Amoy Mission of the Refor-

med Church of America 1,165.00

American Church Mission,

Wusieh.. ... ... 209.36
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American Church Mission,

Sandaung Chapel

Evangelical Association

4.70

923.23

Central China Mission of

theM.E. Church,Nanking 7,000.00

Board of Missions, Meth.

Epis. U.S.A 688.75

Free Methodist Mission 2,250.00

American Baptist Foreign

Missions Society, Boston . 485.00

American Baptist Foreign

Missions Society, Boston .1,651.54

7th Day Baptist Women’s
Mission Board ... ... 10.00

American Presbyterian Board

of Foreign MissionsN. Y.. 2,498. 04

American Presbyterian Board 1,300.00

American Presby. Board for

Famine Relief for Yu
Yiao 334.15

American Presby. Board for

Famiue Relief for Che-

kiang 3,625.18

Tsingkiangpu Free Method-

ist Mission 800.00

Woman’s Auxiliary, Cali-

fornia ... 54.13

Woman’s Auxiliary, St.

John’s Pro-Cathedral ... 13.74

Missionaries, Mission School

and friends in Tamsui 163.13

Missionaries, C. M. S. per

Bishop Molony 121.00

Missionaries, Presby. and

Meth. Pyeng Yang 51.26

Missionaries, Danish, Port

Arthur 25.00

Missionaries, Two Manchurian 20.00

Missionaries, Two 20.00

Mitchell, Miss E. E. 5.00

Mitchell, Marion S. ... 50.00

Mitchil, Mrs. E

—

40.00

Mite Box, A 6.00

Mite Box, Second 7.20

Mo Gok Shao 16.00

Molony, Per Bishop H. ... 10.52

Molson, W. E. 40.00

Mon Kee... 12.00

Morgan, C. ... 5.00

Morgan, E. 5.00

Morris, Per Mrs. D. B. S. ... 300.00

Mortimore, W. J. 30.00

Morton, The Misses ... 40.60

Moule, Miss J. F. 10.00

75

Moule, W. A. S 20.00

Mudd, Wm 10.00

Mun Ping Chow 10.00

Myers, Angie Martin 50.00

Myers, C. M 15.00

Netherlands French Harbour
Works Ltd 15.00

New Zealand Subscribers, per

Miss M. E. Moore 218.50

Nichols, J. W 25.00

Nickalls E. C 20.00

Nicoll, Per George 717.22

Niles, Mary W 10.00

Nordlander, Rev. E. J 23.44

Norris, Per Rev. F. L 38.00

North, Miss 26.72

Noyes, Dr. Henry P 10.00

“O” 5.00

Oakshott, Miss 10.00

Office Staff of British-Am.

Tobacco Co., British Cig.

Co., & Mustard’s 234.00

Ogilvie, Charles L 21.00

Oldham, H. W 55.00

Oliveira, Miss I. M 5.00

Olney, Miss 10.00

Olsen, Carrie 50.00

Openshaw, Mrs. H. J 10.00

Owl 5.40

“P” Shantung 20.00

H. P 5.00

W. W. P 20.00

Palmborg, Rosa W 25.00

Palmer, Wm. Morgan 10.00

Pao Lo Tang 5.00

Pao Ming Dzin 3.00

Pao Yuen Ting 20.00

Parker, Mrs 10.00

Partch, Rev. G. E 59.15

Passengers, P. & O. Himalaya 12.64

Passengers, S. S. China 2.00

Passmore, Mrs. Alfred 10.00

Passmore Mrs. H. M 5.00

Peacock, C. S 10.00

Pei Jen Sheng 50.00

Pei Ruen Sen 200.00
“ Peking & Tientsin Times ”

Famine Fund 34.65

Pen Peng Yuen 5.00

Perriam, G. H 49.75

Peterson, Miss 25.00

Petterson, Miss Ida 40.00

Philomene, M. de St 30.00
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Pierle, C. A 24.38

Pilley, E 10.00

Plewman, T. E 20.00

Plummer, Miss L. A 16.32

Poa Sue Chen 10.00

Pollard, Miss H. E 5.18

Pope, A. W. U 10.00

Porter, Per A. A 61.10

Poseck, C. H. von 20.00

Posknill, Per H. J 25.00

Price, Miss 10.00

Primm, Clara L 25.00

Pu Jeng Seng 201.15

Pu Ku Chi 200.00

Pung Ra Kee 4.00

Quirmbach, A. P 100.00

C. H. R 10.00

E. T. R 5.00

Ranck, Rev. C. E 700.00

Rawlinson, Frank 25.00

Raymond, Prof. & Mrs- C. du
Bois 10.00

Rea, Olive M 25.00

Readers of the “Christian

Herald ” 89.71

Reed, D. V 4.11

Reid, Florence M 1.00

Remedios, Savard 10.00

Ren Kee 40

Reulschler, Miss M 40.00

Rhind, Miss Jessie 2.10

Rhind, J. P 2.41

Richard, Dr. Timothy 95.00

Richard, Mrs. Margaret 20.00

Richmond and Myers, Misses 60.00

Ringberg, M 8.00

Robertson, Alexander 30.00

Robertson, Mrs. C. H 30.00

Robertson, Dr. W. E 5.00

Robinson, Mrs. J. W 2.96

Rowley, Miss 1.98

Rozario, Miss 2.00

Rozario, Mrs 1.00

Ruck, Per H 100.00

H. S 50.00

D. J. S 1.00

J. S. S 10.00

Sachse, F. C. Paul 100.00

Sai Kwan Yin 1.00

Sale of clothes from Honolulu 81.10

Sale of sweets 8.25

Sale of Mr. Scott’s pony 288.00

Sale of 3 silver bracelets

donated by a Chinese lady 10.70

Sale of a gold bracelet donated
by Mrs. Chen 245.00

Sale of a snuff box donated
by Mr. Shing 55.00

Sale of Progress donated by
Y.M.C.A 39.72

Sale of 10 Chinese ornaments,
per “ Eastern Times ” 2.00

Sale of coat 3.00

Sale of clothes 1.00

Sale of stationery boxes 2.00

San Kee 10.00

Sargent, Mrs. C. S 20.62

Schoharie, Philip A 4.10

Scholes, Rev. E. F. P 37.50

Schools :

—

McTyeire School 177.75

Sheng Lin School 1.36

Chekiang School, Hangchow 5.96

Nanking Bible Training

School 1.20

St. Mary’s School, Chuki... 3.50

C.M.S. Schools, Ningpo 20.00

Washburn School, San Jose.. 12.70

State Normal School 79.30

Thomas Hanbury School 14.70

Miss Jewell’s School 50.00

St. Mary’s Hall, Chinese

Girls 10.00

Chinkiang Meth. Orphanage
Boys’ Self Denial 11.00

Wayland Academy 50.00

Union Girls School, High
School Dept. Hangchow 30.00

Presbyterian Mission, Boys’

Day School 1.60

Chinese Christian Church
School, Yangtsze-poo 21.10

Chinese Christian Academy 22.60

Kien Teng Middle School LOO

Scott, Charles R 150.00

Scott, Rev. C. W 251.53

Sen Meh San 20.00

Sens Yung Chong 11.66

Service, D. Charles 40.00

Shang Tsong Yun 4.90

Shao Gin Tao 220.00

Sharman, A. H 9.00

Sharpe. Miss Edith 1 10.00

Shaw, Mr. and Mrs. Norman. 51.67

Shelden, Charles C 12.00

Shen Kee 2.00
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Shen Jun Chen 5.00

Sherman, Rev. Arthur M 20.11

Shi Hsi Wa 19.50

Shih Tsai Kan 30.00

Shih Tsai Kao 12.23

Shin Chen Bank 50.00

Shin Chung Chen 3.00

Shin Lao Ren 69.90

Shing 5.00

Shing Kee 10.00

Shing Chung Chen 10.90

Shing Shu Yin 2.00

Sho Yuen Fen 100.00

Shu Kee 1.00

Shu Teh Tang 89.83

Shui Yung Twan 24.00

Shuttleworth, Miss 25.00

Shuttleworth, P. A 25.00

Sifton, Miss Harriette 15.00

Sillar, Miss E. H 1.33

Simmons, Geo. E 49.50

Sin Kuan Yu 2.00

Sinclair, F. L 15.00

Small, Walter 25.00

Small, Mr. & Mrs. Walter ... 25.00

Smalley, S. B 20.00

Smallwood, Miss Kate 10.00

Smith, Miss Bowden 100.00

Society of St. Vincent de Paul 25.00

Soong, Mrs 69.00

Soong, Yuen & Sheng 3.00

Soothill, Rev. W. E 50.00

Sparling, Edith P 25.00

Sparling, Geo. W 15.00

Speers, Miss Edna M 15.00

Srigley, Z 20.00

Stern, S. R 16.00

Stewart, Miss 9.25

Stewart, Mrs. E 20.00

Stewart, W. R 25.00

Steybe, D. K 25.00

Stobie, Mr 9.85

Student, A little Chinese .20

Suan Keng Kee 5.00

Subscribers to the Tong Wen
Pao, per S. J. Woodbridge.. 300.00

Sui Tah 10.00

Sui Tai Mill .40

Sui Kee 12.90

Sun Zuh Tsah 100.00

Sunday-Schools :

—

Miss Merrills’ Sunday
School 34.05

Union Sunday School,

Fingal, Ontario 20.00

East Harlem Presby. Sun-
day School 5.09

M. E. Church Sunday
School, Yengyang, Korea 3.98

Kyoto Sunday School,

Japan 7.06

Sundry Subscribers 40.00

Sundry sums (melting of

copper dollars) 40.80

Sundry sums. Exchange 5.80

Sung, Mrs 4.00

Sung Han Chang 50.00

Sung Tai Sung .67

Swedish Charity Fund, per

Wm. Carlson 100.00

Sympathisers, Three, 25.00,

20.00, 5.00 50.00

C. R. T 100.00

J. M. T 10.00

Tai Chong Co.,Tan Mun Tang,

Yu Chih Tang, Mao Fung
Fah Tang, Lui Tze Chih, Lui

Chih Tang 347.75

Tah Ching ••• 10.00

Tah Sun-hsiang 5.00

Tai Ho Pawn Shop Staff 14.85

Tai Sung’s Branch Mill 165.08

Tai Sung’s Cotton Mill 253.70

Tan Kim Soey, Batavia 1,279.56

Tang Chu Yung 9.70

Tang Kan Chun 50.00

Tang Yin Chu La 47.29

Tasi Sung Chong 2.00

Tata, Mrs. B. D 10.00

Taylor, R. E. S 10.00

Teh Fa Hong 105.90

Tehingeng 1.30

Teh Shich-ruen 200.00

Telege & Schroeter, Messrs... 500.00

Terry, Dr. Edna G 25.00

Thayer, Judge Rufus H 50.00

Thomas, J. A 300.00

Thompson, Red Edw 10.00

Thompson, Miss Mabel E 25.00

Thompson, T. P 100.00

Thompson, Dr. & Mrs. J. A.... 30.00

Thomson, Archdeacon 100.00

Throop, Prof. M. H 25.00

Thun Men Yen 1.00

Thurston, R. N 50.00

Thwing, E. W 8.00
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Tidings, A. B. C. 15.00, 5.00.. 20.00 M. P. W
Tidings, X. Y. Z 200.00 W. M. W
Tidings 97.822 6.10 Walker, Miss

Tidings 6.00, 8.40, 10.36, 1.00, Walker, Mrs. J

.70 ••• 26.46 Walker, Rev. E. J
Tiding’s, S. 32 7.00 Wallace, Miss D
Tien Chun Tung 47.93 Wang, Pastor

Tien Ting Chi 19.26 Wang Kang Kee
Ting Kee .40 Wang Chang
Ting Teh Ling 3.00 Wang Chen Fen
Ting Yung Tai 10.00 Wang Ching Yeu
Toms, J. A 10.00 Wang Ho Sing
Tong Feng Chih 50.00 Wang Hsien Chen
Tong Yung 127.50 Wang Li Shih

Tong Ruen Ting 100.00 Wang Tin Chih
Tong Shing Shih 10.00 Wang Ti Chen
Tooker, Misses Mary & Wang Shou Tang
Gertrude 410.69 Wang Young Shih

Tothridge, Mr. & Mrs 30.54 War Fok Tong
Tsa Ta-tung 20.00 Ware, Mrs
Tsai, Mrs 13.29 Warren, Miss K
Tsang, Miss 5.00 Warren, A. IL

Tsang Yang 10.00 Way Cheng Hsu
Tsao Shih Yang LOO Wei He Kon Hsah
Tsao Chen LOO Weir, Per A
Tseng Tien Kah 29.75 Weir, Mrs. Thomas
Tsin Tze Kee 20.00 Wentzensen, T. H
Tsing Shin Kan 50.00 West, Mrs. Florence
Tsung Kew Siang 200.00 Wheelock, P. R
Tsung Ironworks 19.60 Whibley, Mrs. H. G
Tulpine, W 20.52 White, H. O
Tung Ho 17.30 White, Marion
Tung Hing 20.00 Whitielaw, Andrew
Tung Hing Mei 2.00 Whitfield, Mrs. F. H
Tung Wu Wu Chen 5.00 Who Lie Fon
Turner, Olive M 20.00 Widows’ Mite Box
Tutuh of Shansi 3,000.00 Wigdall, R. J
Tutuh of Kiangsi 10,000.00 Wight, Dr. A
Tze Wha Shih 9.25 Wilson. A
IT. Shua Tang 5.00 Wilson, C. H. P
Ufford, H. F 15.00 Wilson, E. G
Underwood, E. H 10.00 Wilson, Elsie

Uritz, Mrs. D. M 7.00 Wing, Pastor
Usher, Rev. Wm 17.60 Winn, Dr. & Mrs. T. C
M. T. V 25.00 Winter, Mrs. W. E
Vale, J 30.00 Wo ILua To
Van Chong Pawn Shop 68.20 Wo Hsiao San
Vardon’s Children, Mr. M. ... 5.00 Wolfendale, Mr. & Mrs. M.W.
Verity, G. W 10.00 Woman’s Messenger

Voong, Mrs 5.00 Wong Yick Ding

W 10.00 Woo, Y. T
H. ,T. W 25.00 Woo Loh Sung

M. W 10.00 Woo K. Wei

25.00

5.00

25.00

45.77

10.00

9.80

1.00

799.90

1.00

20.00

130.00

50.00

50.00

1.00

10.00

6.00

10.00

1.00

5.00

15.00

5.00

5.09

2.00

20.00

22.02

30.00

20.00

40.00

50.00

5.16

25.00

4.00

10.00

4.15

8.00

9.50

11.25

20.00

10.00

20.00

10.00

20.00

13.13

8.37

5.00

8.61

50.00

100.00

16.00

50.00

10.00

15.51

99.40
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Woo Ho Kee 7.70

Woo Yong Feng 1.00

Woo Shao Yin 100.00

Wood, Miss Muriel .. 25.00

Wood, Merril B .. . 10.50

Wood, J. N 5.00

Woodberry, J 211.61

Woodbridge, Miss 1.00

Woodbridge, C. L. .. 10.00

Woods, Per Dr. J. B. ....1,839.82

Woods, Dr 5.00

Woods, Dr. Julia N. 10.00

Wright, Mrs 10.00

Wu Ting Fang, Dr. .. 500.00

Wu Kee 10.00

Wu On Fang 4.10

Wu Yuen Sen 3.00

Wu Loh Shiang ..... 50.00

Wu Shih Tan 98.15

Wu Pen Chien & Wu Shi

Chan 55.62

Wu Yu Sen 7.00

Wu Li Men 100.00

Wu Foo Tsu 199.95

Wu Tze Yu, Per 34.90

Wu Chin Shih .... 2.00

Xmas Gift 10.00

Xmas Donation, money per

Mrs. Berlim 40.00

Xmas Offering by Chinese, per

Miss Price 11.20

Xmas Offering at Ichang, per

Rev. A. S. Cooper 10.00

Xmas Offering of children

workers of Slave Refuge,

Shanghai 31.40

Xmas Offering, St. John’s,

Jessfield ... 107.18

Xmas Offering at Ichang, per

Rev. D. T. Huntington. 15.17

Xmas Offering at Shanhai-
kwan Church of England
Service 29.70

Y.M.C.A. Chinese Friends.... .. 440.78
Yah Lve .... 5.56

Yang Nun Li 1.00

Yang Shin Yin ... 30.00

Yang Seng Tsi 50.00

Yang Yuli Mu ... 1.70

Yang Moh Tong 20.00

Yang Kwei Keng 2.00

Yap, F. F 10.00

Yapp Swu Keli 5.00

Yi Kee .40

Yiah Tai Shop ... 11.00

Yih A Cheng and Yih Wei
Ching 10.83

Yih Ming Char ... 300.00

Yin Peng Seng 105.95

Young Tai Kee ... 1.00

Young, M. H. 25.00

Young China Association-, New
York ... 100.00

Young People of Hamilton

Epworth League of San
Francisco ... 31.00

Youngson, Mrs. Alex. ... 2.60

Yu Lo Cheng 400.00

Yu Lu Cheng 171.50

Yu Pu Ke 5.00

Yu Ho Shi Cheng 5.00

Yu Ya Chin; 200.00

Yu Fung Yung .. 20.00

Yu Chin Tang Chen 5.00

Yu Tan Han Co. 20.00

Yru W. Chin 200.00
Yu Han Chi 5.00

Yu ITing Chin 10.80

Yuan Hung Kee, per 350.50
Yui Kee 1.00

Yui Sung 2.00

Yun Chili 4.00

Yung Chen Fu ... 100.00

Yung Kung... 50.00

Yung Chow Chong 1.00

Yung Chin Sung 1.75

Yung Chun Wen 300.00
Yung Kee 2.00

Yung Yin Tang... 20.00

Yung Shill Tang 3.75

Zia Lung Fei 50.00

Zie, Mrs 3.00

Zung Fung Yung 20.00

Total... $205,581.89












